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Omnibus-100 Club Sends Apology To Rowan
Because Of Treatment At Dobbs House
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MEMPHIS, TENN. —

SATURDAY, .I AN I 'CRY 27, 191,2

Price 15c

Memphis Service Club
Regrets Insult Of U.S.
Officer Al Airport Here

'No Law Requires You Say
'Sir'To Policeman,'Says Ingram

all enharpen
en the
do
selves,

into all
n save
shock-

"There is nq law on the said "sir" when talking to the
books which requires a civilian officers, later identified as
to add 'sir' to his answer when Patrolmen D. King (Badge No.
replaying to a police officer." 4575) and W. B. Coop (Badge
That point was clarified by No. 1290), and accepted the
Traffic Judge William B. In- ticket for driving without
gram last week when Charles lights.
B. Myers, a 45-year-old retired PLACED ON DOCKET
postal worker and president Instead of paying the fine,
of the Hyde Park Civic Lea- Myers had the case placed on
gue, appeared before his bench the docket and appeared beon a charge of driving with- fore Judge Ingram last Tues.
day.
out lights.
According to Myers, he got One of the officers appearinto his car after leaving a
(See SIR. Page 2)
cafe located on Hollywood between Vandale and Dexter,
and had gone about 15 yards
before he discovered his lights
were off and sveitched them
on.
He said le drove into a
nearby service station for gasoline, and while he was bea
patrolman
ing serviced
Bellevue. The victim left • pecked on his window and
wile and three children. A said, "Say, Will. When you
passerby going to lunch dis- get your gas. pull out of the
station. We want to talk to
covered the body.

(. B. MYERs
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SUICIDE SCENE —The
"X" in this picture marks
the spot where the body of
Johnny LeRoy Johnson was
found he week after he re-

portedly bought a new rope
from a nearby Lrdware
store and hanged himself
from beam under , railroad
bridge on East Trigg near

Negro Doctor Won Fame
In Operation On Heart

By M. L. REID
with Fred Darragh, a Little
Rock businessman, who pilotA telegram to Deputy As- ed
the private plane.
sistant Secretary of State Carl
Rowan said that while he
Rowan, expressing regrets was waiting on his p1 a n e,
over the refusal of restaurant someone suggested they all go
employees at Municipal Air- into the restaurant for coffee,
port to serve the journalist, and although he did not care
was sent by Members of the for coffee and had no idea the
newly-organized Omnibus 100 place was segregated, he enClub a few hours after the
(See AIRPORT, Page 2)
incident occurred on Saturday.
The civic-minded organization of about 30 men expressed

Insurance Exec
Is Candidate
In County Race

you,"
The owner of an insurance
doctor attracted few patients.
(Part Three Of Series)
BRANDISHED STICKS
agency in Whitehaven has anthree
only
were
there
although
PATTERSON
RAYMOND
By
Myers said that in replying
nounced his candidacy for the
other Negro doctors in Chicago
copyright 1962
to questions about his lights,
County Commission. Brace
a Negro population of
serve
to
"That's
he kept replying,
Jordan, 40, owner of the JorDaniel Hale Williams, t h e
10,000 families.
right," end the officer on the famous Negro surgeon, is prob- about
dan Insurance Agency, had
It took a successful minoi
right vide of the car asked ably best remembered for perthis to say in his formal anoperation on one of the city's
him, "Can't you say 'sir'?"
nouncement last Saturday aftforming the first successful
socialites to award him
"I asked him if it were opei•*titiOn on tht human heart. Issding
ernoon: "
With hard work and
mandatory for me to say 'sir' SEWED UP THE HEART! the approval.
"Many people across the city
still harder study, Dr. Wilwhen speaking to a police- headlines of 1893 put it. Yet,
and county have been" encourliams' reputation grew, and his
man. The both of them jump- as astounding as the operation
aging me to run for the Counpractice developed.
ed out of the car, clutching was in its day, it represented
CARL ROWAN
ty Commission. This encourtheir nighttticks, and the one only one of his many tichieve- GOT AN IDEA
People went to Dr. Williams its regrets for the refusal of age m en t has continued to
who had been driving, and mental in the field of American
with problems. When a young the airport restaurant to serve grow and apparently reflects
who, up until that time, had medicine.
girl could not get into t h e the journalist and three com- a general feeling of dissatisI decided to stay home with
By M. L. REID
said nothing, said 'You're G-.During • the course of his Chicago nursing schools be- panions in the telegram signed faction," said Jordan.
the baby.
d— right it's mandatory for
fruitful life, he founded Provi- cause she was a Negro, s h e by the president. Lawrence He continued: "As a citizen
Whcn 27-year-old Johnny
"About a quarter to two,"
you to say sir when talking
dent hospital (the first inter- asked Dr2Dan for help and ad- Wade, a county tax assessor; in good, honest, efficient govLeroy Johnson of 1062 E. Mc- she explained between sobs,
to a policeman.' Are you tryracial hospital in America), vice. It was then he conceived and Thaddeus T. Stokes, secre- ernment, I would like to see
Lemore ave., told his wife last "a man came to the door and
ing to get smart?"
was charter member of t h e the idea of Provident Hospital. tary, and editor of the Tri- the County progress and keep
Wednesday that he was going asked me if I would mind goMyers said that rather than
American College of Surgeons, Under his leadership t h e State Defender,
pace with the needs or Our
to the store and would be back
risk being beaten with the a
founder of the Negro Nation- community banded together,
(See FUNERAL, Page 2)
people. I am not convinced
in a few minutes, she had not
nightsticks and arrest on a al Medical
of
Rowan,
Asst.
Sec.
State
Association, a n d
rallies, raised funds, con- for Public Affairs, was en that "these objectives can be
the slightest hint that it was
JOHNNY LEROY JOHNSON charge of resisting arrest, he was appointed by President held
tributed food, beds and medireached under our present sysgood bye forever.
Cleveland to head Freedmen's cine, and got the support of route home to Washington, D. tem of local government and
The nurse's aide, who was
after
to
C.,
having
been
Little
a
in
As
hospital
Washington.
public officials. Eventually the
would favor a thorough inemployed at John Gaston hossurgeon, he was a pioneer hospital opened with an inte- Rock on Friday night to speak vestigation of the various pospital, went to a hard ware
of the Arkansas
meeting
a
at
equal in America.
without
grated staff of the best doctors
sibilities that might work well
store, bought a long stout rope
Council on Human Relations.
But oddly enough, his fam- in Chicago.
for Memphis and Shelby
and hanged himself beneath
UNAWARE
ENTERED
ous heart operation continues
a
was
County." s ,
Provident hospital
•
a bridge on East Trigg ave.,
He came into Memphis on a Jordan added, "The people
to outshine all else he accom- godsend to the Negro populaabout 100 feet from the All
plished. Perhaps that story, tion. It offered a place where private plane to board an of Shelby County are going
Night All Day Sundry store at
better than anything else, re- the ill could go and be certain American Airlines flight to to insist upon leaderS1hw dedi1177 E. Trigg, operated by
veals all the skill, intelligence
care. It Washington shortly after mid- cated to these goals. I. theftThe head fm,thall coach at
What kind of government Uncle Tom type — and the and love of humanity possess- of receiving adequate
/elis. Willie Washington.
Manassas high, John Johnson, is best for Memphis and Shel- plans are then viewed with
was a place where Negro nurs- night, and entered the Dobbs fore, announce as a candidate
Mrs. Washington told the
ed by a remarkable surgeon! es could train and doctors could House restaurant with three for the'County Commission In
jr., will he spotlighted as the by County?
contempt at the very outset,"
Tri-State Defender that a man
FEW PATIENTS
intern. It gave the community wh'it e companions, two of
"Man of the Year" by Mt. Moof the Pickett explained.
consolidation
named DeWitt Nevilles, who
a
Will
Born in 1856 into a hard- a new sense of dignity and a whom had come into the city (See CANDIDATE, Page 2) .
riah Baptist church, 2634
usually has lunch at the store,
city and county governments Pickett, who ran for a seat working family of Negro, Ger- hopeful measure of progress.
rushed in about 12:20 and
of Shelby county be for the in the State House of Repre- man and Indian extraction, For James ,Cornish w h o
shouted, "C n m e down and
be st interest of minority sentatives on the Republican Daniel Hale Williams came to came to Provident hospital on
look; there's a man down ungroups in the area?
ticket two years ago, said the medical profession by a July 9, 1893, with a knife
der the bridge with a rope
Those are only two of the committees would be appoint- difficult path. The death of his wound in his chest, Dr. Wilaround his neck!"
questions to be considered at ed to go to other cities of the father when Dan was 11, scat- liams' ?hospital offered the
THOUGHT IT A JOKE
a mass meeting of civic lead- nation, 'ascertain just whicn tered the family of seven chil- knowledge that everything hu"I told him not to come in
ers, ministers, precinct work- fonn•of government is best for dren among various relatives. manly possible would be done
there with that kind of stuff,
ers, school teachers, union
For a short time Dan was a to save his life.
trying to scare me," Mrs.
men, laborers and others inshoemaker apprentice, a n d QUICK DECISION
Washington said, "because my
terested in good government
then a barber. By the time he
In 1893 the X-ray had not
youngest brother, was in the
for the area to be held this
was 17, he was operating his yet been invented. The fact
hospital for an peration, and
Thursday night, Jan. 25, in the
in
village
the
own barbershop
that Cornish was unable to say
jail awaiting transfer to a
By M. L. REID
'I was already nervous.
auditorium of the Abe Scharff
of Edgerton, Wisconsin. He what kind of knife had struck
"But he told me to come and
A Memphis man was sen- state prison at-Vandalia, M.
branch of the YMCA at 254
was 22 years old when he made him, or how long the blade had
see, and I went out there, and
S. Lauderdale.
Lt. Abell said that Pinkstoss
up his mind to become a doc- been, added to Dr. Williams' tenced to a one-year term in
"resure en oug h. there was a
Arrangements for the gather
tor.
Only Cornish's com- an Illinois State prison after was using the names of
problem.
down
-young colored man
With the help of his dopted plaint of sharp pains in the he was found guilty in a Cairo, putable people" in Memphis
ing have been made by Oren
forand
there, swinging back
family and his friends, D a, n area of the heart, and a con- Ill. court of "obtaining money and other cities in the Mid
W. Pickett, president of Mutuward on the rope. I don't
South to aid him in "confiwas able to complete his edu- stant harsh cough, gave a clue under false pretense."
al Real Estate association
started
I
know why, but
Sentenced was Bennie K. dencing" people out of large
cation and set up practice in
manager of Sawyer Realty
2)
screaming.
(See FAME, Page
Pinkston who was said to have sums of moneSi under the ereChicago, Illinois. But the young
company, a member of the
"advertisement,"
of
"We went down there," she
lived in an apartment at 217 tense
Memphis Mortgage Guarantee
JR.
JOHNSON,
JOHN
his
that
outfound
said, "and
which never appeared in any
S. Fourth St., here.
company and secretary of Fufor the
Payment
were b ar el y off the
Pinkston told. Cairo police publication.
Carnes ave., in Orange Mound, ture Insurance agency.
u n d. His eyes • and his when the church observes Anthat he belonged to a gang "advertisment" was collected
uth were closed. Seemed to nual Men's Day at 3:30 p.m. ALL INVITED
of swindlers operating in In advance.
Pickett said that persons
nie that he could have stood Sunday, Jan. 28.
some six states with head- Cairo Chief of Police, Enloe
from Raleigh , Germantown.
sn his toes and gotten the
quarters in Memphis. The Jones, conducted the investiCoach Johnson was selected White Station. Collierville and
pressure off his neck.
police caught him operating a gation after Pinkston was apchurch as the "most dethe
by
other sections of the county
Mrs. Washington said a man
"confidence . game,"' which prehended.
yourtg man of the
serving
•
are urged to he present.
named John Smith, who also
0. W. PICKETT
amounted to • him selling ad- Chief Jones called Memphis
year." It was also said of him: "As an individual," Pickett
eats lunch in the sundry, ran
vertisement for several non- and cities and towns in Mis"he is greatly admired and re- said, "I do not feel that the at., minority, so that the peoexisting weekly newspapers in sissippi. Arkansas, Tennessee,
and called the police.
spected by the members of the minority groups at this stage ple can be educated and preREADY FOR WORK
Memphis. Named were the Alabama and Missouri after
church with which he is act- .should commit themselves to sent a united front before the
While the crowd was gaMid-South Times, which ceas- papers in Pinkston's possession
affiliated. He is also re- any
ively
Augu3t.
in
the
election
change just because
thering to see the victim, his spected by the student body
ed publication about three indicated that he had obtained
years ago; and the Mid-South money from persons in those
wife was pacing back and for- and faculty members at Ma- Commissioner form of govern- "As a lifetime resident of
Informer, supposedly, located states.
ward at their home on McLe- nasssas High school where he ment is obsolete.
Memphis and Shelby county,
is
group
in the 500 block on Beale st.
more. She was ready to go to has produced a championship "But the minority
I feel quite certain that all
revealed
work, and had no one to take football team for the last three just beginning to enjoy some citizens are interested in the
An investigation revealed that Pinkston, reportedly
in ,
present
this
of
fruits
the
of
there is no weekly newspaper names of other persons
care of their three-year-old successive years ..."
prhposed change, becautie it
form of government," he said. will have some effect upon
of "Mid South Memphis with whom he has
name
the
by
' daughter, Beverly.
celethe
at
speaker
Guest
also
Informer" being published on been working. It was
The other two children, bration is expected to be E. Pickett said that persons at- members of the minority group
indicated that other members
Beale at.
Connie Mae, nine; and Geral- C. Stimbert, superintendent of tending the meeting would se- on all economic levels for the
are still
lect persons to serve on the next twe decades," Pickett
Lt. R. S. Abell of the Cairo of the "syndicate
dine. seven: were in school. Memphis city schools.
Mempolice department told the Tri operating in and out of
"He seemed as cheerful as Others engaged to appear Charter Commission for the said.
State Defender during a long phis."
ever when he left," Mrs. Geor- on the program are: Herman cityand county who would be
will
that
Attending the meeting
distance telephone call, "it It was also revealed
gia Johnson told a reporter, A. Caldwell, educational di- truly representative" of Ana
be leaders of the Voliinteer
the "syndicate"
of
members
community.
Negro
disto
time
little
I
a
if
me
us
wanted
took
asked
and he
rector of Universal Life Insurobtaining advertiaCitizens Committee, the Lincover whet he was doing. We was also
him to bring me back any- ance company, who will be VISIT OTHER CITIES
League, the Shelby Counfor existing newspaper
coln
pick
ments
whites
the
often
and
"Too
him
catch
to
glad
told
I
store.
were
the
from
thing
guest teacher of the Men's someone from the Negro com- ty
Democratic club and the
with which they are not emget rid of him."
him that I didn't.
Bible class; Floyd M. Campmunity whose views are just Shelby County Council of
Pinkston was in the county ployed.
"I kept waiting for him to
1.1111yetee„
the opposite of minority — the Civic Clubs.
(See COACH, Page 2)
come back, and when he didn't

Funeral Service Held For
*Man Fotmd Hanging From
Bridge On Trigg Avenue

Manassas Coach
To Be Honored City-County Merger To
As Man-Of-Year Be Discussed At Meet

Memnhian Sentenced 1 Year
For Selling Advertisement For
Non-Existing Weekly Papers
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REAL ESTATE DIGEST

StorkStops

Fame
(Continued From Page 1)

By Jesse L. Williams

to the extent of his danger.
There was a good chance the
man would die if nothing were
done. -A decision had to be
-Fret not thyself because the nation; yet few people made, and quickly. Dr. W i
of evildoers, neither be Thou realize the really great import- hams decided to operate.
AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL bell, NM Pontotoc; girl, Gloria bell, 499 Pontotoc;. boy, Jesse
envious against the workers ance of the management of this
Jan. S.
Jean.
James.
Standard medical practice of
of iniquity."—Psalm 37.
vast investment.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Smith,
the day was to avoid treating
290 Jan. 17.
Bridges, 911-J Neptune; boy, E. Virginia; boy, Stephens.
•••
Since most students in the
internal wounds in the area of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward HarJames Arthur Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jones, ris, 1555 May; boy, Roland
United States are prompted to 465-Cl. Property Manage- the heart. Surgery almost alMr.
and
Mrs. Wilbert T. 1221
specialize in a particular area ment. Fundamentals of real ways resulted in infection and
Wilson; girl, Evelyn Eart„.
Harris, 3716 Hawkins Mill rd., Denise.
of „knowledge because of prom- estate management, both com- death. Penicillin and other
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Pruitt,
Raleigh;
girl,
Sharon
LaJoyce. Jan. 13.
ise of reward, it is the desire mercial and residential, includ- wonder drugs were unheard
6055 Knight Arnold rd.; boy.
Jan. 6.
of some real estate brokers or ing the role and functions of of. Blood transfusion h • a d
Mr. and Mrs. Don L. Brown, Alvin.
Mr. and Mrs. G. R. Brown,
salesmen to point out to you, property management, and the not been developed. Anesthe376 Butler; girl, Wanda LaMr. and Mrs. Lawrence Per5128 Ford rd.; boy, Frank
the field known as real estate qualifications of managers, De- tics, to relieve pain under the
shell.
nell, 914 S. Fourth; girl, Janis.
Carlton.
knife,
were crude and unrelimanagement as a very reward- tailed examination and analyMr. and Mrs. Lexter O'Neal, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Owena,
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Caring field.
sis are made of the problem, able.
393 Foote pk.; girl, Katrina 5084
Higway 61; boy, Joseph
GIFT — The 1962 fessor of marketing at Jack- ter, 287 Munford at.; girl, Syl- Doloise.
For, whether the reWard duties, and responsibilities of
If a patient's lungs collapsed, UNCF
Earl.
via Ann.
sought is a chance to earn ma- managers and supervisors of there was no rebreathing bag United Negro College Fund son college, Jacks*. Miss..
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Reid, 632
Mr. and
Mrs. Chestene 244 Decatur;
terial wealth, to find personal the different types of rental to automatically force air back was given a generous dona- and a member of the margirl,
Shelia
Ann. Castle; boy, Gregory.
Thompson, 5023 Truse rd.:
security or to render commun- property. Sixteen assignments. into them. Everything pointed tion recently by the J. keting staff of the Strick.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen J. Clark,
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt
girl, Patricia Ann.
ity service, the person who Three hours credit. (From cor- towards Dr. Williams' repeat- Strickland company of Mem- land firm. The happy reci1034 N. Dunlap; boy, Jeffrey
Walker, 1162 Hammen;gi
Jan. 7.
specializes in this field has am- respondence study catalogue ing the failure of the few dar- phis. The firm manufactures pient of the gift is Dr. Hollis
Allen.
Serri Lynne.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie T. Smith,
ple opportunity of its accom- the University of Tennessee ing surgeons who had tried the Royal Crown hair pomade. Price, president of LeMoyne
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Gilles- Mr.
and,Mrs. Walter Harris,
3516 Rochester rd.; girl, DaRecord).
plishment.
pie, 2340 Shasta; boy, Emmett 428
operation before him — every- Making the presentation is college.
Linden; boy, Albert Lee.
phene Denise.
thing but one: Williams was a Prof. J. D. Hardy, left proBernard.
Real estate management is
Mr. and Mrs. Al Johnston,
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Moody.
surgeon of genius. The patient
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Ma- 1452 Ledger;
a comparatively new profes1804 Keltner cl.; girl, Jerrian
girl, Betty Jean.
was prepared, and the operabon, 294 W. Person; boy, Mr.
sion. In its broadest sense the
and Mrs. James Garner,
Dolores.
tion was begun.
George Eric.
field has not crystallized, but
3079
Fisher; girl, Janet Elaine.
Jan. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Q. Williams, Mr. and
much progress has been made
DELICATE DEAL
Mrs. Paul Wallace,
Mr. and Mrs. Felix Payne,
1314 Woodard; girl, Pamela 1655
toward delimitation and pubPope; girl, Wynonola
878 S. Fourth st.; boy, Marcus
Gaining access to the heart
Ann.
(Continued From Page 1)
lic recognition.
Zenette.
Antonio.
was a ticklish business. First
Jan. 14.
Within t h e past several
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Blair,
Jan. 10.
there was a dangerous netMr. and Mrs. Roosevelt 2177 StovaTh
years a number of universities
girl, Anita.
Mr.
and
work of nerves and blood vesMrs. Herbert JackWeeden,
896 N. Claybrook: Jan. 18
have added courses in real
son, 852 N. Bellevue; a boy.
sels to be passed. With his
girl,
Janice
Kay.
estate management, and sevMr. and Mrs. Willie Shealy,
scalpel Dr. Williams lengthenMr. and Mrs. Wilbert HenA six-point program de- certed effort in big cities to
eral colleges are offering maderson, 1603 Carpenter at.; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ed- 742 Carpenter; girl, Iva Karen.
ed the stab wound until he had signed to strengthen Republi"develop
wards,
and
recruit
2979 Alcorn; boy, Robparty
jors in specialized phases of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Moore,
made a six-inch incision be- can organizations
in predom- leaders and candidates for Mark Anthony.
ert Jr.
property management.
959 Ilia; girl, Cassandra Yvettween the ribs. Exposing the inantly Negro areas in
AT JOHN GASTON
big
public
Mr.
office
from
and
ranks
the
of
Mrs.
In the field of •medicine all
Paul L. Hous- te.
breastbone, cartilage and part
HOSPITAL
cities has been adopted by the its Negro supporters."
ton, 272 Baltic; boy, Reginald
practitioners are physicians
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Oliver,
of the fifth rib, he,quickly cut Republican National CommitJan. 11.
Dwight.
first, specialist second. In the
2156 Erie; girl, Johnie MichOther steps call for the Na- Mr. and Mrs. Sammie Neely,
through part of the rib, maktee.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
field of property management,
Jimmy F. elle,
tional Committee to enlarge its 378-D S. Wellington; boy,
ing a little trapdoor in the
Guinn, 30 W. Desoto; boy, Mr. and
At its meeting in Oklahoma field forces to permit increased Randy Fitzgerald.
all building managers should
chest cavity.
Mrs. Clarence
Terence Dento.
City last week, the committee organizational
receive training and education
Perkins, 1566 Marjorie; girl,
activities in
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas C.
It was a small opening, but approved the report of its
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Leon
In the general physical, econoHamlett, Sandra Fay.
Dr. Williams could see t h e Committee on Big City Poli- states with large Negro voter Johnson, 2473 Staten; boy, 518 N. Manassas; girl, Mary
mic, social, and esthetic eleMr. and Mrs. Robert Tay1
Stanley Ray.
arge blood vessels. As he sup- tics, headed by Ray Bliss, populations.
Emma.
ments of operating all types
1
S. Willett; boy, Rob 417
•
The Minorities Division of Jan. 12.
posed. one of them had been chairman of the Republican
Mr. and Mrs. Hardin Ste- Anthony.
of property before specializing
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell Thomdamaged. The continued bleed- State Central and Executive the Republican National Comwart, 923 Polk; girl, Juanita.
in a specific kind.
Mr. and Mrs. James Mao,
ng of that vessel would be Committee of Ohio. The plan mittee is directed to encourage as, 374 Carpenter; girl, Linda
Mr. and Mrs. Lamar Tetley, 931-A LeMoyne dr.; girl,
Just as a brain specialist is
Linda
enough to kill Cornish. Deftly, to win Negro support is a part organizational activities in the Kay.
309 W. Dyson; girl, Lamina Kay.
required to know the physioMr. and Mrs. Edward Fears,
big cities aimed at 'bringing
Dr. Williams tied the vessel of this report.
Cornelia.
logy of the entire body before
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Tyson,
Negro citizens more fully into 692 Wortham; boy, Anthony
and went on to examine the
Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Jen- 81 W. Fields;
being qualified to concentrate
"Certainly our party's splen- all Republican programs.
boy, Clyde
Bernard.
BRUCE JORDAN
sac covering the quivering
nings,
437
Foote
solely on this single organ. a
pk.;
girl,
Vera
Wayne.
did record in the field of civil The plan also commits the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P.
Catherine.
truly
professional property the election to be held on Aug. heart.
Jan.
19.
recognigreater
merits
rights
Republican party at all levels Tate, 5661 Lamar; boy, Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Barnes. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
manager should be acquainted 2."
The knife had gone much tion and response than it has
Turnto concern itself particularly Andrew.
987 Barton; girl, Voncille.
with all types of building opdeeper than was supposed. received," the report stated.
er. 352 Gaston; girl, Daphne
Mr.
and
Mrs.
CampElijah
with
encouraging
Negro
womJordan
was
associated with There was a wound in t h e
Jan. 15.
eration even though his enYvonne.
LEADERS
RECRUIT
en to work in their communiMr. and Mrs. Freddie J.
tire career is spent in concen- the public relations depart- heart sac an inch and a quarMr. and Mrs. L. C. Winton,
The plan calls for the Re- ties fortheparty and its canRivers, 769 Provine; boy, Fred- 1466 Rogers:, a boy.
tration upon hotels, housing ment of the Memphis Light, ter long. The heart was prob- publican parts, to make a condidates.
Gas
and
Water
division
before
die James Jr.
projects, or office buildings.
ably damaged.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Hayes,
Special emphasis will conMr. and Mrs. Wilson H. 3144 Winslow; boy, Ricky.
Everyone knows that build- entering the insurance busi- With difficulty,
Dr. Williams
ness.
tinue
to
be
placed
on bringing
Brooks, 1421 Kansas; girl, Berings house families, the comMr. and Mrs. Roy L. Reid,
managed to hold apart the
young Negro citizens into acnisteen.
merce, and the industries of He was the chairman of wound
215 Driver; boy, Ray Anthony.
in the heart sac and exparticipation
tive
(Continued
in
young
From Page 1)
Mr. and MIN. James H. Mr. and Mrs. Johnny 0.
Whitehaven Committee f o r amine the fluttering heart
Republican clubs.
Cooper, 297 Baltic; boy, Davy Overton, 1336 Gill; boy, Dante
Lewis Taliaferro when he was muscle. The blade of the knife
(Continued From Page II
ed
in
court
to
testify
against
An
expanded
public
relaJames.
elected state senator last year. had reached it also, penetratMel.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ivy, Mr. and Mrs. Branch L.
Jordan is a past president of ng it a tenth of an inch. A ing to the Snow Funeral par- tions program also will be un- Myers, and claimed that the
former
postal
worker
dertaken
to
support
build•
had
871 Olympic; .boy, Tommy Johnson, 1002 Richert; boll
the Whitehaven Council of fraction of an inch more, and lor with him to see if I could
Civic Clubs; Neely Road Civic Cornish would not have reach- identify a man who had been among Negro voters. In ad- driven about seven blocks be- Lee.
Na than Bernard.
fore
he
switched
on
dition
his
to
a
weekly
lights
now
column
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Mr. and Mrs. R. J. Williams,
found dead. Sure enough, it
Club. Presently he is a area ed the hospital alive.
although
the
cafe
being
is
distributed
located
to
the
NeDumas, 1391 Woodard; a girl. 1464 Locust; boy, Gregory
was my husband."
chairman of the Citizens AsLuckily there was little
Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L. Lynn.
Mrs. Johnson said that her gro press, public relations ac- at 1159 Hollywood and the
sociation and member of the
bleeding•from the heart or the
service
station
where
tivities
be
expanded
will
Myers
to
inChambers,
1350 Adelaide; boy
husband had never given any
Board of Directors and ReMr. and Mrs. Cleophus Page,
heart sac. and Dr. Williams de1502 Monsarrat; girl, Zodie
indication that he would take clude the regular release to all was given the ticket is situated Clark Edward.
search committee; director of
cided that the heart muscle
at
1281
communication
Hollywood.
media
pointed
Jan.
16.
his life, and had not appeared
the Whitehaven YMCA; Lions
Rozelle.
needed no stitching. But the
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. John- Mr. and Mrs. Welton Bardespondent at any time that to the Negro community of
After hearing both sides
club; Scottish Rite Mason,
heart sac did.
special
items
concerning
Reson,
211
Ashland; boy, Der- bee, 239 Bickford; girl, Jettie
she could recal..
Shrine; Director of WhitehavJudge Ingram said that he
Mae.
She said that her husband publicans and Republican ac- would have to dismiss the rick Lee.
en Home Owners' association. CORNISH RECOVERS
tivities.
Irrigating
with
wound
a
the
Mr.
and
Mrs. Tommie E. Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Anderhad wanted to be a doctor, and
He is also a past chairman
charge for "lack of evidence.''
solution,
salt
he
grasped
the
Boxley,
276
Lucerne:.
had studied for two years at
boy, son, 389 McFarland; boy Morof board of directors at AnMyers then said, "Your Tommie Edward
Jr.
drews Memorial Methodist fluttering edges of the sac with Lemoyne college before transris.
,
Honor, when I was in the servlong
With
forceps.
a
of
suture
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
ferring
L. Mr. and Mrs. Lee H. Smith,
to the University of
church and presently a board
ice, I was told that it was Farris.
1473 Hyde Park; twin 885 Mason; girl, Marilyn.
member. He teaches an adult fine catgut, he closed the Tennessee Extension school.
datory to say 'sir' when boys, Robert Jr. and
Melvin
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur F.
Officials at the university
Sunday School class there. He wound. Closing the incision
king to a superior officer. Lee.
is also a member of the Ameri- and the wounds in the chest said that their records show
Edwards. 835 Randle; girl,
I
would
Now
like
for you to
cavity, he used catgut and fine that Mr. Johnson did complete
(Continued From Page 1)
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Daw- Kimberly Ann.
can Legion and VFW.
tell me whether it is man- son, 890
silkworn thread. When he cut a course there in 1960, but
LeMoyne mall; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Albert R. Wilwas tered and took
During World War II he the threads, leaving them long
a seat at a datory for one to say 'sir' to Dereck Jerome.
son, 328 Hollowell; girl, CharCOMING SUNDAY, Jan. 28, was in the U.S. Army four enough to be easily removed not presently enrolled in the table with them.
a policeman."
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Tay- lotte Michelle.
school.
to Metropolitan Baptist years.
Rowan told a reporter lat- NO
later, the operation was over. ACTIVE IN CHURCH
lor, 559 Weakley; girl, Vivian
LAW INVOLVED
Mr. and
Mrs.
William
church here to speak on the
er, "I was sitting there with
A native of Halls, Tenn., Fifty one days later, James
Marie.
Branch, 921 Neptune; a boy.
Rev. Samuel Herring, pastor them
afternoon program at 3:30 where his late father. R. H. Cornish was released from the
when the waitress came Judge Ingram read a few
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Sadler, Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Craft,
to climax a „month of activi- Jordan, was mayor 16 years, hospital, a 'well and healthy of St. Paul Baptist church, said over to the table and started statements from books on the
846 Lane; boy, Carl Reno.
838 Walker at.; boy, Steven
members were "shocked" tp
ties by the Memphis Baptist the younger Jordan has lived man.
giving me that line about not Constitutional rights of citiMr. and Mrs. M. A. Camp- Maurice.
hear of Mr. Johnson's suicide, being able
zens, and then stated that one
Brotherhood w i 11 be Dr. in Mr-mphis
to
serve
Negroes,
What
Hale
Daniel
Dr.
Wilsince 1939. The
because he was a very active
could say "sir" when speakKelly M. Smith, dynamic candidate's brother, Jerre
Jor- liams had done with his seem- and respected member there. and that I could be served in ing to an officer
as a matter
pastor of First Baptist church dan, is presently
the
International
Room."
operation
simple
ingly
set
the
serving his
• "He joined our church about
in Nashville. An aggressive third term 35 Mayor
All f our members of the of courtesy, if one chose to
of Halls. medical world afire with praise a year ago," Rev. Herring said
do
so,
but
also
has
a right
leader in the civil rights He
was I.auderdale County and speculation. Yet what he "and immediately went to party left the restaurant, but not
to do so.
struggle. he is also a trustak campaign
manager for Estes accomplished was no more work. He was the chairman ot not before Rowan protested
For As
As
of Owen college and dean of
Kefauver. who was successful than what he went on to do in t h e Personality Committee, that the concern was violating He explained that an officer
the Tennessee Baptist Leada ruling of the Interstate Com- who uses threats to force a
in being re-elected to the U.S. later life, using his knowledge which gr eets
visitors who merce Commission
ership Education Congress.
and skill to render service to
which for- citizen to say "sir" is guilty
Senate.
come to the church, and was
bids segregation in such estab- of depriving him of his ConsThe candidate received his mankind.
also assistant scoutmaster.
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
lishments.
titutional rights, and asked
early education in Halls be"He came to the church
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
He informed restaurant of- Myers if he wanted to bring
fore attending the University
each Sunday and brought his ficials that
he would file a a suit against the defending
of Tennessee. He received his
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.
family with him," Rev. Hercomplaint w ith the Justice officers.
law degree from Southern
ring said. "Our members were Department
on Monday.
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
Here's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal Law university.
Myers said that he would
very
proud
of
him."
Itch, rectal itch, chafing, rash and eczema
A suit against Dobbs House's
Mr. and Mrs. Jordan are the
like to have a little more time
A native of Winona, Miss, refusal
with an amazing new scientific formula
to serve Jesse H. Turn((ontinued From Page 1)
called LANACANE. This fart•acting, stain. parents of a 14-year-old
to consider the matter before
Mr. Johnson was brought up er, cashier
left medicated creme kills harmful bacteria daughter,
of the Tri-State disposing of
Emily Frances, a
it one way or the
germs while it soothes raw, irritated
there and graduated from high Bank of Memphis,
High
Melrose
principal
of
la•.1,
and
a member other.
Interned skin tissue. Stops scratchy—a student at Whitehaven high
iateds healing. Don't suffer
sLisool, who will address the school there before coming to of the Shelby County Demohe
o
live
They
h
o
at
o
1.
1093
LANACANE today at
drarg arm
ors:. Chambliss
sc
Sunday school; and the Manas- Memphis.
cratic Committee. and presi- TAUGHT IN ARMY
st.
Starts
sas High school glee club SERVED IN ARMY
dent of the Memphis branch
A graduate of LeMoyne
After serving in the Army of the NAACP, is
SATURDAY
which will supply the music.
being con- college with a bachelor of arts
Among other guests expect- in Kansas, and traveling in sidered by members of the degree in the humanities,
JAN. 27th
ed are coaches and athletes. other sections of the country, U.S. Supreme Court, and 'a Myers has two teacher's cerThe honoree, aside from Mrs. Johnson said, she and ruling on it is expected in the tificate and was a teacher of
coaching, teaches social studies. her husband decided to settle next two months.
French while serving in the
The committee which nomi- down in Memphis.
CommissionerJimmy Army during World War II.
When informed of her hus- Moore, under whose jurisdicnated him as the "Man of the
Year," said: "besides being a band's death, Mrs. Johnson tion the airport falls, was em- He worked with the Post
good coach and an efficient said his parents wanted his barrassed by the incident, and Office department for 13 years
teacher, he has charming per- body returned there for burial, urged a speedy decision on the before his retirement on dissonality. unassuming and con- but her husband had already matter of Negroes being re- ability.
genial."
indicated that he did not wish fused service there.
Accompanying
Myers
to
Johnson and his wife, Joan to be buried in the state of
Restaurants at all other court to appear as a character
M., are the parents of two Mississippi.
cities in Tennessee have de- witness was his pastor, Rev.
daughters. Lajuana and Gina
Funeral services for the vie. segregated their restaurants E. L. Slay of Hill Chapel BapRenae.
tim were held on Monde Y long ago and without inci-' tist church. His testimony
Chairman of the celebra- night at 8 p.m., following a dents.
was not needed, however.
WE DON'T WANT TO SELL
tion is Jesse D. Springer, prin- two-hour wake, with the pascipal of Booker T. Washing- tor, Rev. Herring, officiating.
EVERYBODY
ton High school. Vice chairman
Interment was on Tuesday
is Arnette Hirsch. Rev. R. W. morning in National cemetery,
BUT WE DO WANT TO SELL YOU
Norsworthy is pastor of the with Snow Funeral home in
church.
charge of arrangements.
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ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic

Coach

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

4
-:pDA
7
ISY

SIMMONS &
ASSOCIATES

ONE BIG WEEK!

THE HOLLYWOOD YOU'VE NEVER 7;71
KNOWN THE vig A MOVIE STAR; 12
LIVED IT AND NOIV
TELLS IT!
TIlE

REAL ESTATE CO.
401 linden Avenue
* * *

GEORGE

Byilus„„_,

ALL SALESMEN ARE LICENSED & BONDED
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE TRAINED
SALESMEN
H. 0. Jones
Harold Moore
Dan SuggS

Theodore N. Branch
U. C. Brown
James L. Cowan

W.T. (Jack) Simmons. Broker

WH 8-2034

JA 6-0249

, JA. 6-8391

LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License

•

It's Convenient
• Fast
Safe

fall Tenn. State Driving SAN)!

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

BR 64121

jMEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY I

ctiptme.,
witAftrti-itio

jAYNE MANSTIED BARRIE DASE BARBARA NICK
fRANHORSHIN MARGO MOORE'BRAD Ela
MORS)6:,$$ .,JUllE LONDON RAY Willtialtr
PLUS
JEANNE CRAIN -- DAVID JANSSEN in

TWENTY PLUS TWO

It

DEFENDER
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Elks To Give
Installation
Program Sun.

MANASSAS HIGH NEWS

Ne

TO OUR SENIORS
and Floyd become a "Thing
You are just recuperating of the Past"?
from the semester exams and
Why does Mary Wade like
seniors, you are cer- "gold sneakers?':
tain that you are almost at Why should James Moss be
the on-coming milestone of given the title "Mr. Blabberyour life so close as was in the mouth?"
Who does Celestine Reycase with the small young boy
who endeavored to cross the nolds hold as her "ideal felmuddy stream of water by low?"
What girl did Sammie
stepping on the huge stone in
Bruce "knock around" last
the center of the pond.
But why does he cross over week?
Who does Shirley Reed conto the other side? Certainly
not just for the sake of do- siders as the "boy of her
ing it. For actually curiosity dreams"
When will Robert Rivers
and a new world opens to
him. Is he able to cope with find himself a "Sunday kind
the situations of life on the of love?"
other side, or will he stumble Who has Shirley Purnell's
and falter by the wayside? heart "fluttering?"
Why does Annie Ruth PhilSuch is often the case with
us, as students and seniors es- lips like the fellows in room
pecially. I wonder are we an- 213?
ticipating graduation for the Why did Emma Hollowell
_like of just graduating arid think "she couldn't talk?"
ire we content to stay at home Why did Beverly Allen have
..3ntributing nothing to our a certain teacher "crying?"
well-beings or even others Why has Roderick Diggs
suddenly become "available?"
around us.
Many of us have not even Who does Joyce Duckett
written colleges to see what comes to school to see so early
courses they offer that will in the morning?
benefit us most according to Does Mattie Young still
our future vocations and oc- think of Horace Tuggle?
cupations, for we are the un- Why don't you hear much
fortunate ones who don't care about the Reed Twins nowaabout, our families, communi- days?
is
ties and churches. However for Is it true "Mo" Logan
room
those that interested, many dating a young lady in
colleges have set a tentative 307?
Vaulx still
deadline for college applica- Why is Marilyn
tions as early as March or no available?
Jimmie Lee going
later than April. So as seniors, When is
"cool, bachelor
you see, we have no time to to knock the
boy act?"
lose.
What happened to Floy Ann
This brings us to another
and Charles Smith?
Carter
not
are
who
those
problem for
"BUCKY" play with the Buffalo Bills,
Golden is keep- CHARLES LEON
Evelyn
Why
meet
can
with a former football coach.
they
sure whether
polde n, former Hamilton
days?
herself these
Earl "Porky" Wynn. (Staff
the financial burdens of col- ing to
athlete, is discussing a $17,still
Lofties
Norma
Why can
ege and to you GO DIRECT.
500 contract he has signed to Photo).
moved by the mentioning
TO ONE OF OUR GUID- be
(namely
beau
former
her
CE COUNSELORS, Mrs. G. of
Bertrand Shores)?
V. Harvey or Mrs. A. D. Jones.
girl is responsible for
What
at once! With their direction
James Cox's "quiet and reand guidance you may be
served" attitude?
able to obtain a scholarship.
Are Carl Maple and Janice
loan, or work-aid scholarship
Hill still "swingin"?
to belp you through the next
Who has the hearts of Janita
four years. A new world unBranch and Marie Kirk?
folding before you!
Why has Osbern Taylor
So as the small boy who
"twenty-girl friends?"
leaped on the'-atone in the
Who does Rudolph Myers
middle of the pond, to cross
have chasing after him now? A f ormer Hamilton high play-olI he was elected Allover to the other side into a
Why will many seniors be
world probably altogether dif- "breaking-out to the library" school football player has NAIA.
signed a contract ,with the During his junior and senior
ferent and quite exciting to
the next couple of months? Buffalo Bills for the 1962 sea- year in college Bolden ran
him; with us it will be the
MORE!)
say
I
(need
son for $17,500. The contract track and did a mile in 9.8
exciting world of college al- CUPIDS CUTIES
was signed by Charles Leon minutes.
together new and different Mama Lovelace and
"Bucky" Bolden last week.
Two of his high school
from our life here in high Fred Henderson.
The all-around athlete grad- coaches, Earl Wynn and Jesse
school. DON'T LET gradua- Jerline Shaw and
uated from Hamilton in 1956, Joseph, had this to say about
tion climax the end of your Matthew Robertson.
and Morris Brown college in Bolden: "We think that Bucky
ducation but let it be only Louise Alexander and
Atlana in 1960, before he has come a long way. We
he BEGINNING.
"Barlow."
signed up with the New York knew he had it all the time."
Seniors, time is quickly pasand
Joyner'
Calvin
Titans as a flanke r. He They said, "Bolden was nevsing by. Don't let April or Mary Townsend (Doug.).
strained a ligament and was er a lazy athlete. He was a
even May find you unaware of Ben Ross and
placed on the injured list for good worker both at and away
the college you will attend in Wilma Johnson.
four games out of eight.
the fall. For there is a greater Pinkise Lovelace and
from school. He has something
demand for higher education Eddie Springfield.
In 1961, Bolden was traded we wish all Negro boys in
NOW than at any other time! Beverly Hooks and
to the St. Louis Cardinals.
Memphis had. He has a pure
Don't let this situation find Charles DeGraffenreaid.
During his career at Hamil- heart and benevolent heart —
you completely baffled, and
ton high school, he was elected he gives of himself and posRobert Tharpe and
then in July find yourself Carita Harrison.
All-State in basketball during sessions freely."
married and putting off col- JAZZY JUNIORS
his senior year. He made secPrincipal of Hamilton, Harlege until later for it won't Patricia
Griffin, Marilyn ond-string All-M em ph i s in ry T. Cash, also is reported to
Hamil- have said, "I'm very proud of
work out that way!
Vatilx, Charles. Steward, Leola 1955, and pitched for
As you pass the Guidance Tucker, Beverly Hooks, Shir- ton's baseball team.
Bolden.one
see
career he
center daily. drop in to
ley Purnell, Velma Cannon. During his college
they
only in footof your counselors and
Marie Kirk, Claudia Walton. participated, not
ball, but also basketball and
will be more than happy to and Ploy Ann Carter.
acence
colleges
help you select
Don Cook, Adell Smith, track. He made all-confer
cording to your abilities and Charles Branham, Roderick in the Southern Intercollegiate
even assist you in writing Diggs. Ike Hentrell, Sam Athletic Conference. During
year, 1959, he
them. DON'T wait until to- Delk, William Harrison, and his sophomore
was named the leading ST. LOUIS—(UPI) — Police
morrow do it TODAY!
Charles DeGraffenreaid.
ground-gainer and scorer. He arrested Mrs. Katherine Holt,
QUIZZICAL QUESTIONS?
SWINGIN' SOPHOMORES
se- 59, Sunday and got the reply
Patricia Scurlock, Laverne played end. He was also
What's between Helen Fields
in Atlanta she was "going to have a party
and James Marshall?
Bonner, Beverly Watkins, Cleo lected to all-city
with friends."
.Why does Billie Doss have Hotson, Brenda Rice, Sylvia four years.
captain of Police didn't believe her and
his new theme song "rll Coleman, Margaret Neuman, Bolden was the
basketball team booked her on suspicion of sellPhyllis Atwater, Barbara Dun- his college's
ess You Up?"
in 1959, and played guard. ing intoxicated liquor without
• Why doesn't Martel Weaver can, and Melba Watson.
the 1958-59 seasons he a license.
mention Friedel's name any- Chester Taylor, Joe Duckett, During
was the third highest scorer, The woman had in her posmore?
Vernon Hacth, Coby Smith.
and was named all-city during session 24 fifths of wine and
Why did Thelma Phillips Marvin Bledsoe; and Leonard
both seasons. In the regional 14 quarts of beer.
Coleman.
FAMOUS LAST WORDS
"Bonnie Cash has comp—
competition that is!
"The bow will stay tied
until you return."
Phone 275-0571
/499 L. McLemore
"You will be my girl when
Thurs., Jan. 25
we get to college, like later!"
FRESHMEN
- MID WINTER SPECIAL.
"You keep away from that
Fri., Jan. 26
girl do you hear?"
On New Slip Covers
UPPEROIcASSMEN
"1 believe in loose construcSat., Jan. 27 (Until Noon) tion."
$29.95
Platform Rockers
Freshmen & Upperclassmen
.to ONE girl when
"I'll stick
49.95
Bed
Sofa
•••
get to college."
69.95
2 or 3 Cushion Sofa
•
B•aln
"The Gardner—Montgomery
All 2nd S•rn•at•r Cl
34.95
Club Chair
Monday M•rning, Jon 29
Treaty has been declared void."
•••
All selected.
Wide Selection of Materials Including:
LATE REGISTRATION
TEEN TOP TUNES
Freile
January 29 — F•bruary 2
Tweeds
Haugahyde
"Letter Full of Tears."
Mattelasse. etc.
Tapestry
"I'm Blue."
Call for Appointment
"Hello, Again."
• Shown in Your Home •
"Wondering."
"A Rough Lover."
1NY Terms
ree LStint(lif'S
"Cry to Me."
"God Bless the Child."
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2nd SEMESTER
REGISTRATION

MODEL UPHOLSTERY

LeMOYNE
49, COLLEGE

----

YOUR CHOICE

items with coupon
Choosei alny oned o$f5the followin g
ow
threepurchase
or more
of 3

1
CRISCO SHORTENING
COKES OR YOUR CHOICE OF SOFT DRINKS 2 pluBserifeiepocs:;".
LARGE EGGS
Old

3-Lb.Ca n
with coupon

NATCO
GRADE "A

with
coupon

with coupon

TSD
Your choice of
CRISCO
one only of the three
COKES
items listed above with
EGGS
this coupon and $5 or
purchase.
additional
more
Limit one per customer. Expires Sat. Jan. 27th

GREEN
STA M PS

NATIONAL FOOD STORES

Pork & Beans

oz. Cans 25
STOKELY
Whole Kernel or

Green Beans

STOKELY

Corn
1':;:I. 39c Tomatoes

Toilet Tissue
Grapefruit

WALDORF

CRISP, JUICY
Ideal for All uses

York Apples

F L A

SEEDLESS

SUPREME
B 0 NELESS

Pork Roast
Spare Ribs
Sliced Bacon
Ground Beef

LEAN —MEATY

HILLSIDE

FRESH LEAN

I Pork Chops
I Franks
I Ducks
Bologna

TOP TASTE—All

Meat

YOU N G — FANCY

CHARLES WASHBU RN
*

••••••••••••••••••••••••••*****•••••••••••••••••

Prtct“ good t'ttu Sot.
W•
Jon 27th
r•at.r.t•th•
t,ght to
Itroit

Former Hamilton High Athlete
Signs Up With Buffalo Bills
For $17,500 As Backfield Man

Liquor Supply
Tale Is Doubted

1DOWN FRONT!

A large ciowd is expected
MEMBERS OF THE newly THERE'S TALK ABOUT
to attend when the Beale
100 Club another bowling alley being
Street Elks hold its Installation organized Omnibusby the constructed for Negroes.
Program. Sunday, Jan. 28 at 3 were an embarrassed
p.m. at the Riverside Baptist treatment accorded Federal "DID HE SING?" That was
the the question a few young men
Church at 248 E. Mitchell rd. Official Carl Rowan at
at in
in the Walker Homes Subdi- Dobbs House restaurant
Memphis wanted to know
the Memphis Municipal air- after a working buddy of
vision.
sent
they
until
week
last
port
theirs was picked up in Cairo,
Featured speaker is expected to be Elder Blair T. Hunt, him a telegram apologizing Ill., and sentenced to a year
Memphis.
of
Citizens
the
for
at Vandalia State prison for
pastor of the Mississippi Blvd.
OFFICERS E. C. "SUGG" operating a con game that did
Christian Church, and a propolice
the
leaving
is
JONES
not work too well with the
bation officer at Juvenile
force on March 1. He will be Illinois officials. The gang had
Court.
Among others who are retired. He has not been wear- found suckers aplenty this
scheduled to appear on the ing the uniform long enough side of the Mason Dixon line,
program are: Isaac Young, for retirement, however, he but it was a different story
newly elected exalted ruler of has worked for the police de- when the fellow invaded the
the Beale Street Elks. Nat D partment that long. We wish North. The swindlers will eiWilliams, WDIA disc jockey him good luck.
ther have to find new terriand teacher at Booker T. Wash- THE PARK COMMIS- tories, or get themselves honingten high school: George W. SION'S 10-yearplan for de- est jobs and go to work like
Let', grand commissioner of segregating parks, play- the rest of us.
education for the National grounds, golf courses and other
Elks; Thaddeus T. Stokes, city owned places of recreation
editor of the Tri State De- is not being accepted by many
fender; Dick "Cane Cole," disc of . Memphis' Negro citizens
jockey at radio station WLOK Summary of their opinions is
and Frank T. Scott, district "it's too long." Suppose all
criminals were given 10 years
deputy of the Elks.
Representatives from all to work out a program in or- trews
Vie Bibli
other Elks Lodges and Tem- der that they might be de-Yield yourselves unto God.
ples are expected to attend. flared "law•abiding."
—(Horn. 6:13)
HE WAS really on the ball
Music will be supplied by
the Mitchell Road high school and it moved swiftly down the
The pattern of our daily
glee club, Riverside Baptist bowling alley. Just like it is life is flexible when we have
Church choir, Lester high said about old-time religion faith in God We are not
school glee club. Soloist Spen- — he could not let it go. So limited to a set way of doing
cer Wiggins and Soloist Myr- Atty. Russell Sugarmon end- things. We successfully meet
ed up half-way down a bowl- all challenges. We happily acttle Greer..
The program is open to the ing lane. That's real attach- eept our opportunities.
ment.
public.

TOP TASTE
Sliced

IS NOW WITH
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CHARLIE INVITES HIS FRIENDS TO COME TO BILL SPEROS
For The Best Deal In Town On All NEW
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BILL SPEROS -Plymouth City 309 Union Ave.
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Funeral Rites
For Alexander

Priest Asks House To
Pass Employment Law

WALTER ALEXANDER

Funeral services for the late
Walter Harvey Alexander
WASHINGTON — A priest and cities which already het
were held at Salem-Glifield
who is an expert in race re- adopted fair employment conBaptist church, Sunday, Jan.
lations urged a law to promote trols.
"—ALMOST THOU P E R- Somebody or 'someon
e is pre- 7. Rev. Blair T. Hunt, pastor
fair employment practices last Father Cronin, a consultant
SUADEST ME TO BE A senting a case before
us. Of- of Mississippi Boulevard
week.
to the National Catholic CounCHRISTIAN"
times this case is for our per- Christian church, offered
Father John F. Cronin, S.S., cil for Interracial Justice, cited
GREAT TRAGEDY
sonal betterment. Wisdom In prayer and scripture. Rev. E.
assistant director of the Social the 1958 statement of the CathOne of the greatest trage- accepting that which we
know W. Williamson, pastor of OlivAction Department of the Na- olic bishops, "Discrimination
dies of this day or any day is is best is the sole salvation
of et Baptist church, remarks.
tional Catholic Welfare Con- and the Christian Conscience":
the countless number of people us and society today. It is
not and Rev. A. I,. McCaig°, pasference, urged such a law be- DENIED BIGHTS
who 'almost.' In all areas of a matter of "almost" it is
a tor. said the eulogy.
fore a subcommittee of the "It is a matter of historical
human activity you will find matter of accepting that
Mr. Alexander, a native of
which
House Committee on Educa- fact that segregation in our
those who almost—women who we know is best.
Memphis, received his education and Labor.
country has led to oppressive
were "almost" good wives, men "ALMOST" A DEFEAT
tion in the public schools of
who were "almost" good hus- Life is not a matter of
"This law is badly needed," conditions and the denial of
"al- the city. He was active in the
he said. "While it is difficult basic human rights for the Nebands, boys who were "almost" most" making it. Those
men fraternal life of Memphis. As
to spate which areas of racial gro. This is evident in the fungood boys, and girls who were and women who have. made a boy, he was an active
parjustice should have highest damental fields of education,
'almost' good girls. We could worthwhile contributions in
all ticipant in the activities of
priority, anyone familiar with lob opportunity and housing.
go on and on listing those who areas of history have been Oilfield Church School
and
the
field would place job op- Flowing from these areas of
were "almost."
those who have stuck to the Training Union, and joined
neglect and discrimination are
portunity close to the top.
Agrippa was fully aware that problems of life until those the senior choir where
he
problems of health and the
NO
INCENTIVE
Paul had advanced a very good problems have been mastered served as an outstand
ing ten.
"Without it there is no in- sordid train of evils so oft4
argument for his cause. His Agrippa's mind was wrestling or for over 50 years.
He was
centive for education and in- associated with the conseou
facts had been well-presented with the issues Paul had
pre- also a member of the Willing
sufficient income for adequate slum conditions."
and had moved Agrippa to a sented. Today there must
be Workers club of his church
housing and medical care. By
point of acceptance but press- something that will enable
each and 'the Masonic Order and the PARKER FAMILY — All together for the first time are Mrs.
Clara Johnson, contrast, the cultural and social
ing forces at work would not of us not to accept that which Order of Eastern Star.
nine of the children of Rev. in 30 years. In front,
from Clyde C. Parker, Lafayette advancement that follow from NOW YOU KNOW
allow him to accept.
we are expected to accept -but After an extended illness, and Mn. T. C. Parker were lett, are
Mrs. Julia M. Mar- Parker, Mrs.
challenging work at good Pay The first Secretary of AgriAgrippa was not then or is rather that which we should he died Thursday, Jan. 4.
at E. home for the recent family shall, Rev, and Mrs. Parker liams. ThomasToscanelli Wilhe now in a class by himself. accept. This and this only is H. Crump hospital.
C. Parker, Jr., can be a powerful factor in up- culture was Norman J. Colereunion, and here they are and Mrs. Mary Juanita
Mrs. Eula Stokes and Mrs. lifting those ground down by man, of Missouri, who was apThere are countless people to- the real salvation of our
world Surviving relatives are his seen on the mine picture Cook. Standing from left Naomi
pointed by President Grover
day who are in the same cate- today.
Pierce. (Ford Photo) decades of discrimination."
wife, Mrs. Adele Brown Alexgory with him. The time has "Almost" may be ever
Father Cronin told the sub- Cleveland in 1889.—(UPI).
so sat- ander; a daughter, Mrs. Cora
committee that much chronic
come when, in spite of outside isfying to people who have
his- Blackmon, who is a teacher
pressures, each one of us must torically thought that
unemployment is rooted in
CHOIR ROBES
theirs was in the Memphis city school
job discrimination. He said
stand for that which we knoW never to win anyhow
but to system. Interment was in New
High Fashion Styling
that
is best. It was not of greatest those who feel that
workers
who
The
never
wives
had
and
widows of all ganize an Interdenominational
they have Park cemetery. Southern FuSuperbly Tailored
the opportunity to
benefit for Agrippa to have ac- the capabilities to win, 'almost' neral home was in
Memphis ministers are urged Ministers'
charge.
Wives
Alliance, skills find themselv develop - - At An Economy Price I I
cepted the pleas of Paul in represents only defeats.
to attend a meeting at the reveals Mrs. E.
es
almost
L. Strong, tem- completely
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
the same token of thinking that All along life's highway
unwante
home of Rev. and Mrs. D. S. porary publicity
we
chairman for ing the feasibili d. In urgUNIFORM COMPANY
leads us to accept the constant must prooduce that one
ty of legislaCunning
ham,
876
Washington the group.
thing
314 Saari, Main St.
JA 6.361,
tion,
plei.dings of God's preachers to- that will enable us
he
cited
the
experien
ave.,
ce
Friday,
Jan.
26
at 7 p.m. Mrs. Bertie
Coll for Mrs. Lillie Pearce
to rise
DeLyles is tem- of the federal government itday.
(Member
above the tendency on the part
of Mt. Zion Baptist
Plans are in process to or- porary chairman of
the group. self, as well as many states
POSITIVE ACTION
Church for Inforrnotien)
of us to compromise in thosc
The world is filled with things that will somewheri
Miss Mary Joe Bonds is winpeople who have had the mis- down the line. The real
ner in Stigall High School 'in
chalfortune of just "almost" mak- lenge of life is wrapped
up not Funeral 'services for Leon- the 1962 Betty Crocker Search
ing it in. The very well being in "almost" but rather
in the ard H. Peyton, Jr., a former for the American Homemaker
of the world is not predicated matter of making a real conMemphian, who died in Wash- of Tomorrow. She achieved the
upon
almost, but
rather tribution to our day and time. ington, D. C., on Jan. 11, were highest score in the examinaachieveing something that is Each of us must do this if
held at the T. H. Hayes and tion on homemaking knowledge
positive in all of our dealings our lives are going to be what
Sons Funeral home on last and attitudes taken by senior
with all of those about us. The they should be. Nothing
girls on December 5, 1961, and
short Friday.
real tragedy is that oftimes in of this will ever make
us the The eulogy was delivered by is eligible now along with winthe face of opportunities of people we should be or
ners in other state high schtiols,
put us
doing something worthwhile we in a position to make the con- Rev. D. S. Cunningham, pas- for the title of "State Hometor of Collins Chapel CME
are confronted with the idea tributions of which we
maker of Tomorrow."
are church. He was assisted
by
of accepting the real things of capable.
Rev. Paul Fowlkes, pastor of The knowledge and attitude
life' or forcing ourselves to The "almost" in each
of our
test, prepared and scored by
compromise with all that is lives must be nullified. Looking Greenwood CME church.
Science Research Associates,
Accordin
g
to
a
noble and worthwhile.
relative,
Mr. Chicago, was
at it from most standpoints
the basis for the
How tragic it is that our there is little or no reason for Peyton died suddenly at his selection
of local and state winhome in 'Washington after beworld is slowly filling up with us to have to stand on
the ing stricken
ners with personal observation
with high blood and
thine people who are in the sidelines among those who have
interviews serving as
pressure earlier in the day.
midst of "almost" accomplish- been labelled the "almost"
factors in national judging.
of He was
a trick driver, and
ing something. Today we need our day. Everything today
people who have not "almost" points tp the fact that the real drove a large trailer to various The 1962 Betty Crocker
but rather with those who have worth of man is wrapped up cities throughout the United Search reached another alltime high in enrollment with
been able to make contribu- in the fact that our effective- States.
tions because they have been ness tvill count only to the de- Mr. Peyton, 44, had been 406,132 girls in 12,874 schools
able to accomplish that for gree that we succeed in all living in Washington for about participating.
Mary Joe is the daughter of
which they were designed.
given pursuits. We can never 20 years. Members of his famDay by day we are confront- be satisfied tklerely to "almost" ily belong and are quite active Mr. and Mrs. Walter Bonds and
a
senior
at Stigall High School.
at the historic Collins Chapel
ed with important decisions and not mister.
CME church, a brother, Arthur, She is president of the local
chapter
of New Homemakers of
is organist at the church and
a members of the faculty of America, an active member of
Lane
Chapel C. M. E. church
Klondike Elementary school.
and serves as secretary of the
SURVIVORS
Sunday
;
School president'of
He is survived by his wife,
F.- 17:i r46
=
A: Mrs.
Amanda Peyton. of Wash- Youth Choir, and a member of
the
Christian
ington, D. C.; a daughter, Miss
Board of EducaDolores Jean Peyton, a teacher tion.
She
is
presiden
at Alonzo Locke Elementary
t of the High
BETHLEHEM BAPTIST
The pastor, Elder C. R. Gra- school; and two sons, Oliver Society Girls Junior Federated
club.
Her
ham,
hobbies
Members of the usher board
was in Jackson, Tenn., and Reginald Peyton of Holly
are sewing
and cooking.
of the church held their first with the congregation there on Springs, Miss.
meeting of the year on Sun- last Saturday.
Other survivors are his parday afternoon. Jan. 21 at the An offering for Religino. ents. Mr. and Mrs. Leonard H.
nil MI Nil
,ehurch, with the head usher. Liberty was collected at the Peyton, Sr., of 750 Polk ave.:
con6usion of the sermon. One six sisters, Mrs. Lola RichDaniel Nance, presiding.
The chief usher, Mrs.. Eva person joined the church when mond, Miss Bessie Peyton and
19 RCA VICTOR
Mrs. Royeta Rodgers of Los The
Dooley, and hes assistant, Mrs. the appeal was made.
LeMoyne
College
Alma Ruth Davis, have ex-. A wake and funeral service Angeles; Mrs. Josephine Gray chapter of Alpha
It•d II•al Living STEREO
Kappa Mu,
pressed their appreciation to for Mr. Thomas Graham, a of Chicago; Miss Mary Lois national
honor society, initiatRecordings FREE at each BIG STAR
the ushers who contributed to faithful member of the church Peyton and Mrs. Fairy Austin ed :two new
members last
the design, "A Vacant Chair," and a resident of the LeMoyne of Memphis; and another week, Floyd Wealthy
,
a
junior
Valued at over $100.00 per set.
in honor of the late Frank Hill, Gardens community was held brother, Samuel Peyton of and presiden
t of the Student
at the church on Monday night Memphis.
These magnificent recordings STAR the very finest artists of
who died recently.
Council, and Miss Johnnie Mae
Rev. R. W. Taylor is pastor with the pastor, Elder Graham
Interment was in'New Park Rodgers, a senior and
the nation and of the world.
peedof the church, and Mrs. Davis delivering the eulogy.
cemetery.
dent of the Pre-Alumni Club.
Included are both popular and classical music ... everything
reporter.
Mr. Graham had been in poor
from Perry Como to the London Symphony to Della Reese
health for some time, but had
RIVERVIEW CHRISTIAN
"CHA CHA CHA"
A baptismal service was continued to attend services unTo Be Given Away Saturday February 3rd.
held at the Christian church til the last week of his life.
on last Sunday evening with He will be remembered by
Included
in the set of 19
the pastor, Rev. C. Thomas citizens in his community as
FRANNIE CARLE
Paige, officiating. Five candi- an outstanding Bible scholar, as
he gave numerous studies to
dates were baptized.
THIS IS NORMAN LUBOFF
The baptism was a climax to persons that he met.
HENRY MANCINI . , Mr. Lucky Goes Latin
the one-week revival service
COMO SWINGS
which was concluded at the
PIERRE MONTEAUX
Scheherezade
church on last Wednesday
night.
PHIL SILVERS ... Do Re Mi
sends% school - 9:30 A.M. Morning worship
- 11 A.M.
EMMANUEL EPISCOPAL
VAN CLIBURN
6 P.M. Night Wotshig Bishop John Vander Horst,
THE MANCINI TOUCH
; REV. JOHN S. NOWA RD, Pastor - MRS. . Si. OM
bishop of the Episcopal DioI ON,Secy.
ROSEMARY CLOONEY . .. A Touch Of Tabasco
cese of Tennessee, will be
CHET ATKINS WORKSHOP
present for the confirmation
BELAFONTE SINGS THE BLUES
services to be held at the
church on Sunday morning,
ARTHUR MURRAY'S MUSIC FOR DANCING
•
Feb. 4, during the morning
THE THREE SUNS ... On A Magic Carpet
service.
DELLA REESE ... Cha Cha Cha
„Ten candidates will be con- ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — A
BOSTON POPS ORCHESTRA
firmed, according to the pastor, five-day seminar, described as
Rev. Samuel D. Rudder, and "the first of its kind sponsored
ARTHUR RUBENSTEIN ... Heart Of The Piano Concerto
includes six adults and four nationally by a major Negro
MORTON GOULD ... Grand Canyon Suite
denomina
tion" is attracting ofchildren.
VICTORY AT SEA ... by Richard Rogers
ficials of the National Council
878 Mississippi Blvd.
MISSISSIPPI BLVD. SDA
of Churches and delegates
Religious Liberty Day was
Sunday School -9:30 AM. MorningWorship
from leading seminaries.
observed at the church on Last
10:55 A.M.
M. Y. F.
5:00 P.M. EveningWorship- 715 P.M.
Saturday during the morning The meeting, which began
service, and the guest speaker Monday, is called the 1 irst
REV D M. GRISHAM, Ministec
was Elder M. G. Cato, publish- connectional stewardship seming secretary for the South inar of the million-member
African Methodist Episcopa,
'Central conferente.
_
QUALITY
Church.
Five ministers from each of
the church's 13 episcopal dis'under price 01
tricts, including the presiding
Prom, delivered
bishop of each, are receiving
nAaAYN•siTZ°
paid scholarships to attend the
an Colors end Cele,
mill
Combinerions
seminar.

Betty Crocker Minister's Wives To Form Alliance
Honors Won By
Memphian's Remains
Returned Here For Humboldt Girl

Funeral Services .
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Murrow In Lagos

lowitst Pness AvaillObie
7/111F FOR MR 014105

LAGOS, Nigeria — (UP1)—
Eoward R. Murrow, director of
the U.S. Information Agency.
arrived Friday for a six-day inspection of the agency's illat,11lations in Nigeria.
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Men Of Woodlawn AME
Planning Annual Program
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WOODLAWN AME Men's
Day participants left to right
seated are: W. Wilson, E.
Charles, E. E. Frederick, J.

0

30

P. Stevens, C. T. Brown and
W. L. Cameron. First row:
0. W. Williams. Mack Van
House, J. Dixon. L. Berry,

Men of Woodlawn AME at the 0 p.m. service, at
'church are planning their an- "Jonathan Dames Appreciation
nual Men's Day program for Banquet.'
Feb. 11. Proceeds from the af- The affair will be held in the
fair will go towards expati- Buffeteria Room at McCormick
Place.
ation of the church.
Guest speaker will be the
Elaborate plans have been
made by members to assure a Res. Archibald Carey. jr., pasgrand presentation 1 o r this tor of Quinn Chapel AME, 24th
and Wabash ave., one of the
worthy affair.
Bishop E. C. Hatcher, presid- oldest Negro churches in the
ing bishop of the 3rd District, Windy City.
E. Earl Frederick is general
a dynamic speaker and religious worker will be the chairman of the presentation
principal speaker. He will de- and Glen T. Johnson is cochairman. The theme of the
liver the 11 a.m. address.
'
Rev. Jonathan Dames, the Men's Day program is "The
pastor of Woodlewn will be men of Woodlaven are on the
W. Hall, I. Madison, R • •. Lightfoot. The affair will honored by men of the church March."
Dames. I. Henderson. C. L. take place Feb. 11. in the
Jackson, Robert Carter, 0. Buffeteria Room at McCos.
E. Shands. D. Guy and M. mick Place. at 6 p.m.

oftisequ

•
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The 6olben Tod

Universalist Players To
Baptists In
s
Founder's Day Present Religiou Drama

come dean emeritus of the congress.
Another highlight of this
meeting was greetings from
the president of the Woman's
Auxiliary of the parent body,
The First Universalist church, sessions, children's stories and
Mrs. Trudie Trim who was
presented by t h e congress
,110 E. 83 St., at its SUnday, 11 pageants, rites of spring which
Lay leaders and ministers the work of the congress in a president. The presiin fact evoked seven inch of
a.m. service, Jan. 11 will premet recently from many ports new prospective. In this ses- dent commended Williams
snow and an entire service in
Jean., and the Woman of Samaria.
sent a dramatic study of the verse by a breaded young poet
of the State of Illinois in a sion the following commissions for his progressive program,
"God is spirit, and those who worship Him must warships
set up, namely the Com- and urged the body to support Chicago Baptist Institute at reformer as a person, under have all • been offered to apwere
In spirit and truth."-John 4:24.
special session held in the edmission on Social .Christian him and to assured him of 5120 South Parkway will host the heading "Innocence, Ideal- preciative congregations.
ucational building of Greater Concern Public RelatiOns, Chilwas
parent
the
things
these
"None
of
that
"
confidence
the
Found- ism, and Self-Righteousness.
Bethesda Baptist church, pas- dren's Workers, Youth Work- body had. The pastor of Beth- the Nineteenth Annual
of the Universalist players will pre- done simply as a stunt just to
tored by Reverend A. Lincoln er's Adult Workers Adult esda church, gave a informa- ers' Day Observance
Union on sent a dramatization of a por- be different," says the minister.
James. Those who were for- Worker's Dealing t.ve talk to the meeting, and Women's Educational
The or- tion of Thornton Wilder's novel, "We don't assume that there
tunate enough to be present with the Aged, Gener- helped to get the congress off Friday. February 2-3.
ganization, one of the major HEAVEN'S MY DESTINA- is a single invariable ritual
went away from this meeting al Church School and B. T. U. to a good start.
which is best all the time or
auxiliries of the institute, was TION.
with a feeling that they had Workers, and Commission on
In addition to the first phrase set up by the first dean, Dr. The minister of the church for dealing with all themes.
been part of a congress meet- Worship.
of the meeting the following P. M. Smith, in the early days will analyze the problems and We are trying to discover beting that was destined progress. UNIFIED BUDGET
pitfalls facing those who work ter ways, and different ways
recommendations were made of the school. The meeting opened at 1:15
•
Sunday, Jan. 21, is relocation to, share this festive celebraThe persident presented a and adopted by the body: Time Through the years it has con- for social betterment in an of meaningful worship."
p.m. as scheduled with a des
A dramatic reading group day for Carey AME Temple, tion.
plan for a unified budget: this and place to be selected at the tributed much in the way of analysis of the play.
these former ministers
. -aamtional service. The hymn for
was well received in a most next meeting, establish three promotion, recruitment of stu- Rev. Jesse Cavileer, in a let- will rehearse various addition- located at 5347 So. Michigan All of
to this new
("spelling was "Stand Up, For progressive
step, and will be- (3) awards to be given at the dents and financial support. Its ter to the members congrat- al materials with an eye to ave. On this date, the pastor, contributed much Temple famifor the Carey
Jesus" after prayer and scripcome part the congress pro- annual session in honor of Dr. leaders have included some of ulates them on the warm -re- using them in future church Rev. A. Leon Bailey, the of- day
ture the Reverend Isaac
and members of the con- ly through their dedicated,
gram.
Joseph H. Jackson. president the most distinguished church ception they have previously services on Thursday evening, ficers
Chaney, superintendent of Misoccupy courageous efforts and conseBaptist conven- women of the community.
given to experimental worship January 18 at 8 p.m. at the gregation will officially
National
sesbusiness
the
of
first
this
After
sions of the Baptist State Contheir new church home at 7157 crated services.
church.
Means, outstandservices.
Andrew
entertained
were
tion.
members
sion
unanimous decision by
The current president, Mrs.
vention of Illinois brought t,he
Quarker meetings. Anyone interested in experi- So. Greenwood ave. at 72nd The
a lovely ing Baptist Laymen, and Mrs.
reports that com- Silent
meditation message, "Contagi- by the president with
the congregation to relocate the
worship and in enrich- at.
warnoutstanding Selena Sneed,
mental
without
began
that
m,
i
plays
r
returnT
we
Truclie
which
after
repast,
mittees are now planning for
ous Christians." This set 'the
will assem- church cancelled all previouS
i n g, unannounced religiobs ing the dramatic liturgy of re- All worshippers
Book- church woman.
stage for what was to be an ed for the next session.
the most impressive observance
ble in the Fellowship Center of plans to remodel the Michigan
is invited tp attend.
ligion
buz3
and
phycho-drama
of
dance,
superintendent
annual
Lacey
T.
an
become
er
to
is
This
in the history of the organizaoutstanding meeting. Words of
the new church at 10:30 a.m. Avenue structure to provide
welcome from the Bethesda the Sunday School of New part of the congress program. tion.
The Rt. Rev. Joseph Gomez, more adequate a n d needed
express- Persons are to write to a spechurch were extended by di- Haven Baptist church
in
strengthened
Bishop of the Fourth character-building service fadpresiding
is
group
The
to cial committee recommending
rector of Christian Education. ed to the congress relative
somissionary
District of the church Hiles and at the same time
the
Episcopal
by
work
its
The meeting w a s presided the president's program as be- persons who they think are best cieties and theit leaders from
Ward, presid- accelerate the administrative
Wayman
A.
Rev.
over by the president of the ing one to be fully adopted and qualified for these rewards iii the hundreds of Baptist churching Elder of the North District plans for each services.
measuring up to the Christian
state congress, Albert L. Wil- supported.
of the Chicago Annual Confer- In addition to religious wores in the area.
liams also introduced the of- This was done by the body. leadership of the three per- LIBERTY BAPTIST CHURCH
ence and pastor Bailey will of- ship, the pastor and officers
ficers of the congress and other Richard Bonner, who has serv- sons named. Rules and regula- The institute will be honorficiate in the ribbon-cutting will administer a daily proed in an outstanding way as tions will be peblished at a
workers. •
and will lead the con- grain of character-building serceremony
the
at
showing
now
Liis
at
of
which
service
Board
special
a
in
Ind.—The
ed
GARY,
The first phrase of the busi- dean of the state congress for later date.
in a "Thankful Wor- vices to improve the welfare
gregation
the
to
Chicago
and
in
49th
Theatre
Loop
church,
County
Lake
Baptist
the
berty
of
Directors
of the members of the church
ness session w a s centered a number of years was recom- The congress will oblierve the South Parkway on Sunday
at 11:00 a.m.
Service"
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Renewal
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open house and the people of the communaround seeing the congress, and mended by the president to be- founding of the Sunday
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reception
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area.
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of
meeting
morning
second
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movement founded- by Robert
of the Spring As- will follow the Worship Ser- ity.
Raikes. This year will mark the Rev. A. Patterson Jackson. and fiscal year with president Hans The date
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and
graduates
East
many
of
PreChicago,
Petersen
226th anniversary of the beginbeen chosen - Thursday, April At 4:00 p.m. the Rt. Rev.
ning of this important move- of the Institute, along with the siding.
also decided that Gomez will formally dedicate
ment started September 4, 1736. membership have given strong The first Thursday of each 26. It was
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against even the realities of
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this hard life. The result is
Editor
"Juvenile squad detectives an increase in all aspects of
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ciety. Such a statement gives
Negroes."
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The above sentence glared the kid the idea that he is
forth from a leading story in something "else" . . . that he
at Memphis, I
see Under Act of March 2, 1879.
last week's morning paper in is some kind of little piece of
Memphis. It spoke more than God . . . broken off . . that
volumes to first, second, and he lives by a different code
third class citizens . . . re- frodi that of all human beings
who preceded him. The sengardless of race,
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
tence gives him, he thinks, a
The story pertained to the moral right to act a damn fool,
over-all picture of juvenile and tear up the world. And
crime in Memphis. It was found that's wrong.
that violations of the law by OUR KIDS
kids in this town has increased If Negro parents want to do
almost 10 per cent over last something more than get mad
year. Records compiled by the because the figures . . . which
juvenile squad showed 4,027 often lie and often tell the
The average American college student political thought of students at the most youngsters under 18 were ar- truth . . . show that there are
rested in 1961.
about seven Neer.o children in
of today probably differs little from his politically-conscious colleges.
Police Chief J. C. Macdonald every ten delinquent children
predecessors in his almost studied indifDIRECTOR
At the same time the liberals are said
the increase "can be at- in Memphis, if they want to
ference to the greater world around him awakening from their long sleep, perhaps
..).ED6AR HOOVER
tributed to a lot of things." face up to the facts of life, then
and in his apathy toward political causes. because they have been stirred by the And he is
right. He also said, the first thing they must do
But the tiny minority of students activity of the the right wing.
"The population boom (more is agree that things are getting
who are attracted toward political activiUnlike the conservatives, who turn children being born) probably rougher where their "newly
ty has been growing during the past two out propaganda on a wide variety of has a lot to do with the in- emancipated kids" are concernor three years, and, what is most im- issues, the left-wing students spend most crease, as does the attitude of ed.
portant, they are more dedicated and of their energies demonstrating against a lot of parents who let their There's no point in yakking
dynamic than politically-minded students racial discrimination and nuclear warfare. children run loose. There's no about what churches should do.
have been at any time since America's
But Negro rights and pacifism are one thing we can pin it on." . . . about what schools should
And he's right again.
do. . . about what the Police
entry into the war in 1914.
somewhat suspect socially in all but the
HARD LIFE
Department should do ... about
The sullen detachment and cynicism most liberal colleges and consequently
But there's one sentence the what welfare agencies should
that dominated college life during most the left-wing groups are not as successful
pin- do. The water hits the wheel
of the past decade is fading away. The as their right-wing counterparts in re- Chief used that deserves a
sticking. It's the one where he with the parents.
most singular aspect' of this modest po- cruiting new members. But the quality,
said, "The attitude of a lot of Parents who didn't want or
litical revival is the fact that activity is if not the quantity, of liberal activity parents who let their children expect their kids, logically lead
not exclusively the property of the left is rising.
run loose, probably has a lot the race in the ranks of those
but includes, for the first time, an agThis political revival, on both the left to do with the increase" . . in who impart dumb, anti-social
gressive right-wing movement.
attitudes, such as that men- (The Philadelphia Tribune) nate outcome of the deter- still hampered by tradition
and the right, differs from similar move- juvenile delinquency,
The reason that sentence is tinned above. Parents, w h o The Peace Corps is not at- mination for almost a hundred and by the slow pace of equalConservative politicians exaggerate ments in the past in its
relative indeimportant items from a deep didn't have any business with tracting the number of Amer- years of a large and influen- ity of job opportunity. They
outrageously when they speak of a mass pendence of adult political
trends.
down source. Too many Negro kids in the first place . . . be- ican Negroes that had been tial segment of the American have to think twice before
movement of militant conservatives in
It is true that the student who stands parents encourage their chil- cause of dumbness, lack of char- anticipated by the Peace Corps people, North and South, to they take an overseas jobasss
the colleges and universities. But rightout in right-wing politics comes almost dren to delinquency by the use acter, and other features which leadership. President Kennedy's consign millions of fellow which, when it ends, findijk
wing students are, in fact, the most viginvariably from a conservative home, but of that trite old racial attitude unfit them for the responsi- eloquent appeal, "Don't ask Americans to an inferior sta- them just where they were beorous and the best organized in college
his conservatism has a distinctive quality. of resentment which leads bility of children, need to be what you can do for your tus solely because of their fore assignment.
circles today.
This, of course, is not the
He is by no means the fawning admirer them to let their children hear corralled, by fair means or foul, country," has had a disap- color.
This cannot be explained away simply
them say something as follows: and made to face up to some- pointing Peace Corps response The kind of men and wom- entire answer, but it. is an
of his right-wing elders.
as a product of the financial support of
"This young Negro just ain't thing to which they are direct- insofar as Negroes are con- en the Peace Corps desires, important consideration which
The fascinating question is whether
when they are Negroes, has confronts Peace Corps recruitbusinessmen, helpful though this is, nor
gonna take what we took . . . ly contributing. And such par- cerned.
This is another unfortu- to consider a future which is ers.
is it the classic rebellion of young people this mild outbreak of interest in politics henl stand up and fight . . . he ents could be any of us . . .
against their elders—in this case the gen- at the colleges will have any real impact jes' ain't gon' take it."
who, because of preocupation
eration of the NEW DEAL. Rather it is, in general. The left-wing students admit To the kids that gives them a with other things . . . or just
that
there
will
be
little place for them in mandate to defy the world . . . plain dumbness. . .aren't raisin'
to a large extent, the articulation and
refinement, for the first time, of the con- adult political life unless they remodel a right to ignore and buck our kids. Now, whatchubet!
(The New York Post)
I tiled that there was no "evi- become evident when the high
servative views that have always domi- their views drastically.
denciary" support foi the court rules on the trespass apBut
the
right-wing
students, with only
nated student thinking.
Celebration over the Su- charge that the demonstrations peals which are pending. JusCollege administrators generally agree a slight softening of their more extreme
preme Court decision revers- had breached the peace; it has tice Harlan's view gives ground
that in the past the American student stands, could find a place on the extreme
deeper
Constitutional for hope that his vote will
ing the conviction of 16 Lou- left
tended to be a conservative, wishy-washy right of the Republican party.
insure a majority upholding
isiana sit-ins would be pre- questions unanswered.
and silent one, to be sure, but potentially
If some of the young conservative
mature. It may constitute the While it is th practice of the Constitutional right of sitprone to the right-wing radicalism that leaders carry out their present plans of
rough handwriting on the wall, the court to rule on the most ins to demonstrate in protest
but it assures no definitive limited area. Justice Harlan, against segregation.
now attracts him.
seeking political power instead of finanFirst Federal grants for the Federal grants, Lyle said that finality in the textbooks of in his concurring opinion, put Commenting on the decision,
The mistaken image of the student as cial gain after they leave college, the
new year to public assistance all States in Region IV are constitutional law. The great forvaard a portentous Consti- Roy Wilkins of the NAACP.
a liberal has been perpetuated because Republicans may soon be receiving a
programs
administered
by considering what changes will
tutional point. Arrest of the said:
up to now what political agitation went steady infusion of zealots who will push Tennessee were announced last be necessary in their welfare tests are still ahead.
What the Court majority sit-iners on charges either of "The decision assures emon in the colleges has been liberal and the party further and further to the right week by Richard H. Lyle, re- programs to conform with new
has done is to decide the case trespass or breach of the peace battled Southern youths that
because liberalism has dominated the in the next few years.
•
gional director for the Depart- rules laid down in early De- on a narrow base. It has chosen could be construed as a viola- the courts, not a local policement of Health, Education, cembes by Secretary Abraham -as the high tribunal has tion of the right of freedom of man, will be the judge of civil
Ribicoff of the Department of often done—to avoid broad speech, he pointed out.
•••••••••••••••••••e
rights."
something r o bust. T h e and Welfare in Atlanta, Ga.
female process calls for "sleep- Lyle said that for all cate- Health, Education, and Wel- issues where it did not feel This is a far-reaching ob- This seems to be a reasonRibicoff
angories the Federal advances fare. Secretary
ing tablets, or the like."
obliged to meet them. It has servation. Its significance may able expectation.
Immediately after Mr. John- for the first three months of nounced 10 changes in adminthe
Federal
welson's death was announced, 1962 to Tennessee would total istration of
many people started saying— $11,313,897, including $5,549,- fare programs and these will
this and that—I thought—I 744 for old-age assistance: require action by State wel* knew—and much more blah! $278,549 for aid to the blind; fare agencies to conform with
directly on the Freedom Rides. which professes democracy
(Kansas City Call)
• blah' It is not important any $4,082,972 for aid to depen- requirements of the Federal
It costs money—real money With expenses mounting up and justice for all, it is neces•
•
statutes.
dent
$1,312.757
children;
for
it is no won- sary for a group of citizens to
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t longer that Mr. Johnson was aid to the disabled. and $89,- "These changes," said Lyle —to win freedom. Just how in this fashion,
overpowered by his emotional
costly it is staggers the ima- der that CORE's national di- spend over a quarter million
"..,...AND HE WAS SUCH
a national magazine which problems. He is beyond aid. But 875 for medical assistance for "are designed to promote re- gination. CORE (Congress of rector, James Farmer, this dollars to fieht for the freeNICE YOUNG MAN"
habilitation services and to de- Racial Equality) announced week had words of praise for dom which should be theirs
dealt with "Twelve Ways To it is important that the next the aged.
The Federal grant to Ten- velope a family-centered ap- this week that already it has Jack Grenberg, new director as a matter of course. If the
A lot of people have ex- Detect Impending Mental Ill- time you recognize one or more
of the symptoms I will list be- nessee for medical assistance proach; to provide children spent more than $282,000 on of the NAACP Legal Defense NAACP ever totaled up the
pressed surprise at the young ness."
man—Johnny Leroy Johnson The article explained: "It is low—urge that a physician be for the aged is for a program with adequate support and the Freedom Rides. This sum and Educational Fund, for as- cost of all of the cases it has
who is reported to have snuff- extremely important to recog- consulted. That would be of designed to cover medical ex- protection services, and to re- includes the cost of bail bonds, sliming the legal burden of taken to the United States
ed out his own life last week nize the signs of impending more service to mankind than pense for older people who shape the Federal adminis- legal fees. legal expenses, defending the Freedom Riders Supreme Court, the amount
truly would be a staggering reat the end of a rope under a trouble, but even families of to lament the fact that the have sufficient income for trative structure so that it will travel for Freedom Riders to in court.
bridge on Trigg ave., near psychotic sufferers are not al- very nice Mr. Johnson has daily living needs but who are, be more helpful to the States stand trial, training for the In announcing that they will velation.
unable to meet the cost of med- in accomplishing these ends. Riders, hospital bills, telephone share the financial burden of We are glad to see the NABellevue.
ways aware of the developing snuffed out his life.
"Meanwhile," he added, "in- calls, telegrams and printing, defending the Freedom Riders ACP join CORE in the legal
Persons closely assoociated psychosis until something seri- The magazine article I referr- ical care.
vitations have gone out to
with Mr. Johnson should have ous has occurred."
ed to previously—listed the FAMILY-CENTERED
This does not include over- in court, CORE and the NA- defense of the Freedom Riders.
In accordance with the mon- all State welfare administra- head, office expenses or fund- ACP demonstrate a unity of The young people who ris
folloging as danger signs. It
detected his suicidal tendencies "QUEER—NUTS"
—even before several other at- Too often psychotic sufferers stated: "Families should sus- ey formula in the law, Lyle tors to attend a three-day raising costs. Nor does it in- determination and purpose to their liberty and safety for a
Washington, elude salaries for CORE work- see that justice is done. It is principle deserve all of the
tempts at something drastic are called "mean", "queer", pect deep trouble when a per- said, the Federal share ranges conference in
from 40 to 79 percent of the January 29-31, with Secretary ers. This $282,000 was spent ironic, however, that in a land legal help they can get.
which were unsuccessful in anti-social" or "nuts." Once it son:
total estimated expenditures of Ribicoff and his staff. The
"ending it all."
is discovered that a person HIS PROBLEMS
Mr. Johnson had, from time varies extremely from the I. Lives in a separate world, the States for 'their assistance Secretary also plans to offer
year is the time to look
to time, manifested that he was norm, the service of a physician refusing to face his problems. payments. In Tennessee the Congress various legislative
ahead. . the time to plan to
suffering from a series of emo- should be obtained.
2. Has a delusion that Federal share of assistance proposals providing other imbe up and on to the task yet
payments is 78 percent.
provements in the Federal weltional problems. Some of them
I am not attempting to justi- people are persecuting him.
undone. The year 1961 will
In announcing the first 1962 fare programs."
were too deep seated to elimi- fy suicide. I am more interest- 3. Is so depressed that he
show that Negroes in many
nate completely. However, he ed in explaining—as a layman is incapacitated.
areas made unprecedented inwould have been able to exert —that we see signs of over- 4. Suffers agonies of inderoads in public accommodaAbout People, Places
more control over his emotion- whelming emotional problems cision in making ordinary
tions, largely without benefit
And Problems
al problems had he consulted yet dismiss them with a wave choices.
of specific law. They won over
FRANK L. STANLEY
By
an expert. It would have been of the hand or the toss of the 5. Has moods that swing
the strongest racial resistance
just as sensible for him to ob- head while we utter "oh! he like a pendulum between exwhich known in modern times. These
emotional
past,
The
not
the
Ky.
—
LOUISVILLE,
thin the service of a physician or she is just plain nuts—I hilaration and depression.
victories were due for the moat
year 1961 will doubtless go my memory has dressed up part becauss our youth now
for his emotional problems as don't bother hiim or her."
6. Cannot sleep
without
That
is
why
form.
fictional
most
on
the
as
history
in
down
it would have been for him to Let me ask you—Have you medication.
seemingly operate with a builteventful in terms of internal I am sure that an impatient id toughness, and
consult one for an infected ever though seriously about the 7. Is excessively irritable.
are of the
bored
inactivity,
and
with
citizenship
full
upward
surges
throat. It is regrettable that complete process which leads given to temper outbursts.
iirag of the man Wadsworth
say
we
cannot
with
those
who
America.
in
people
all
for
it was not an infected throat to suicide? Have you ever 8. Loses interest in his perwrote about many years ago—
Therefore, in looking in retro- do this or that, or. in terms of the man of 'cheerful
in Mr. Johnson's case. It was entertained the idea of employ- sonal appearances, his job, his
yestermust
conservative
—
"we
ended.
the
just
year
the
spect
on
an infected mind.
ing that process?
family.
days and confident tomorrows'
hard
or
move
too
our
not
push
too
project
seeking
to
and
MENTAL ILLNESS
SERVICE TO MANKIND
9. Talks feverishly, mars—for they are the people who
expectations for 1962, we are fast, because our tradition is are
It is very important to oh. I have classified the various thon style, skipping from one
rriw walking the world
at
not
attuned
to
such."
glimpse
that
this
mindful
thin —from a doctor—diagnosis processes or means of self des- subject to another.
cheerful and unafraid on restshould
past
recent
more
our
evidence
of
the
The
best
and start treatment immediate- truction into two classes—male 10. Goes on spending sprees,
less feet.
serve not only to point up the fallacy of living in the past
ly—once it has been acertained and female processes. The male far beyond his means.
At this same time, one yeaisidi
record, but to inspire us to is the history of the spring of ago, I
that a family member is suffer- process—for an example—re- 11. Is incapacitated by unwrote in this space,
greater achievements.
1961 in Louisville. There were stsbmit that nothing
ing from emotional problems quires that the means of self- founded fears.
can stop
were
complacent
inthose
who
beyond his control,
who
is
destruction be "leaping from. a 12. Hears or sees imaginary
I am not the type
the onrush of the Negro if he
satisfied
with
the
Last July. I read an article in bridge or a high structure or things.
past,
and
overly
the
effacing
clined toward
has the determination, the
or who may be considered a moderate pace of desegregation courage, and the belief that he
same
in
our
locality.
At
the
who
glances
—
one
backward
good decisions at all times.
can win his battle for total
lives In the past. $,Ich peo- time, there were those of an- free.lom. Coupled with this, lie
Phase three will deal with the
school
generation
of
high
dreary
other
very
indeed
are
ple
effect of stress on decisionmust have the wisdom to See
companions, because they oft- and college age levels who that he cannot sit and wait on
.
—making ability and phase four
to
live
in
the
had
not
learned
present
only
the
en
measure
will be concerned with elimitime to free him, no more than
in terms of their youthful ex- past because theirs were all too he can do the job single-handnating extraneous data in
and
who
were
reaching
process
brief,
this
periences.
And
edly. Neither can he be as
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — signed to find ways of train- reaching a decision.
stultified their mental and out for newer and higher frustrated as a
The researchers put 202 air
frog caught in
Snap judgments usually are ing people "to make sound de- force officers training cadets
goals, and certainly more and the middle
emotional growth.
of an expressway
bsd, according to Psychological cisions under all circum- at Catholic University through
For this type of person, better opportunities. These with his hopper
broke down.
everything
was better in "children" and more particu- "He must
researchers who have just stances." particularly in the a multitude of tests to deterbe prepared,
larly
a
segment
of
those
attend.
were
nicer,
yesteryear;
people
completed an I8-month study field of space exploration,
mine how well they could
united, and convinced that he
conditions were most satis- ing hie school in Louisville,
of man's ability to make good The research project is be- make decisions.
has a d.bt to pay society for
demonseries
of
were
sparked
a
oppoi
tunnies
factory,
and
conclusions
decisions.
' ing carried out by ACF Elec- Some of the
greater. Such may be true in strations which motivated our haying lived — that of making
•
The research team also re- tronics, a division of AC? In- were:
part in isolated instances, bill youthful and aged Negro the greatest contribution he
ported that per
with dustries, and the Catholic Uni— Those who consistently
it is never good to build one's leadership to greater activity. can to the
"drive" are no better at mak- versity of America. It is di- made good decisions used all
implAvement of
The story is well known,
future planning on a dangerthe time available to them.
Wig decisions than less ener- vided into four phases.
'. . . THE BOSS SA ID MONEY ISN'T IMPORTANT? WHERE
humankind so that those whil
brief
review
but
is
worthy
of
ous,
fragment
of
the
past.
already
Phase two,
started, — "He men" make no betgetic ones.
IS HE BEING KEPT AN WHAT ARE THE VISITING
• For me, I am far more in- here, primarily to point out come after will have a Nitta;
The findings resulted from seeks to determine whether ter or worse decisions than
HOURS?"
make
the
terested in the historical — that the beginning of a new place in which to live."
trained
to
first
phase
of
a
project
deman
can
be
less
masculine
the
kind.
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Dear Mine Chante: I am inDear Mme Chante: I would
like to meet a serious and terested in meeting a nice man
sincere single lady who wants who really wants to get somecompanionship. Someone be- where in life. I am 40 years
tween the ages of 30 and 35, old, 5 feet, 8 inches tall, weigh
weighing between 120 and 140 165 lbs, tan complexion. Would
lbs. If not sincere, please do like for gentleman to be about
not answer. Send photo in 6 feet tall, 45 to 55 years old.
first letter. All letters will be All letters will be answered.
answered. — Howard Smith, I was married once, have no
3967 S. Drexel blvd., Chicago children. -- Miss L. C. Woods,
General Delivery, Chicago, Ill.
• ••
• ••
Dear Mme Chante: I would
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
be very thankful if you would patient in the hospital and
publish my name in your would like to have pen pals.
column, as I am seeking a pen I am 41, weigh 145. 5 feet 7
pal. I am 21 years old, work as inches tall, brown skin, black
a compositor in a printing h a i r. Disabled veteran of
plant here. All letters will be World War II. —Tyrone Clark,
answered. -- Phyllis Rodney, Ward A-3, Dunham Hospital,
IA Hannah St., Hannah Town, Cincinnati 38. Ohio.
Kingston, P.O., Jamaica, B. W.
•••
I.
Dear Mme. Chante. I' read
•••
Dear Mme Chante: After your column often and would
reading how you have helped like to hear from gentlemen
so many others. I would appre- between the ages of 54 and
5 ft., 91
2 in. tall, weigh/
ciate it if you would help me 56;
find a nice companion who ing between 160 and 165 lbs
knows how to treat a woman I am 52, 5 ft., 3 in. tall, 145
with children. I am in my lbs., brown complexion. If not
Early 30's. Would appreciate decent and intelligent, do not
hearing from those who are in- apply. All letters will be ansterested.-- Miss L. Williams, wered. --- L. Jones, 7350 S.
2245 W. Lake St., Apt. 914, Emerald Ave., Chicago 21, III.
• ••
Chicago, Ill.
•••
Dear Mine Chante. I am 28
Dear Mme Chante: I am in- years old, was once married
terested in getting married. I and would like to correspond
am 33. 6 feet, 1 inch tall, weigh with young ladies who are in- By DORETHEA M. BROOKS the most successful marriages of state ,funds and the private
165 lbs. Would like to corres- interested in marriage. I am an
NEW YORK — (UPI) -- builder is to be found in Illipond with young ladies be- electronic. technician for a large
All racial and ethnic groups Jews call Gentiles 'goys.' zed'. . .The ethnophaulism for
tween the ages of 18 and 35. manufacturing company; 5 ft., This will be a good year for nois, which since 1947 has utiuse ethnophaulisms to refer Whites call Indians 'redskins,' Germans, 'jerry,' is from Briti8 in., tall, 160 lbs. Not hand- apartment hunters, according lized the blighted areas Reto other groups, according to a Indians call whites 'pale- ish slang for 'chamber pot' .. .
ATLANTA — Clark College Love children, good home some,
just a plain, honest, to one of the biggest builders development Act.
'Squarehead' for Scandinavians may become a nationally- cooked food, music and readYale university sociologist. faces.' "
hard working man. All letters in the country.
Under . this bill. the buyerThe sociologist, Erdman B. Generalizing from American may be based on the slang, known center for the study of ing. All letters will be answer- will, be
answered and photos The year will be favbrable builder gets a discount, or
Palmore, raises the question of data, Palmore says "there is a 'square,' meaning dull, old- physics if plans go according ed and photos exchanged.—.
exchanged. — Robert Thomas, for neglected middle income "write-dosen" on land acquisiwhether it would be possible lose association between the fashioned, or unsophisticated." to intentions of Dr. O. P. Puri, Arthur Jay. 2356 N. 16th St.,
242 W. 80th St., Chicago, 20, III. apartment seekers. Construc- tion. A public agency assem-.
for such forms of prejlac mount of prejudice against " With further research, says chairman of the physics de- Milwaukee 6, Wis.
tive legislation, either existing bles a proposed site and subseas scapegoats, segregation, and an out-group and the number Palmore, "we may discover partment at Clark. At present,
or pending, will pave the way quently sells it to a private
discrimination to exist with- of ethnophaulisms for it . . . that ethnophaulisms are es- Clark provides the physics infor mass apartment housing builder; the savings are passed.'
out group insults.
When the out-group is a dif- sential for the existence of struction and facilities for all
at reasonable rentals, Samuel on to tenants in the form of
Writing in the January is- ferent race, most ethnophaul- such forms of ethnocentrism undergraduate students in the
J. Lefrak, president of the lower rentals which would not
pejorative Atlanta University Center.
sue of THE AMERICAN isms
chauvinism,
stereotyped as
express
Lefrak Organization, believes. be possible if a builder at:
Dr. Puri, a native of India,
JOURNAL OF SOCIOLOGY physical differences. .
stereotypes, scapegoats, segHe cited a recent, upsurge in tempted to acquire land pribegan recently to make his
(published by the University
discrimination."
and
regation,
is
the
Of
When the out-group
building through New York vately.
Apf Chicago Press), Palmore same general racial type, most Palmore believes that his plans materialize with a reAct, Lefrak anticipates private
state's
Mitchell-Lama
Ways that "it seems to be urn- ethnophaulisms express stet.- work supports the theory quest to the National Science
which he called a pioneer construction, sparked by funds
Foundations for a new X-ray
Versa] for racial and ethnic
highly visible cul- "that labels used in a culture
of
uotypes
method for helping bring vi- made available through state
machine, and about $20,000
groups to coin derogatory
tural differences" such so influence the perception and worth of physics equipment.
tally-needed new living units legislation, will provide new,
terms and sayings to refer to
food, language, accent, com- thinking of its members." Thus
within reach of the average low and middle income housIn the meantime, Dr. James
other groups."
mon first names, and common a white American who is raised P. Brawley, college president,
ing in Manhattan for nearly
family budget.
Over 3,000 such terms are
occupations. "Turf-cutter" is in a culture where a label equally enthusiastic about de100,000 New Yorkers. Aside
LIMITS PROFITS
known today. ''Although some
derived from the Irish occupa- such as "nigger" is commen velopments in physics, author"Unlike the federal Title I from its implications for New:
languages have not been systion of cutting peat; "herring- would be more likely to re- ized significant new purchases
program," Lefrak said, "the York itself, Lefrak feels "it intematically examined, it is
choker" from the Scandina- spond to a Negro in terms of of equipment for a laboratory,
Mitchell-Lama Act contains a dicates a national trend in po—
probably safe to say that there
vian occupation of fishing, disparaging stereotypes than if which is already, in Dr. Pun's
provision limiting a builder's litical thinking which will be
is no known group which does
spaghetti, that label was rare.
"spiggoty" from
profit in middle income ac- reflected during the coming,
for
well-stocked
"fairly
words
not use ethnophaulisms," says
"pepper" from peppery foods, Says Palmore: "According basic physics study."
commodations. It makes New year in better—and more eco—
Pajmore.
and "ikey" and "kike" from to this theory Shapespeare
York state funds available nomical—shelter for middle in-.
young physicist, who
TEnms USED
was wrong when he said, The
the Jewish name Isaac.
only in the low and middle in- come tenants in major cities
at Notre
studied
year
last
:"Of American racial and
from coast to coast."
even the 'What's in a name? That which Dame on an Atomic Energy MAJORITY RANK REACH- Tuskegee's Army ROTC. come housing ranges.
ethnic groups, whites call Ne- Palmore says that
"In 1962. this legislation will
most ethno- we call a rose — By any other Commission scholarship, is in- ED:
Institute With 12 years in service,
Tuskegair
trees 'niggers,' and Negroes derivations of
some un- name would smell as sweet.' terested in getting his stu- president Dr. L. H. Foster Major Dowdy has served in spark the construction of alcall whites 'pales.' the Span- phaulisms expess
.the It may be that if a rose were dents to do original research, (r.) pins oak leaf rank in- the Pacific and European most 17.000 middle income livieh-speaking are called 'spics' favorable stereotyPe. •
with
rentalss
units,
'ofey,' labeled 'stinkweed' it would which is already being conduc- signia on shoulder of Major theatres. Lt. Col, William T. ing
and the non-Spanish 'gringos'. Negro term for whites
be perceived as smelling less
ted in the departments of Fred Dowdy Jr., recently Briscoe, professor of military aveitging $20 to $25 per room.
Protestants call Catholics is probably pig-latin for 'foe.' sweet."
chemistry a n d biology at promoted from captain. Ma- science, observes the pin- It is the largest single middle
while Similarly, 'ogfrey' for French'mackerel-snappers,'
income housing program ever
Clark. He also talks about jor Dowdy is assistant Pro- ning.
Protestants man is pig-latin for 'frog' (short
call
Catholics
developed anywhere for one
graduate courses fol. the de- fessor of military science in
call for 'frog-eater').
Occidentals
'prods.'
year."
partment.
Orientals 'yellow,' Orientals The terms 'goy' and 'goyim'
Lefrak feels that current qr
Clark offers 14 physics
call Occidentals lortegn dev- for Gentiles come from ancient
pending legislation in housing
courses to University Center
Gentiles call Jews 'yids,' Hebrew and mean 'unelvilfiii.'
_.
also will help improve the lo'
students. but plans call for exof the average apartment Metpansion to 16 courses. Brawley
ter.
— A new
SEATTI.E, Wa
HOUSING FOR
page has been added to the
THE ELDERLY
history of Sears, Roebuck and
He pointed out a referendum Co., and several pages have,
Americans
California
that
in
which been added to its famous cataINSTITUTE,
coming up
Young urged
TUSKEGEE
PHILADELPHIA—Race reAla.—Vincent R. McDonald,
ations are no longer "a hobby "reverse 'our norms and make would provide considerable log.
one
for
student
elderly,
housing
the
Tuskegee graduate
In addition to browsing
for the well-intentioned, the inclusivenes our virtue, our
the VOCAL TENSENESS
idle or the status-seeking" and value and our goal" rather of the nation's most neglected through its colorful *ages and
AUGUSTA, Ga. — A collec- Paines main building. There, and former editor . of
I
when
Often
QUESTION:
groups.
been
income
tenant
middle
has
newspaper,
ordering a spring wardrobe or
must be viewed in the light of than "exclusiveness based on
libli of African art facts at it has been admired by many campus
"Massachu- a lawn mower, the reader can
students get up to talk, my throat is intelligent and scientific plancriterion than skin and, he observed,
other
no
Paine college here has recent- people, some of whom were selected to interview
tense and my voice sounds ning and action.
setts already has state housing now go much further.
ly- been called by an ethnolo- competent judges of such a at Tuskegee and Alabama
pigmentation."
determine the terrible. Please discuss in your
He can go to the 1962 SeatThis admonition was ex- "It is only in this way that legislation designed to aid congitt from the American Muse- collection. Frequent comments State College to
south- column.—G. L.
pressed by Whitney M. Young, our children can grow and be struction of living accommoda tle World's Fair or to Europe
urtt of Natural History, "with- to the effect that the collection political participation of
ANSWER: We call this jr., of New York, executive
students.
tion for senior citizens by in- or on an around-the-world
out doubt, the fieest collection might be very valuable, led Dr. ern Negro college
creatively secure," the NUL dividual governments."
cruise. All he does is put the
The study is a project of the tenseness "hypertension." This director of the National Urban
IsSt a single person I've seen." E. Clayton Calhoun, Paine's
be
should
"That
said.
in So- is demonstrated in the emo- League, in an addrress here at leader
In Connecticut, veterans' cost of the trip on his charge
The ethnologist, Dr. Cohn president, to determine to Institute for Research
act
to
us
for
enough
reason
tional states of stage fright, the January meeting of the
housing, much of it in the account — nothing down and
"very conservative," and m- have it thoroughly evaluated. cial Science at the University
courageously and quickly, but
fear, excitement and rage.
Wednesday Evening Forum. there are other compelling low-cost private home building umpteen months to pay.
alt Turnbull, also estimated Dr. Turnbull was invited to of North Carolina, and has
field, should ease the burden
Seattle and its World's Fair
been in progress for two years, The usual cause of this hythe value of the collection at the college for this task.
Selecting as his subject reasons. At stake also is of overpopulation in that
pertension is insecurity and
will receive a major boost
05,000. He spoke of this esti- Dr. Turnbull will be making McDonald said.
—
Relations
Expediency
"Race
American
the
and
America
the maladjustment. Feelings of instate's larger cities, the build- from the Spring-Summer 1962
niAte is "very conservative," a more complete report to the McDonald, who said
the adequcy in a social situation, or Conviction," Young stres- way of life."
catalog. A full-color page is
ers said.
and remarked, "You'd never college at a later date. This project is sponsored by
Ameristakes
all
that
for
sed
ON RADIO PROGRAM
for example, always provoke
He also expressed optimism devoted to tours of the city
be-. able to replace it for will include not only observa- Rockefeller Foundation, comsuccess
the
in
high
are
cans
against for New Jersey's housing loan and the fair The n;witour servYoung cautioned
tions concerning the nature pleted A two-day orientation tenseness. Only through men- of peaceful adjustment of the
$15,000." '
methods can such
what he termed the tranquil- program, saying a large per- ice — called Allstate Tours --e
Paine received the collec- and value of the Tabb collec- program at the institute in tal hygiene
apin
intergroup
ills
our
be solved.
lizing effect of increasingly centage of these funds should .will be marketed by Allstate
tion from Mrs. William Elmo tion, but also advice on the Chapel Hill last week. The a problem
Voice training will be use- proaches, and added:
popular rationalizations of ra- be channeled into apartment Enterprises, Inc. a Sears subnames of the persons he will
231abla widow of a Methodist proper Methods of display.
REVERSE
NORMS
factors
cial problems, stated in sweet communities for mass tenancy sidiary, with the tours arionary to Africa. The On this latter point, Dr. interview were chosen by ran- less until the casual
"Both the discriminator and sympathetic tones and with on the outskirts of major met- ranged and operated by AmerMr. Tabb, a graduate Turnbull h a a Commented, dom sampling from student di- have been eliminated. RelaXathe discriminated against suf- enough grains of logic to make ropolitan areas.
ican Express Co.
'
m Emory university, served 'This exhibit could show how rectories, and were provided tion exercises are sometimes
fer. No more pathetic figure them easily palatable to those
Vacation news can now be
useful for this purpose.
Lefrak, whose organization
itcLiberia and what was then tribal society was in its early by the institute, he said.
than the individual desperately seeking balm for a has created some 125,000 mid- ordered through any of the
the Belgian Congo. The Afri- stages, how very well inte- A native of Jamaica, B. W. READERS: For coy parlia- is there
with hate, and no more guilt ridden conscience.
dle income apartments in met- Sears 952 catalog sales offices,
Gana collection clearly comes grated and tightly-knit. And I., McDonald was selected mentary law chart of motions, filled
fate could come to a
He said that in viewing to- ropolitan areas, all without 741 retail stores and the catafrom these areas, according to as soon as any important urea after recommendation by the send fifty cents to cover cost sad a
of tribal life is altered — as dtpartment of agricultural of handling. Write Dr. M. H. child in today's world than day's changing attitudes in government financing. says use log itself.
Dr. Turnbull.
A typical Allstate tour offers
„The collection has long been when the tribal society be-. economics. He is a graduate Boulware, Florida A. & M. to be burdened with a myth the matter of race relations of state or federal funds for
basis of and equal opportunity for all, housing invariably stimulates three days of eieht-ene"eg in
housed on the second and gins to disintegrate. That's assistant in the school of agri- Uni'versity, Box 310-A, Tal- of superiority on the
iadeskin color.
lahassee, Fla.
culture.
he is forced to a conclusion a flow of private capital from F,eattle and ttvo
fourth floors of Ha3good Hall, what's happening now.
all individual investors or con- :ng in a &mice •if flea 1.e'els
while practically
that
w IN no
Americans have learned to perations, attracted by the eco- for as litth. as
n and payee:ate of
qou sem *roamtalk nicely (about the issues nomic renaissance of the re- menoy
Gliatei
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orkpPemeP...11)1prel
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)(Now
involved) only a pitiful few habilitated area.
141kn cog. 1tI. ocan.E.ris
fair will high'iaht the trip
have learned to think dif- ECONOMICALLY
find there will oe a zmiti-tour
ferently or, what is more im- DESIRABLE
"For example, in New -tf Seattle or a water teur
portant, to act positively."
Young's address to the Wed- York," he said, "VirtualY abostd the double - decked
nesday Evening Forum, a dis- every major urban renewa' 'Sieltiltram"
The Seattle tour is just one
cussion group that over the effort with a Mitchell-Lairs
past seven years has presented connection will favorably af- (II a atals•-:t Irtfur 0: Paltered
,offer,tt !aaa the
leading figures of the nation feet peripheral properties in "'"'""ne loll
Te'..re.
on crucial subjects—was pre- the locale. Owners of seni. first lime 'oy
ceded by consultations with residential helnitige
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Ar,yetee wit'a
the Philadelphia tit, Board of have found it ecaree.,e .1 s t•
ii'
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Trustees. Following the Forum, sirable—and
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MA to
Young was a participant in prove their properties in an +t, es
the Frank Ford Show, a radio ticipation of the resurgence of •isls 0%ers ga.eeiit ts eol4 ac.
•tordme to the Chicago Remi
program featuring discussion these revitalized sections."
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of current national affairs.
Lefrak said he feels one of Association. •
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By Paul Robinson
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BUT, DAD- rm A LITTLE
HERE'S You-RN
) SPORT TI-US WEEK-CAN
ALLOWANCE,
You TAKE ir OUT
MINUS THE
NEXT WEEK
BurYOu
DOLLAR 'IOU
BORROWED
OWED ME
ON NEXT
FROM LAST
WEEK'S
`--2_ WEEK
ALLOWANCE
LAST WEEK.'

I'LL PAN/ THAT
BACK WEEK'
AFTErz Nexr—
OKAY?
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Try and Stop Me

1

GLAMOR GIRLS

By BENNETT CERF

By BENNETT CERF
CURE KELSEY got so stoned one night at his favorite bar
)
1, and grill that it took four of his devoted pals to steer
him home. On the way they stumbled over a department
store manniken that had
fallen out of the back of
a delivery truck. It was
Friend O'Toole's bright
nOtion to prop up poor
Kelsey with his arm
draped around the manniken in the back room
of the next saloon on the
route.
It was there that KelSey recovered consciousness. When the manniken fell out of his grip
he let out a yell of fear.
His friends didn't help
any when they told him, "Now you're really in the soup,
Kelsey. You've killed the poor fellow, and they'll be hangin'
you for it."
Kelsey rallied to the occasion. He gave the manniken a
resounding kick and explained angrily, "It was self-defens,.
boys. The blankety blank pulled a knife on me".
0 INC by Bennett Cert. Disittibuted yiClag r•atures Syndkat•

GLAMOR GIRLS

Try and Stop Me
STAR TIGHTROPE walker of the Ringling, Barnum
and Bailey Circus one spring discovered that shit was
going to have a baby, but managed to conceal her condition
from the management
and fellow - artists by
adroit use of costume and
parasol.
At the end of her seventh month, however,the
artiste sought out a leading dotter in Boston and
asked how much longer
she could safely continue
doing her act in the cirCM.
"The circus!" exclaimed the astonished
doctor. "What do you do
In the circus?"
"I walk the tightrope," she told him proudly.
"Holy smoker' said the doctor. "You do your act tonight,
because I have tickets But tomorrow -morning, you quit!"

TI{E

Harry Golden tells about the Camlirui, farmer who sow a
Yeokee an old mule. "Whets the mule's name'' mud the
Yankee. "I don't know his name," admitted the fanner, 'bat I
cs11 hun

C K

raster.

•

.11.1t Weffol room In.,

"Your half hour is up, Mies Addle—now watch tnat
'Palling."

"A funny thing happened to me on my way here---."
r

President Kennedy Sends Engraved Felicitations

DIGNITARIES JOIN FRIENDS FROM ALL OVER FOR CORNEAL DAVISES"RUBY DATE
401:11,

• NOTABLES AND DIGNITARIES high- in government, State and
Municipal circles joined the hundreds from Chicago and out of town
to share the prominent couple's "ruby date." Congressman William L.
Dawson extends best wishes for continued smooth sailing on the sea
of matrimony as the Reverend Carey grasps his hand. Behind Congressman Dawson is his secretary Lawrence Woods. In the rear (left)
are State Representative and Mrs. James Y. Carter. A brilliant recep-

tion in the lower level of the church followed the re-saying of vows
repeated 40 years ago. The ruby, symbolic of that wedding anniversary,
was carried out in color decor before the altar where a profusion of
deep red poinsettias and crisp green foliage formed a background of
beauty and elegance. The same color motif was used in table settings
and flower arrangements for the reception.

•••

is
• WITH PRESIDENT John F. Kennedy setting the pace with an
engraved congratulatory message, notables high in State, civic and
municipal circles joined friends and relatives of State Representative
and Mrs. Corneal A. Davis to wish the prominent couple continued
happiness during the observance of their recent 40th wedding anniversary. he "ruby" anniversary celebration, during which they
repeated marriage vows said in 1921, was held in historic Quinn Chapel
A. M. E. church, 24th St. and So. Wabash ave. Radiant as their "shining hour" of 40 years ago is re-enacted, Representative and Mrs. Davis
leave the altar after re-pledging their troth before Quinn Chapel's distinguished minister, Dr. Archibald J. Carey, jr.

• COLLEAGUES OF Representative Davis formed the receiving line
as the happy couple greeted a throng of well-wishers, among them
Postmaster and Mrs. Harry Semrow, State Auditor and Mrs. Michael
Howlett and several out of town guests including Rep. and Mrs.
Francis J. Loughran of Joliet, Ill., Mesdames Elton Garvin and Minnie
Jones of Detroit; the couple's daughter 'id son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.

Albert Maule of Hartford, Conn.; Terrell Chapman, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
and Ted Mundy of Paducah, Ky. A long-time family friend, Mrs. Cordia
Colamon is greeted by State Representative Cecil Partee. Others making up a portion of the receiving line are (from left) Ald. William H.
Harvey, Mrs. Partee and State Representative and Mrs. Kenneth
Wilson.

J
114

• THE WEDDING PARTY poses with Representative
and Mrs. Davis (center) before the bride's table on
which a huge, elaborately decorated and inscribed
cake in the form of a book is flanked by stately tapers
and encircled with fern and flowers. The group includes (from left) Mrs. Richard Penn, sister of Representative Davis; Mrs. Albert Maule, his daughter; Mrs.
Oneida Clark Cockrell, maid of honor in the original
ceremony. Albert Corneal Maule, their grandson, who

served as ring bearer; Alfred Cockrell, son of Mrs.
Cockrell, who served as best man for his father, the
late Feaster Cockrell, who was a member of the original
wedding party; Richard Penn, a brother-in-law; Kyle
Stephens, Penn's grandson and great nephew of the
Corneal Davises, who also served as ringbearer and
Albert Maule, son-in-law of Representative and Mrs.
Davis. Photo right: Mrs. Desorec Pyburn, who was in

charge of the reception and supervised the ushers and
hostesses, poses with the couple as they prepare to slice
their 40th anniversary wedding cake. Serving as hostesses were the Allenites of Quinn Chapel who were in
charge of gifts; the Zipper Social and Charity club and
the Sig-Mars. Mrs. Juantia Dixon of the Quinnettes
and Miss Carolyn Dodd of the Ida Crews Monroe
Missionary Society assisted arid Mrs. Jeanetta Lewis

was in charge of guest registration. The young ushers,
who as children came up in Quinn Chapel Sunday
school under the superintendentship of Mrs. Davis
were Harry Carter, head ushers, Benjamin Armstead,
Willis Armstead, the Rev. John Crawford, Joseph
Dixon, Harry Carter, jr., Edward and Reginald Lindsey, Harold Lee and Sidney Stover. (Photos by Cleo
byles; story inside.).
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Nine Parker Children Meet In,
Memphis For Holiday Reunion"

Fly CLARENCE ROLM
Well, as promised here I am
to bring you up on the haps
of clubs and organizations.
along a,it.
For the first tune a, alora
CLUB LIMELIGHT
than 30 years, all of the child- 19 of their 29 grandchildren,
The Club Limelight this
ren of Rev. and Mrs. Thomas Rev. Parker is pastor of two
week falls on Ted McDaniel.
C. Parker of 2163 Kansas it. AME churches in Jag& circuit
He is a junto! at Hamilton
were home at the same time. in Mississippi.
high school and is in Otto
recently.
Children home for the reLashley's homeroom. He is a
Visiting from several sections cent holiday were Clyde C.
member of the Los Caballeros
of the country were all nine Parker, Berkley, Calif.; Mrs.
club and student director of
Clara M. Johnson, Detroit; Mrs.
the senior band. He attends
Julia M. Marshall, WashintSt. John Baptist church where
ton, D. C.; Mrs. Toscanelli
he is a member of the Junior
Williams, Mrs. Hula Stokes and
choir.
!••••11
11
..•111111111•11111111111111111111111f
Mrs. Mary Juanita Cook, ChiTed I'm sure that nothing
cago;
Scores of Memphis teachers and lavish hospitality.
Lafayette Parker, Los
but success can follow you,
Angeles; and Mrs. Naomi
and principals journeyed to The excellent menu included so keep on climbing.
Pierce and Thomas C. Parker
Nashville, Tenn. last weekend stuffed pork chops, sweet po- TOP CLUB COUPLES
of Memphis.
to attend the one day meeting tatoes, crab apples, cheese souMillard Brown (Los CabaHow would you like to teach GRANDCHILDREN
of the Tennessee Educational ffle, tossed salad, rolls, wines, lleros) and Betty Cunnigan.
Martha Jean Steinberg and
Out-of-town
grandchildren
Congress' Delegate Assembly, and fruit cake. Cocktails prePatricia Hooks (Orchettes)
Robert "Honeyboy" Thomas, of who were on hand for the reheld last Saturday at Tennessee ceded the dinner.
and Warren Brown (Cavaliers)
WDIA "Boy Meets Girl" fame, union dinner served at the
State university Agriculture Guests,
Carla Allen (Orchettes) and
Mesdames
Alma
to dance the twist?
Flame restaurant were Misses
building.
Booth, Harriet Davis, Charles- Fred Jackson (Cavaliers).
Martha Jean and Honeyboy Maxine and Patricia Parker.
Dr. John Davis, former presi- teen Miles and Katheryn ThomTed McDaniel (Los Caballearen't squares, of course, but Robert Parker, Toscanelli, Con
dent of West Virginia State as, vied with members of this ros) and Dorothy Lanos.
they just haven't had time to zy Renee, Claudette and Frank
university, and former associ- well-known group for the loveLaura Wiley (Sheriettes) and
learn how to throw their back- Cleophas Cook of Chicago; Misa
ate
of
the
Phelps-Stokes ly prizes given, compacts and Otis Thomas (El Domingo).
bones out of shape.
Gwendolyn Johnson and Louis
Foundation, now
currently party purses. Alma, Harriet and STRANGE AS IT SEEMS
So you can teach them and D. Johnson, Jr. of Detroit.
with the State Department's Charlesteen and member Ly- It seems as though all the
help the March of Dimes, at
After enjoying a delicious
Point IV program, was the tia McKinney, Bernice McClell- members of the Sheriettes
the same time, by coming to turkey dinner, the family metri
dynamic guest speaker at the an and Louise Ward were the Social club who were in the
the
Abe Scharff YMCA at 7:30 bars presented a program of
morning session.
happy recipients of the bouti- top ten last week have sudnext Friday night. Memphis holiday music. Clyde Parker,
Dr. Davis is the father of que items.
denly taken ill. Was the shock
Teen-Agers
will go all out for the oklest son, acted as toastMrs. W. T. (Dorothy) McDaniel, Charming Frances Hayes too great, girls!
the March of Dimes!
teacher at Hamilton school who gifted everyone with ball-point Millard Brown is not a memnester. and was misted by
They'll
dance
the Twist, the his brothers, Thomas and Lais a frequent visitor in these pens; and
welcome
back ber of the Counts!
Roach
and
the
Pony.
parts. He now lives with his greeting were extended to Lo'ayette.
Glover Tillman (Ochettes)
Martha Jean and Honeyboy "We Gather Together," was
family at Englewood, N. J.
retta Kateo who had repre- has no partner!
NEA
CITATIONS
Several
ed
at
Reception
a
will
Notable's
lyn
be
on
hand
Jones,
Miss
for
a
Countess
special given as a solo by Toscanelli,
The message of Dr. Davis sented Memphis social workers
Verna Hooker (Sheriettes) members
of LeMoyne Col- which was addressed by Johnson, Miss Hattie Hayes broadcast of WDIA Nitespot on and Mrs. Pierce, who is presiwas loaded with his sage ap- at a meeting held at Winston has dropped Mr. Finely! '
lege's
student
chapter
Mrs.
stage
of
Williams,
Beulah
at
the
M.
Mangum
the
"Y."
and
Willie
There'll
Terry.
be a dent of the senior choir of
praisal, admonitions and coun- Salem, N. C. earlier the same
Patricia Hooks (Orchettes) i. National
Education Associa- principal of Hanley Elemen- A citation also was awarded remote broadcast of the doings the Mt. Zion Methodist church,
seling geared to the Assembly's week.
a pro at something? (cards) tion (NEA)
ware cited re- tary school. Mrs. Cherie P. to Miss Shirley Wilson who from 9 to 11 over WDIA.
sang "The Lord's Prayer" and.
theme, "Looking at ourselves There was the excitement, FORSEEN COUPLES
cently for outstanding con- Roland, advisor to the group, is now doing graduate work
James Kincade of Douglas dedicated it to her parents.
in the
(Space Age." His classi- too, caused over the invitation
Glover Tillman (Orchettes) tributions
to the organisa- is seated at left. Citations at Indiana university. Her
High
is overall Teen-Age GIFTS FOR ALL
cal background wide experi- received for Margaret Lewis and McArthur Bynum (El Dotion. Citations were present- were awarded to, standing, award was received by her chairman. There will be two
ences, wealth of information Cook's forthcoming marriage
The children then sang,
in mingo).
chairmen at each high school "Dear Mother," and all of the
left to right: Miss Gwendo- mother, seated at right.
from collaboration with Dr. February, in Los Angeles. Laura Wiley (Sheriettes)
and
in the city and county. Pep children made remarks of apJames B. Conant, former presi- Calif., where she now
lives- Morris Webb (Junior Elks).
squads for the schools will sing preciation to their parents.
dent of Harvard and author of and also over the news
Tht
i
that Dollie Jackson (Sheriettes)'
iingles in honor of the March program concluded with
"The Conant Report" and sev- Margaret's daughter, Margar- and L. M. Carroll (Kool
th
club).
of Dimes. There'll be door presentation of gifts
eral other books about our jun- et Ann,
to
everyCarla Allen (Orchettes) and
a music instructor
prizes.
ior high schools, slums a n d there, is soon expecting
one present.
her Bethel Harris (El Domingo).
Better be there, or you'll
Among the friends of the
suburbs now having an impact second child.
Miss Lizzie Mae Patterson,
Carole Jones (Bondads) and
miss
the fun. Remember, it's family who attended the reeducational
on
philosophy, MARDI GRAS BALL
20-year-old-junior
2477
of
Charles Graham (Kool
7:30
to
11 p.m. At the Abe union dinner were
made his a profound impact Our graduate AKA's are
Saratoga avenue, is LeMoyne
Charles
Lora Green (Sequoita) and
Scharff "Y."
Jones. Mrs. Laura Jones, Mrs.
upon the thinking of the large readying plans for a gala Mardi Robert Wright (Kool
College's new "Miss United Neclub).
All
proceeds go to the March Maggie Johnson, Mrs. Mary
gatherings.
Gras ball to be held at Curries Phoebe Weaver (Co-Ette) The Greenwood CME church Se wanee rd. He was graduated gro college Fund." She was
Parsons and others.
Representing' Manassas High Club Tropicana on Friday, and Robert "Pete" Wells (Los will le the scene of the mar- from Booker T. Washington selected by popular vote Friday of Dimes.
riage of Mis Marvis LaVerne high school in 1957, and re- in a student contest sponsored
school also were Rev. Eddie February 16, to benefit the Caballeros).
Kneeland to Rufus E. Jones on ceived a bachelor of arts de- by the college's Pre-Alumni
Currie and Mrs. Katheryn P. group's projects. Costumes and
Marva Bolden (Sheriettes)
Thomas.
masks will add merriment to and Larry Johnson (Los Caba- Sunday afternoon, Feb. 4, gree in business administration Club. Miss Johnnie Mae Rodgwith the pastor, Rev. Paul from Michigan State university ers, a senior, is president of
The representation from our the affair, and after the dold- lleros).
Fowlkes officiating.
last June.
city schools was impressive, drums which have set in since ANNOUNCEMEMIS
the club.
• he
The future bridegroom is
The bride elect is the daughand with the Shelby County the holidays, the affair will
Miss Patterson will compete
The Sheriettes Social Club ter
employed
Mr.
of
and
assistant
James
as
Mrs.
m
H.
a n- against 32 other coeds Feb. 10delegation, helped to augment provide fun before settling down is having a meeting Jan. 28,
Kneeland of 1268 Dunnivant ager of S. L. Jones Superthe full agenda. They were o the observance of Lent.
at Campbell's Studio. All mem- St. A 1958 graduate of Hamil- market at Fields and Sewanee II in Washington for the na- By JOYCE SHULLER (UPI) nursery furniture.
Both Voups
successful in supporting the re- Tickets are available from bers and prospective m e mtional title of "Miss UNCF." The
It's become a problem to de- include an assortment of stackelection of Mrs. Callie Stevens members, and each ticket hold- bers are asked to be present. ton high school, she was a roads.
contest is held in connection
pioneer in the integration of
The couple plat:Ia....to reside with the Annual Conference
able chests and cabinets with
as recording secretary; Guy er shares a chance of winning
of cide what period in which to
The Junior Civic Clubs of
upper decks for books.
Hoffman, executive committee- the $25 U.S. Savings Bond Ellinston Heights is having Negro students at Memphis in the Memphis area and con- the National Alumni Council'furnish the baby's room.
tinue . in the business profesAnd toy storage. Case goods
man of West Tenn. Div. and which will be given away as executive board meeting Jan. State university.
of UNCF.
There were no easy answers
Miss Kneeland is presently sion.
electing Mrs. Mildred Carver a token of the esteem with 29. All officers are to be
Miss Patterson defeated two at the International Home Fur- can be shuffled to fit the
employed
Kneeland..
secretary
expects
as
a
Miss
in
to
the
as NEA delegate; Mrs. Bertha which the chapter holds their present. ,The meeting is 8:00
other coeds, Misses Gloria Lew- nishings market where you changing needs of the growinglIF
office of a local accountant.
complete her education in the
Flowers Johnson and Mrs. Ru- friends and patrons.
o'clock at 2034 Corry street. Mr. Jones is tile son of Mr. field of business administra- ers, freshman, and Jean Lewis, could find everything from child.
bye Spight as AATA delegates; MAN OF THE YEAR
sophornore, for the LeMoyne Italian Provincial and WilDrawer fronts of the cleanThe number again for clubs and Mrs. S. L. Jones of 3746 tion.
and Joseph Westbrook as ex- Genial John Johnson. Mana- wishing to have their club
title.
liamsburg Colonial cribs to sim- lined case goods are paneled
ecutive committeeman at large. ssas' genial championship win- news printed is WH 8-2494, or
ulated marble- topped baby in palest blue and yellow with
We are unable to secure the ning football coach, will be write to Clarence Bolden 2034
York City and Mrs. Joanna chests to the more expected flower cutouts backing white
names of all of the Memphis signally honored by Mt. Mori- Corry street, Memphis 6, TenHouston Ransom received cer- pastel-toned nursery furniture. porcelain drawer pulls. Flower
delegates, but, among the ah Baptist Church as the "Man nessee.
tificates of appreciation as die
Italian Provincial cribs, au- backplates may be removed for
group we saw Joseph Atkins, Of The Year," Sunday, Februfounders, regional directors, thentically-detailed with flut- the older child.
Well, until
next
week,
Floyd M. Campbell, O'Ferrell ary 25. Friends, well-wishers. BCNU.
board chairmen, retiring offic- ing and arch motifs, are avail- MATCHED GROUPS
Nelson, Melvin Conley, Oliver students and alumni will join
ers and directors'of special pro- able with matching chests in
A single bed headboard for
home
of
Mrs.
C.
M. Roulhac, WINSTON-SALEM, N. C. - Angeles. Mrs. Norman Madkins. jects.
Johnson, Mrs. Inez Morris. Mrs the members of the church in
solid hardwood, finished in off- the child who has outgrown
where
Mrs.
Flagg,
Effie
Mrs.
Lydia Collier, Mrs. Mollie Car- paying homage to this quiet,
Mrs. Susie S. Hilliard of white enamel.
a crib, coordinates with the headed who gave a well-received reter Jackson, Frank Lewis, humble and unassuming young A. Ross, Mrs. T. H. Watkins, Top sorority workers,
port on the chapter's adoption Winston-Salem, boule gran (4 Early
American
collection,
nursery
and a matching
Deborah
Partidge
Wolfe
by
Dr.
Mrs.
M.
L.
Adams,
Mrs.
N. L.
Ethel I. Thompson, Mrs. Beul- man, who is held dear in the
and foster home proilect, ac- marshal!, was presented a car- furniture from the same manunightstand completes the growah Williams. Walter Martin, hearts of his teams, his fellow- Watson. and Mrs. J H. Seward of Cranford, N. J., grand basi- cepted the honor for her chap- afe with matching sugar anfl
facturer comes in a choice of
ing-up bedroom group.
Mrs. Maudelle Seward and teachers and the students of were present.
cream containers. Presentations salem maple and
leus, were awarded a variety ter.
•
off-white
CHIT CHAT
scads more.
his school.
of honors by Zeta Beta sorority Miss Lucy Thornterf of West also was made to Mrs. Augus- finishes. One early American
We are also especially en- The Bluff City Medical Aux- A lovely note from Mrs. LilPoint, Va., 1961 honor graduate ta White of Salisbury. associate crib sports a canopy.
joyed chatting with Dr. W. S. iliary, under the direction of lian Newman from Detroit, at its 41st anniversary Grand of Hampton Institute and now director of North Carolina.
Davis, president of Tsu. Dr. Mrs, Leland Atkins, president, Mich., told of her gala holiday Houle in Winston-Salem, N. C. a freshman student at t h e Zeta Queen was Mrs. Carrye AUTHENTIC DECORATIONS
In the Williamsburg Colonial
Walter Flowers, Dr. David and members of the commit- whirl at the Motor City where Dr. Wolfe, a professor at Howard university Liw School, Roberts of Savanna. Ga., with
Hamilton, Rube Robinson, L. tees, are preparing for their she visited the numerous mem- Queens college in New York received the $1,000 Nancy B. Mrs. Ruth G. Howell of Wash- nursery collection, a full-size
W. Beasley, Mrs. Mable Crooks, annual scholarship bridge and bers of her family, including City, received a life size por- Woolridge scholarship, t h e ington, D. C., as her attendant. crib with double-drop sides
TEC's efficient executive edi- whist tournament, slated for her mother, Mrs. Beulah Hill; trait of herself from the Texas Zetas' top
Miss Ann Herriott of Brooklyn. and bar-type toe treadle has
scholarship.
tor, and seeing former stu- the week after Easter, time sisters Mrs. Lucille Foster and delegation of Zetas. This was
N. Y. was Zeta princess, and simple, authentic spindle dedents who stopped to say hello and place to be announced Mrs. Thelma Lemmons, a n d a gift which will hang at the Also honored at the banquet Miss Albertine Perrin of Chey- corations along the top of headand footboards. A matching
her brother and sister-in-law, modern national headquarters were the founders, Mrs. Ari- ney, Pa., attendant.
and to send greetings back to later.
.
of the sorority in Washington,
Williamsburg Colonial chest
former teachers and their fami- Mrs. Arthur Flowers will Mr. and Mrs. Shelton Hill.
zona C. Stemmons of PhiladelStudio 4t
D.
C.
with five roomy drawers has
lies.
•
again serve as general chair- Following her recent illness,
Sharing the b nors spotlight phia, Pa., and Miss Pearl A.
bright brass pulls in fleur de
319
BEALE STREET
NONCHALANTS
man; and Mrs. Stanley Ish will the trip and the warm experiNeal of Charlotte, N. C., who
lys design and a shaped apron
The inviting home of Mil- again be chairman of scholar- ences shared, has put Li) bark with Dr. Wolfe was Mrs. LulWE
SPECIALIZE
lelia
Harrison
IN
of Houston, Tex., received with the silver goblet
base.
dred and Oscar Crawford on ship awards to student nurses. in the pink of health.
a past grand basileus and the the fourth
Simulated marble tops for •Fomily Groups
North Bellevue was the mecca Another special feature will be MISS GREENLEE •
in a series.
retiring
executive„of the Zetas.
• Church Groups
chests and cabinets are shown
of members and guests of the available to participants at the We extend our best wishes
Goblets have been sent to
for return to good health for whose portrait was presented
Nonchalant's Bridge club last affair.
in modern and provincial nurs• Home Photos
the
other
three
founders,
Mrs.
to
the
sorority
to hold a spot
ery collection oi genuine wal- • News Photos
Friday night, when Midge en- The December meetnig of gracious Miss Isabel Greenlee,
Myrtle
at
Tyler
national
Faithful
of Flushheadquarters.
tertained with her usual flair the Auxiliary was held at the who has been ill for quite some
nut and cherry.
• Weddings
Mrs. Maggie B. Daniels of ing Ohio, Mrs. Viola Tyler
time. She is sorely missed by
• Receptions
From designer Lawrence PeaMontgomery.
AlaT. chairman of Goings of Springfield, Ohio and
her students at Porter Junior
body come two of the more JA 6.5835
high, her many close friends the executive board, accepted Mrs, Fannie Petere
.'Watts of
or WH 6-3289
and acquaintances, and-by the the portrait from the Texas de- Brooklyn, N. Y.
versatile groups of pastel-toned
members of Emmanuel Epis- legation.
Five past grand baselei, Mrs.
copal _church, where she has CHAPTER AWARD
Harrison, Mrs. Stemmons, Mrs.
The chapter award went to Edity Lyons of Washington, D.
been active her entire life in
the choir and the Altar Guild. Alpha Phi Zeta chapter of Los C., Dr. Evelyn Lewis of New
CONVALESCING
Charming a n d art-minded
Mrs. Melba Briscoe is convalesSO DOUBLE SHEETS
50 EN V ELOPES
MAGNOLIA SECTION"---Lakeriew Gardens cing at her home on Boston at.,
World's finest stationery in color
following her recent bout of
— blue, white or
Featuring---3 BEDROOM HOMES
surgery at the E. H. Crump hospine. Printed with your name; address; city and
pital. Her mother, Mrs. R. E.
state,
$1.50 per box
Curl of Nagadoches, Texas,
EACH HOME HAS:
came to Memphis to be with
EAT IN KITCHENS
the family during the interim
AUTOMATIC CENTRAL HEAT
CREDIT WREC
TILE BATH WITH SHOWER
We erred in stating that it
was WMCT cameramen who
NATURAL WOODWORK
did the excellent coverage for
KNOTTY PINE KITCHEN CABINETS
the recent appearance of Mrs
ROCK WOOL INSULATION
Elsie Archer before the memEXTRA LARGE LANDSCAPED LOTS bers of the Co-Ettes club and
WALKING DISTANCE OF SCHOOL
parents and friends. It was Station WREC which performed
the excellent public service.

Merry
Go-Round

'Twisting' For
March Of Dimes,
Benefit Dance

• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN •

M. Patterson
Mns Kneeland To Be IsLizzie
New 'Miss UNCF'
Wed At Greenwood CME

_
`Versatility'—A Keynote
In Nursery Furnis ings

Top Zeta Sorors Honored
At Winston-Salem Confab

Pictures Tell A Story

ERNEST C.WITHERS.
Photographers

•

ly Neighbors

WALLACE JOHNSON
REALTY Co.

PRINTED STATIONERY

DOES IT AGAIN In The

I CITY

BUS SERVICE

HOT COFFE - DONUTS
FREE — TODAY

Wife Preservers

DOWN PAYMENT
LIKE RENT

git
TOTAL MOVE IN COST

---- SI 00--- 514.00
Down
per Wilk

FHA TERMS $S0.00 CASH

WALLACE JOHNSON REALTY Co., Suite 2
3756 Lamar Ave.
Phone 452-3112
CALL AGENT
John Calhoun
EX 8-6900
Night Phone
GL 3-6704
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FASHION ENTERPRISES

;Ala

ehildme salaam's'', poached eggs
more when they corn• in eliciting
shapes. Remove fop anti bottom
from a tuna fish con, th•n b•nel the
remoiruhr of the c•n into 0 sauce*,
oblong, etc., anti use it to "fence"
egg while poaching.

PLAN ALUMNI SOIREE Annu al L•Moyn• Alumni
Day, Feb. 11, will bis in
form of an Alumni-Faculty
Soiree from 5 to 7 p.m. in
the college commons. Mapping plans for the affair are,
seated, left to right: cochairmen Frances Thomas

and Thelma Townsend. end
Mrs. Ann I.. Weathers. pawsid•n t of the sponsoring
group, the LoMoyne Alumni
Club. Standing, left to right:
Mrs. Charles P. Roland. program chairman, and Misses
Marteile Trigg and E It •

Young and Mrs. Susie Hightower. all members of the
pr ogr• m committee. The
Memphis public is invited
to the affair which will feature Squash Campbell's
combo and the Owens College choir.

6651 Michigan
Avenue
Chicago 37, mingle
WV ALSO CARRY A FULl,
LI741F. Oft
Informal mates -IS Haig
3 envelopes. WU per bog
continental stripe, - assorted,
pink or yellow
24 notes and 24 envelopes $t Si
per box.
SEND CHIVE OR MONEY ORDER.
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Hanley School PTA
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The Hanley school Parent
Teachers Association will present its annual Hillarious Hat 0
I
Show and Chicken-Spaghetti
Anna C. Cooke
supper on Friday night. Feb. 2
in the school cafetorium.
CELEBRATED MONTH
abroad, always has a surprise
Hats of every make and desWe are practically on the for her guests and this time
cription will be entered, and
Tell her that you ate proud,
WATSON
eve of entering one of the it was a tape dedicated to her
will result in fun for all who By CARLOTTA
that your mother had the opmost celebrated months in,our by Arnaldo Stefano, guitarist
Musing:
come.
of Iftting so long.
calendar even though it is the from Florence, Italy.
On the menu will be chicken, Forget the slander that you portunity
and you hope hers will do the ;
shortest. You may want to be- Some of the noted songs
spaghetti, cole slaw, hot rolls hear, before you can repeat it.
gin thinking of some of these played during t h e luncheon
Forget each • slight, each same. You love your mother,
and a beverage.
and all. Then go on to
important events during the hour were "Lesgitons," "FlanGuest designers of hats will spite, each sneer, wherever age
month of February.
tell your friend•to remember,7
enco Rock," "Guitar Boogie,"
include Mrs. Verge B. Moorer, you may meet it.
if she can remember some of
First, it is American Heart "Exodus," "Rivera Tango" and
formerly of Chicago, and Miss Remember every promise
ancestors who lived to
month. In Jackson you are ask- a composition by Rossi was arEunice Carruthers, a local made, and keep it to the let- her
ed to make contributions to ranged by Stefano. The tape
a ripe old age . . . and ask
school teacher who will di- ter:
she found them *amusthe J. T. Beck Heart Fund in included 15 compositions.
rect the showing of the vari- Remember those who lend her if
memory of a victim of the di- Prizes from Italy and France
you aid and be a grateful ing.
ous creations.
sease.
were won by Mesdames Vivian
Dear Mrs. Watson:
Hats from leading stores in debtor.
The theme of National Chil- Bell, Frances Washington and
Even since we were young
the city will also be modeled. Dear Carlotta:
comthird
M.
Bond, the
dren's Dental Health Week, Annie
I have girl friends who come my brother and I have wanted
-A capacity crowd was on
the
with
for
in
score
ing
is
low
4-10
"A
Feb.
Smile Is To
hand last year, and the PTA, to my house and one of them a pet. I have a chance now
Keep." Then comes Negro His- booby. Other members presalong with Mrs. Arlette Wright, keeps imitating my mother to get a kitten free. Of course
Illesry Week, February 11-17 e n t were 'Mesdames Carrie
is very old. l' love my I am now 15 and my brother
MORE FUN strain as demonstrated by matic oven and surface unit chairman, and Mrs. Maggie who
which uses a theme this year Bigger, Louise Collins, Bernice COOKING IS
folks and this burns me and is 14, but we are very resandeco-chairman,
the
spatter.
ingictaire
automatic
cooking,
Jordan,
homemaker,
range
elect:ic
with this 1962
"Negro History and a New Lucas and Merietta Hughes.
though I ponsible. We are capable of
signers didn't miss a trick free broiling, meat-tender ticipates a larger crowd this I don't like it. Even
birth of Freedom."
Mrs. Bell was also recipient of because oven cleaning is so
think this girl is just kidding. taking care of the kitten. Our
a
at
going
tickets
with
vear
this
thermometer,
and
of
lots
developed
they
when
the
into
out
pulls
easy. Oven
I'd like to ask her to stop this mother says we just can't
Of course we have our cele- the traveling prize.
open,just like a drawer, elim- range. There are many con- utensil storage, just to name very fast rate.
have it, but gives no reason.
brated days of Valentines, HONOR FOUNDERS
Mrs. Selene Meeting() is presi- annoying habit, but how?
including auto- a few.
veniences
and
stretch
usual
the
inating
Members of t h e Jackson
• We have asked for a trial on
A. B.
birthdates of Araham Lincoln
dent of the PTA. Mrs. Katherthe- subject to. no avail. What
and George Washington and Alumni a n d Beta Lambda
ine Lax is chairman of room Dear A. B.
can we do?
Brotherhood Week. Agood chapters of Kappa Alpha Psi
representatives working tireNell and Ned.
month to rededicate ourselves fraternity honored their found'
lessly to make the affair it'
Monte Carlo Party
to the meaning of democracy, ers in an anniversary obserUand success.
Dear Kids:
vance last Sunday in the Lane
I'd say.
.Mrs. Beulah Williams is Planned For Friday
Since Mom would naturally
college chapel. The Lane col
share in the care of the kitten
principal- of the school.
CLUB DOINGS
lege choir was presented in
Council
By Civic
she does have a voice In the
The lovely home of Mrs. M.
a concert entitled "A Tribute Six Memphis men were re- the current military build-up.
L. Womack was the setting for
A "Monte Carlo" party has matter. Some people do not
in Spirituals," under the di- cently assigned to Company
The seven men are — all
the Jaguary meeting of the
NAACP Meet Sunday been planned by the Building like pets of any kind and you
rection of Robert Owens. The
have to abide by their deciNew Idea club when she servBailey
H.
George
—
privates
The Memphis branch of the rommittee of the Bluff City
members were honored with a
sion. When you have a home
o
Council
ed id hostess. A delicious menu
County
Shelby
and
hold
to
NAACP is scheduled
whose wife, Odean, lives at 956
reception following their presof your own some day you can
and well planned social hour
its regular monthly meeting, Civic Clubs, .reports Howard
entation.
Redrow at.; Pernell H. Avery
have all the kittens you want
the
of
president
made the meeting a most enJackson,
Olive
Mt.
at
28,
Sunday, Jan.
The West High school liwhose wife, Mary, lives at
club, and roaming in the house.
joyable one.
Civic
Klondyke
Lauand
Linden
church,
CME
brary, located in Madison counchairman of the project.
Until then, I am afraid you
2357 Vandale at.; Clarence C.
'Mrs. V. F. Walker was the ty, Denmark, Tenn., is prederdile at 4 p.m.
gracious hostess for the bi- senting this week Books on
Brown, son of Mrs. Leaour
All members are urged to The party is scheduled for must play with the neighbors'
Friday, Jan. 26 at Currie's Club kittens.
monthly meeting of the Echo Exhibit which includes 436 new
Brown of 675 Ayers at.; Homer G H. Bailey P. 14. Avery Ele present and 'on time, said
Tropicana from 8 p.m. to 1
ridge club at their last reg- books for young adults from
#
President Jesse H. Turner.
C. Collier, son of Roosevelt
a.m.
,.lar meeting. The hostess who 52 of America's leading pubave.;
Griggs
Collier of 2210
Jackson said "it will be an
h a a travelled extensively lishers.
CAN YOU USE
CUTTING BUTTONHOLES evening of pleasure for young
Frank W. Houston, son of Mrs.
All interested persons are
buttonmachine-made
Place
well as old adults. There
as
Lester
591
of
Houston
Mildred
invited to view the exhibit and
A GUIDE TO GOOD
MORE
holes over a lighted flashlight will be plenty of food, soft
receive the annotated, comSt.; Charleston Taylor, son of
when cutting them. Cutting is drinks and games and prizes."
pletely indexed, curriculum-reMr. and Mrs. William H. Taymore accurate with less chance He explained "there will be
lated catalogue free which may C. C. Brown H. S. Collier
of cutting fabric at the end prizes awarded for the couple
lor of 434 E. Wellington at.,
serve as an aid to strengthenGROUND FLOOR
of the buttonhole.
winning a "Twist" dance conBy
ing library materials to meet D, 397th Regiment at Fort and Eddie L. Perkins, son of
HOLLYWOOD — Warnei
4-1
STERICK BUILDING
test, Waltz Contest, bingo and
4797
of
Perkins
the
Duggan
GRACE WILLIAMS
Ruby
Andrew
gave
Mrs.
curriculum needs.
Bros.
asChaffee, Ark. One was
..WHIRI 101AS IIKI YOU
pokena."
Mrs. A. L. Marshall is li- signed to Company G, 398th Tchulahoma rd.
shoes he wore in "The Chap- Angeles showroom for Debbie
011 PRIFIRENIIAl
He said "there will be a
her new
SI111/1C1brarian at West High. L. R. Regiment.
man Report" because his size Reynolds Originals,
gospel
a
and
teller
fortune
manufactur"A hot, all boil
14 is too large for any other 63,000,000 dress
Cunningham is principal.
The seven men will receive
free.
is
Admission
quartet."
Pepper! Pepper poll
Annie E. Worthen), daugh- their basic combat training at
actor to use. . .Columbia is ing business.
Makes backs strong,
preparing a film featuring
ter of Johnny Wortham and Fort Chaffee during the eight- Whist And Five-Up
Makes life long,
the late Mrs. Wortham of Jack- week course in fundamental
Mickey Mantle and Roger
All boil Pepper poll"
son has been selected to par- military subjects after which Tournament Planned Marts, who will ac in it durSo sang • the veadors many ticipate in "Operation-Cross- they will receive advanced ining spring training.
years ago as they sold soup on roads Africa," a student work dividual training in a special- The Sam Qualls Golfers•have
Shirley Jones says that if
the streets of Colonial towns. camp which w i 1 1 include a ty of a modern Army.
re-scheduled their third an- her new son wants to be a
Today, mpdern vending ma- study, travel, living and work
The 397th Regiment is part nual "Whist and Five-Up" musician, she's already got a
gichines conveniently placed in experience :in East and West
tournament for Feb. 1 at 8 trombone for him — an autoWiffices, schools and factories Africa during the summer of
p.m. at 708 Boston st. Six graphed one given her by colhave replaced the street ven- 1962.
prizes will be given. Refresh- leagues working with her ir
dors. Pepper pot may be just Annie has been selected
ments will be free. The gen- "The Music Man" ... Debbie
one of several soups that this from,the student body at Tuseral public is invited. Harvey
Reynolds, at one time a fashmiracle of the 20th Century kegee Institute where she is
Smith is president and Mrs.
despenses to hundreds of peo- a junior majoring in psychoFlorence M. Scott is secretary. ion model, has opened a Los
ple daily.
logy.
The "pot-au-feu" or pot on A graduate of Merry High
Members of General Remodelers of :Memphis
the fire, went out with the school, she is an above averstreet vendors. Modern indus- age student scholastically and
try offers homemakers an un- serves as president of the Collimited amount of soups of all lege Board, vice president of
varieties. Soups representing the Tuskegee Pre-Alumni, vice
all nationalities and every reg- president of Tuskegee Student
ion of our country can be pu- NEA, member of the UNCF
DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
chased in cans, frozen, dried, Student Campaign, member of
533.95 WITH THIS AD
granulated and concentrated. Tuskegee Institute Council on
F. W. Houston C. Taylor
HEAT AND EAT
campus life and Alpha Kappa
Fiber Glass Awnings and Carports
Caned soup may be condens- Alpha sorority.
of the 100th Division, an Army
Combination Doors - Painting and Papering
ed, or concentrated, or ready
Operation-Crossroads Africa Reserve unit from Kentucky-.
to-use. All you need to do to was conceived as an effort to The 100th was the first DiviAluminum and Insulated Siding- Roofing - Insulation
the latter is heat and serve relate students of high leader- sion called to active duty in
Garages - Fences - Ornamental Iron Work
The condensed or concentrated ship potential and concerned
Screens- Windows - Floor and Plastic Tile
and
heating faculty members of all religirequires diluting
Pima. - Driveways - Frio Motions,
Frozen soups are usually the ous, racial and national backFHA and Conventional Terms
hearty, main dish type. They grounds of the Western hemrequire addition of liquid which isphere to the African ContinWH 84079
sheuld be added to the still ent.
soup, a n d the whole We congratulate Miss Wortm
'en
hing thawed, heated a n ti ham on her accomplishments as
bltded simultaneously.
a student at Tuskegee.
Members of the Memphis
pried soups come in jars,
chapter of Royal Yettes, Inc.,
envelopes, and packages. They
held their first meeting of the
arc usually of the cream or
year at the home of their adto., INC. OF MEMPHIS
char soup va?tety and require
visor, Mrs. Lottie Gailes, and
the addition of liquid and litelected officers for 1962.
1211 SOUTH PARKWAY EAST
tle heating.
The officers are Misses EmGranulated soups are your
ma Brown, president; Rita
beef a n d chicken bouillion.
Banks, vice president; Joyce
They may be used as an inJones, secretary; Veda Reaves,
"WE WANT
gredient, or as a soup. A teaassistant secretary; Cynthia
spoonful of granules is equal
Jacobs, treasurer; Helen Winsto one bouillon cube.
ton, financial secretary; PauConcentrated soups are used
lette Carswell, business manas a soup base. They may be
Members of the Alpine club ager; Lola Johnson, sergeantpurchased in jars or semi-moist held their first meeting of the at-arms; Rose Hayes, chaplain;
YOUR CHOICE
cubes of beef, chicken, or vege- year at the home of Mrs. Belie and Marjorie Ambrose and
reporters.
table bouillon.
Burse,
Shirley
696
Tate st., on
Pettigrew at
ALL SAME PRICE
TASTY TREATS
The club has grown to such
Monday night. Jan. 8, ,and on
Soups may be mixed and hand to enjoy the party were an extent that the members
matched to make interesting a large number of guests.
this year elected a co-advisor,
taste treats. Here are some Prize winners were Maurice Mrs. Jesse Martin.
NORGE 711-182
suggested combinations that Hulbert of 385 Beale St., and
Its motto is "We climb the
FAMILY SIZE
will make your soup dish more Mrs. Agnes Smith of 562 E. ladder of success step by step,"
REFRIGERATOR
than just a bowl of soup.
and club colors are beige and
Crump blvd.
One can each of asparagus A very delectable repast was brown.
cream of celery soups, with served to those attending by The members are preparing
e and a half cans of milk, the hostess.
an "activity calendar" and
NORGE GAS
One can each beef broth
The club's next meeting will will select a chapter sweetor ELECTRIC
and -tomato soups with one and be held on Monday night, Feb. heart in the near future.
Es31 RANGE B300
a half cans water.
12, at which time officers for Girls desiring to join the
One can each black bean and 1962 will be elected.
chapter are invited to call or
tomato soups with 1 1-2 soup
OSTS LESS
Mrs. Pauline Toney is presi- write to the president, Miss
cans of water.
dent of the club, Mrs. Lurlie Erma Brown at 1879 Keltner
NORGE 221-280
One can each cream of chick- Dent, secretary; Mrs. Rosa Circle, Memphis 14; or cal
AUTOMATIC
soups
celery
of
cream
or
en and
Wright, assistant secretary, and her at WHitehall 6-3920
SHER
with one and a half cans milk Mrs. Pettigrew, treasurer.
WHitehall 6-6987.
WE TRADE FOR
ARMENIUS ROBINSON, talented young designer,
One can each of mushroom
ANYTHING
soup and cream of celery soup
exciting new styles in furniture. It's his Job
creates
with one and a half cans of
and his hobby,too. A loyal Lucky man,Mr. Robinson
milk.
One can each cream of mush-.
says:"I've been a Lucky smoker for almost twelve
3 ROOMS FURNITURE
room and tomato soups with
years. I've never seen any reason to change. It's my
one and a half cans of milk.
MONTH
ONLY
when I smoke,I want taste, and

Memphis Men Start Training
At Fort Chaffee In Arkansas

What Goes On
The Hollywood
Scene And Why

EATING

Remember how great
cigarettes used to
taste? Luckies still do

HOME
IMPROVEMENTS

Royal Yettes Club
Elects Officers

li

Alpine Club To
Elect Officers
On February 12

289

CASH?
CITY FINANCE

Soft-Lite
Fiber- Glass Construction

YOUR BUSINESS"

0 MONEY DOWN

ONLY s10!.

NEW

or
e,

UTOMATIC

.01
114'S

C

A
PRSONALSERVICE
.W

Foods Taste
BETTER
tvith...

- from
.4
Kim Pcl!,

C. ;Ey!".."11

BURN

0. C •.-. a rornarIable stomach
ryrny,:y. es11.1 PUS:1. h - A 4 Dreyon ingratii•
*wits, quickly relieves gas pains. heartburn,
nausea, tieeplassnesa duo Is *Cid
belchg.
in
indigestion PUSH soothe* the stomach lest.
inisirv to., ysa e•s• MEMO Try last acting
PUSH .ton. 451 at druggists It's mei.
nig what PUSH y111 de Is. Fees ateleachil

13.14
_exols"
0111k-'
lAek

FOREST BILL

$16"

WALKER HALL
1163 Watkins
IBR 6-4567

FURNITURE
APPLIANCE

3388 Macon Rd
FA 3-4545

cigarette, because
to me that means a Lucky. For my money, Lucky
Strike is the best-tasting smoke you can buy."

Change to Luckies and get some taste for a change.
C)•• e.

44/e/1-6:syLasy--1234cev. it our mddle name.*
.
Fraud of 474; S4sisi /44,4n i2
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PAUL McCOMB, NOTED DESIGNER, SHOWS HIS NEW LINE,'THE SYMMETRIC GROUP'
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THE SYMMETRIC GROUP.
designed by Paul McCobb,
introduces another new direction in contemporary design. In this collection interest is maintained not only in
the overall shape, but also in
the detail of the various
parts. Many of the units

stress "total form" with
arms and backs merging into
one continuous shape. T h e
visual impression of these
pieces illustrates that a chair
or sofa, or any seating unit,
must be designed with a
three dimensional quality.
The collection also sponsors a

new and repeated emphasis
on the use of channeling. This
dimension within a dimension gives an eye•pleasing
change of pace to the design,
and from a functional point
of view, provides a further
dimension in comfort. If is
interesting and unique to

note that in the Symmetric
Group, frames are totally
covered with polyurethane
foam. The extensive use of
this foam on all frame areas
is unusual in todays market. All seat and back cushioning is of foam rubber. The
Symmetric Group was de-

signed specifically to add interest and dimensior to today's interior. This point is
emphasized by the "chair
like" approach to the design
of several sofas. Paul McCobb
believes that the open areas
we achieve in our planning
need the' accent of a chair
or sofa that can stand alone

space. Another unique
in this furniture is
the use of molded plywood

in

approximately two hundred
color-coordinated upholstery
materials. The fabrics range
from simple flat weaves and
multi-color effects to overall
patterns, both printed a n d
woven. One of the strongest
influences that has contributed to the interest in today's
home has been the usei of

feature

frame construction, combined

solid wood. All exposed
wood is solid walnut, including the carefully shaped legs.
In connection with the Symmetric Group, Paul McCobb
has assembled a collection of
with

brilliant color. and color is
emphasised throughout this
group. Kaleido, • new vinyl
upholstery material, Ia ia•
eluded in this collection, and
has been colored specifically
for the Symmetric Group.
This premier :bowing Paul
McCobb's new designs introduces Kaleido to the market.
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Fantasy Of Spatial Living:'Place In' Space'
A Remarkable Exhibit In Merchandise Mart
A dramatic view of outer designer of interiors and chair- feet from ground level.
fling designs which emphasize
space went OD display in the man of the Design Awards PLEXIGLAS USED
the space concept. Such feamain lobby of the Merchandise Jury for the American InstiThe generous use of plexi- tures as the vinyl floor with
Mart al thousands of retailers tute of Interior Designers.
glas gives viewers the dra- swirling cloud patterns and
from all parts of the country
The multi-level 30-foot long matic impression of being in hand painted rice paper panels
poured into The Mart for the display has two unusual and outer space. "It's like peering with cloud spirals lend to the
giant
International
Home important features:
through the window of a space theme.
Furnishings Market.
1. Virtually all of the fur- ship about to land on the plat- FITS THEME ANW AREA
With buyers registering and
nishings products shown are form," according to Nielsen.
In discussing the "PLACE
market activity at its height,
There are three levels or IN SPACE" Nielsen said, "It
winners of A.I.D. Design
the nation's home furnishings
areas
is
one thing to create an exin the "PLACE IN
Awards citations.
press witnessed the unveiling
2. All of the key merchan- SPACE" — a living lounge, hibit and to produce furnishof a "PLACE IN SPACE," a
a
ings
to fit the theme and the
dining level and the imshown
dise
represents
fantasy exhibit illustrating
firms headquartered in The pressive observation platform area.
the interior designer's concept
However, in this case we
Merchandise Mart and em- area. The latter is perhaps
of what living on a space platphasizes the outstanding the outstanding segment of the have created the idea and
form may be like in the fuutilized products already seconcentration of home fur- exhibit.
ture.
nishings design leaders in
Constructed seven and one lected as A.I.D. prize winners
The "PLACE IN SPACE" is
The Mart.
half feet from ground level and merchandise immediately
a cooperative effort between
Carrying forth the illusion of and extending overhead into available for purchase. In adthe AID, and the Merchandise suspension and space travel the main portion of the
Mart's dition, every item represents
Mart. It will remain on exhibit are such dramatic highlights lobby, this entire observation the product of a different
through the entire Market and as a huge planetary mural 20 area is of transparent plexig/as manufacturer.
will then be open to public feet • high and 30 feet wide including the table and
"This certainly is a tribute
chairs
inspection without charge for which shows the moon and in the room. Thus, viewers can to the adaptability of today's
an indefinite period.
other celestial bodies and the see the exhibit while stand- good designs and it, is signifiNOTED DESIGNER
technically unique absence ing directly under a portion af cant that we have been able
Creator and producer of the visually of braces and sup- it which is clearly visible.
to bring all of these varied
exhibit is Marc T. Nielsen, ports for the "platform" which
The living lounge and dining items, styles and ideas into
F.A.I.D., internationally known is suspended more than two level both contain prize-win- one comprehensive presentation which tells the story of the
future," he noted.
Nielsen emphasized that no
attempt was made to be factual in the presentation as to
physical requirements in this
area. "My sole desire was to
create a spatial living fan- --
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11AIR-WEEV, Inc.
AMAZING

A Scientific Method of Weaving
human hair into your own.
Shampoo, press curl, or dye It
right on the bead. No luilr pins
or strings necessary. This is
not a wig Or attactfthent.
Budget TIMMS WY Be Arranged
—0—
Hair-Wseving is now being until\
licensed
beauticians by Afrillr

Oliver
For More

COMFORTABLE SEATING
pieces in a spacious and open
grouping comprise t h e nucleus of the living lounge
the astronaut's
area of
"Place in Space." Centered
against the picture window of
tomorrow the Astro Mural
(actually a mural of fine arts
quality) is the commanding
sideboard which holds an
celestial
arrangement
of

trumpets. Cool and clean de.
scribes the malachite vinyl
floor which though slick in
surface has great intrigue of
pattern for the eye, reminding the astronaut of swirling
cloud patterns at his feet.
On a warm rectangle of a
handwoven rug in ?oft green
tcrre-verte colors sits a unique teak chair with a black
leather cover and llama fur.

Forms of cloud spirals give
dramatic interest to the hand
painted rice paper panel over
the sideboard in the dining
level. This area is floored in
a tatami vinyl with the real
, but
look of woven gr
with all the practicality of
contemporary materials. A
giant swirl of fabric appears
at the side of the window
wall almost as a streak from
a rocket trail.

tasy as a stop over stage for
passengers en route to the
moon.
"With the thoughts of the
entire world focused on space
travel, it is entirely possible

that the day will come when
living accommodations will be
needed in outer space," he
said.
He pointed to the magnifi-

cent mural executed by Konrad Juestel and noted that the
colorful concept of the earth's
solar system brought realism
to the overall exhibit.
Painful
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MADELINE'S EXCLUSIVE
HAIR-WEEV BEAUTY SALON
5107 So. • Michigan Ave.
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Woman Tortured
by Agonizing ITCH
"I"early itched to death
74 years.Then Ifeansda,
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er#ICNYour Itching,Stinging Skin Misery
a -Psychological enclosure."
Color and height thru vertical striping of the astral
blue and terre-vine give interest to the fiberglas screening used at the entry so as
to slightly obscure this elevated dining level.
BRING COUPONI
AND GET
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Here's blamed relief from
tortures of •aginal itch,
rectal itch. ch•fing, rash
and eczema with an smssing_new 'dental
Heal Faster toemulacallsdLANACANE.Thisfast-sale.
medicated
creme kills ha unful bacseria germs
with
while tt soothes raw, irritated and Meaning
anus. Stops ScratiChing—szrida bestir*
Nature's Best Petroleum Jelly
Don't suffer (Sac LANAC.
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Odors
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Call

BURNS

rhe Gentle. Effective CIP8111 Deodorant

AFC Holds Members
Meeting Sunday

Information

KE. 6-1383
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Speciallata disecreery now makes lit
perrible for brenehiel erthine ruffeeere
to quickly relieve choking, coughing.
swiping •pasms arid, do it without use
of internal druga or painful injection.
So safe you can get Dr Guild'• Green
Mountain in either rigsrethm
without grimeription. MS
your druaglat for it.
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solid form and flowing rhy.
thm of the woods design in
the hall chest. In the dining
level — spacious and forthright in their straight-sides
construction are the open-arm
dining chairs placed around
the sleek elliptical table set
with handsome goblets. Unusual dining chair upholstery
features a hand woven design motif reminescent of
earth flowers. The wall panels are installed with heavy
rope cloth in a wall weave
that provides the warmth of

DISCOVERY

LADIES

Peitticabr MEN dild WOMEN
say

SHOWN IS THE VIEW an
astronaut of the future may
have looking into the entry
of his space platform home.
Seen thru striped fiberglas
screening is the elevated
dining area and the living.
lounge beyond. Placed as a
warm welcome note of color
and texture is the uniquely
shaped hanging panel of jacquard hand woven tapestry in the entry. Below this
decorative motif is the hall
chest decorated in the pure
beauty of nature's wood. The
jewel-like colors of the hanging tapestry — astral blue
and green terre-verte set the
subtle color theme used
throughout. Reminding the
astronaut of earth la the
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1 Ugly Bumps

(Blackheads)
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E3 Acne Pimples

1 Simple Ringworm

NO Canepa's
RED CROSS
MACARONI
DaVinci always demanded
real Italian-Style macaroni.
But, only Canepa has it ...
calls it Red Cross. Made of
finest, purest Western
Wheat. Head for your favorite food store and demand it: famous Canepa's
Red Cross Macaroni!

11
The American Friendship
club will hold its membership
meeting Sunday at 6 p. m. at
For Rheumatic, Arthritic, Neuritic Misery!
Quaker House, 5615 S. WoodRED CROSS
lawn ave., the club's corresContains ONE ACTIVE INGREDIENT Deoten Often Prescribe
For
years
thousands
of
sufferers
times
by
so
many
loyal
lateral
kelp
SylMrs.
ponding secretary,
have bleated the welcome pain reyourself to grower comfort — feel
via Mann, disclosed early this bur that the salicylate action of Remember, price of first bottle back
c-a23 has brought time and Urn. If not satisfied! Get C-2223 today
week.
again That'. why It's such a -pop. every time you use ft Town
IT WOO 0.1.00111
pain reliever "trusted do many Mao you did, Ask for C-I223. be
Hostesses will be Mesdames
7mIruste•
Julia Fairfax. Dorothy BingPRESCRIPTION TYPE REUEF
ley, Nancy Brown and Genevieve Johnson. Mrs. Fred
FOR RHEUMATIC PAIN
Walker is president of the
fan maiwelial 5115 elearKile Mebane Mg Gm
American Friendship club.

"PopularPain Reliever

LYSOL ... fastest,
easiest,most effective
way to help protect
your home from
FUNGUS, MOLD,
MILDEW, ODORS
to guard your borne
against mold, made* and fidigi, including the fungus that causes Atlikte's Foot.
Just add a little Lysol to your regular cleaning water. Unlike pide
Lysol destroys disease germs as well
as fungi a,nd odors—at lower row. Add
fresh-smelling Lysol when
you clean —bathrhom,
kitchen, baby's room, all
through the house. Safe
to use as your detergent.
Pine Scent or Regular.
ICS to rally

Eczema
Burning,Irritated Feet El Tetter
Red, Irritated Hands f
Scaly Skin Discomfort
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Famous Skin Ointment Has Helped Thousands
Don't go on suffering, follow the
example of thousands of people all
over the world who have proved
to their complete satisfaction that
• Black and White Skin Ointment
brings quick soothing relief to itch-

W.
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So Good—Over 51 Million
Packages Sold! Large 75c she
contains 4 1/2 times as much as
regular 35c site. Trial sire 25c

fr)C°
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ing, stinging skin misery.

ve

You, too, can enjoy this same
blessed relief. No matter how many
other lotions and ointments you
have used without success, try
ea
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st
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AC

Black and White Ointment.
And to keep your skin clean, use
Black and White Skin Soap. It
thoroughly removes surface grime,
leaves skin feeling fref&
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DEFENDER
ress in other Civil Rights areas. some substantial alternative is
Plainly disappointed over the thought up, the President
postponement, they say that eventually will have to sign
there will be every year a and promulgate the Executive
heavy load of important legis- Order—lest he be accused of
lation on which the President reneging on a promise of major interest to Negroes and
will need southern votes.
Because the question of dis- some other voters. By apcrimination in housing is high- pointments and other execuwith the President. More in- ly charged, the W.hite House tive actions in the Civil Rights
By EDWARD COWAN
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — fluential in his decision to has played its cards close to field, however, the White
Home builders breathed a sigh postpone the order, which he the vest and attempted to House hopes to offset dismay
about the delay in issuing the
of relief with the disclosure promised during the 1960 minimize public discussion.
It is,widely held that unless housing order
that President Kennedy has campaign, was concern about
decided to delay issuing an corralling southern votes in
executive order prohibiting Congress for the administraracial and religious discrimi- tion's 1962 legislative program.
The President has several
nation in federally-assisted
IP/Suitt
0 Ts411011014
major pieces of legislation he
housing.
•• There had been reports that wants to see enacted. There is
to
opposition
the order was ready to be considerable
•
signed. At least one prominent them among members of ConEAST a7 th ST.
KInios441 6-015
•
Negro leader predicted it gress, chiefly among conservawould be issued in December. tives and southerners. The bills
Home builders and some include tax revision, tariff regovernment officials feared, as duction, medical care for the
they have for a lung time, that elderly, creation of a departthe order would lead to a cut- ment of urban affairs and
back in home building, slum housing, and some others. In
clearance and construction of each case, the White House
low-rent, federally-subsidized calculates it cannot afford to
lose the votes of many southhousing.
FEAR SELLING OF HOUSES ern democrats.
The thread of the argument, DELAYS ISSUE
To avert their defection,
especially as it pertained to
new housing with loans in- Kennedy decided to delay
sured by the Federal Housing issuing the executive order
Aministration,(FHA) )or guar- until after the 1962 legislative
a.ateed by the Veterans Ad- session; and perhaps until
Miller High Lif•
ministration (VA) was this: after the Congressional elecsales mural, as
Builders, afraid that houses in tions in November.
of Nov. 30, 1961
The foregoing is the off-thean "open occupancy" project
would not sell, would turn record explanation of the postaway from FHA and VA fi- ponement as disclosed by highly placed sources. For the recnancing.
With conventional loans they ord, the White House made it
would have to charge larger known that the President felt
down payments and monthly that issuing the order now
thereby would slow up the rest of the
charges,
carrying
eliminating from the market administration's Civil Rights
families who could afford only program, especially desegregathe more liberal terms avail- tion of interstate travel faciliable with government under- ties and voting rights suits.
Many Civil Rights supportwriting.
This contention, disputed by ers believe the Executive
sonic Civil Rights advocates, Order on housing could be
may have carried some weight issued without tuabbling prog-

JFK's Delay On Housing
Order Pleases Builders

Other Peoples

BUSINESS
By A. L FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DIRECtOR

COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago

Negro Chamber of Commerce)

PROPEPTY MANAGEMENT

Two of the eight south area "Lord- make me a channel
business executives who re- of Thy peace.
ceived certificates of achieve- That where there is hatred I
ment. following completion of
may bring love,
an eight-week management That where there is wrong I
seminar at Roosevelt universimay bring the spirit of forty are officers of firms which
giveness,
are members of the Cosmopoli- That where there is discord I
tan Chamber of Commerce.
may bring harmony,
One was the son of Judge That where there is error I
may bring truth,
H. Parker, founder and president of the Parker • House That where there is doubt I
may bring faith,
Sausage company, William
Parker. Young Parker is vice That where there is despair I
may bring hope,
president of his father's firm.
He has learned every phase of That where there are shadows
I may bring Thy light,
t..he sausage manufacturing
business and is one of Chica- That where there is sadness I.
may bring joy.
go's youngest executives.
seek
The second was John Craw- Lord, grant that I may
rather to comfort than to be
ford who was mentioned in
comforted;
this column a few weeks ago
• 1982
0len
,?3,
than to be un&
,
r
when he retired from the Post To understand
go
I,
derstood;
Office to devote full time to
1 2 3
56
34
2
1
to be loved.
his business, the South Park- To love than
4 5 6 7 8 9 10
7 19 9 10 II 12 13
one
way Insurance Agency. Craw- For it is by giving that
11 12 13 14 15 16 17
14 15 15 17 10 19 20
receives;
ford also is active in church
10 19 20 21 22 23 24
one
21 22 23 24 25 26 27
work. It is gratifying to see It is by self forgetting that
25 26 27 28
28 29 30 31
south side executives take ad- finds;
that one is
vantage of opportunities for It is by forgiving
forgiven;
PRETTY "MISS GHANA," test winners were from Cenfurther training.
It is by dying that one
seen above, was one of six tral Africa (March-April).
SPONSORS SEMINARS
African lassies selected to South Africa (May-Jurxi),
awakens to eternal life."
Roosevelt University's Colgrace 1982 calendars pro- Nigeria (July-August), KenMANAGEMENT
THEATRE
lege of Business sponsored the
-October) and
I wish to express my thanks duced by The Coca-Cola Ex- ya (September
seminar with the cooperation
port Corporation. The young Salisbury. Rhodesia (NovemHerbert
and
George
Brandt
to
of the Small Business AdminValuable
for their good wishes ladies were chosen from ber - December).
istration. The Cosmopolitan Hopkins
winners in "Miss Africa" prizes and positions with
Pass
1962
Annual
new
the
and
Chamber plans several similar
were awarded
theatre. This is contest promoted by Bottlers Coca-Cola
seminars with the help of the to the Regal
contest believed
year that I have been of Coca-Cola with the as- winners in
third
the
• S. B. A.
sistance of Drum Magazine to be the first of its sort to
Regal
by
the
remembered
A new member of the Cos.
south of the
management. Thanks of South Africa. In addition be conducted
nopolitan Chamber is the Al- Theatre
Company to "Miss Ghana." other con- Sahara.
Owl
Red
Food
the
to
pha Pharmacy, 7900 S. Prairie.
Burts Clothing store for
The owner, Jesse B. Lovett, and
useful Christmas gifts.
got his experience as manager
I was the personal guest of
of the Empire Drug store on
Ralph Metcalfe at the anthe Westside for four years. Ald.
Christmas Party at his
He has operated the Alpha nual
headquarters.
since Oct. 15, 1961.
It was a fabulous affair. At
Lovett was born in New
1,000 adults were given
NEW YORK — An increase Lewis have been appointed asYork City where he attended least
bags of food,
sistant secretaries of the, assoelementary and high schools, gifts—clothing,
its anticipated dividend
in
for the children and
ciation. Clarence D. Smith, adgraduated in pharmacy from toys
savall
on
cent
per
4
to
rates
The amazing
ministrative assistant has been
Howard University and was a other necessities.
was that plans were so ings with no waiting period, appointed assistant treasurer.
First Lieutenant in the Air thing
well organized that there was effective Jan. 1, 1962, has been
Greene joined the staff at
Force.
no confusion.
announced by the Carver Fed- Carver Federal during 1960,
GETS TRANSFER
I learned that each precinct
Lovett's wife Bettye is a
eral Savings and Loan Associa- following several years as
to see
secretary and business mantion.
teacher in the Chicago School captain was responsible
worker inUnited
"The favorable development ager of Interstate
system. They have a two-year that every precinct
family in his of our thrift and home finan- Newspapers. A graduate of
old son, Andre. The Lovetts terviewed each
the party so cing business makes this in- Hampton Institute, he has
are members of St. Mark precinct before
were known in crease possible,' said Joseph E. done graduate work at Long
.plethodist church and are ac- that his needs
a card issued Davis, president of the asso- Island university, City College
tive in the NAACP. Lovette is advance and
on the ciation.
and New York University
a Phi Beta Sigma and a mem- which was presented
The assets of the Carver Graduate school. Mr. Greene
ber of the Chicago Pharmacist designated day.
Federal Savings and Loan As- lives in St. Albans.
and National Retail Druggist WELCOME NEWCOMERS
Now the Alderman is spear- sociation have reached a new
Mrs. Lewis has been with
associations.
to
high of over $16,000,000, ac- Carver Federal sitre 1960 after
Members of the 47th Street heading a project intended
leaders
cording to Davis. During 1961 12 years of secrearial experiArea Unit of the Cosmopolitan stimulate community
Chamber will miss Charlie Car- to develop a program of wel- the assets of the institution in- ence. A former student at
will
who
Hunter college, she lives in
creased almost $4,000,000.
rot who has been in charge of coming newcomers
H. Davis expressed optimism Manhattan.
the Illinois Bell Telephone be residents of the Robert
orientate
to
and
Homes
Sinipt joined the staff of
for the future and predicted
company office at 4641,.S. Taylor
a continued growth in assets. Carver Federal during 1961.
Parkway for the past year them to the community.
Every businessman in the Dividends of almost $400,000 He is the former executive
and a half and has been active
51st, were credited to savers dur- manager and director of the
with the unit. Carroll has been area bounded by 39th.
So. 'Parkway and the Rock ing 1961.
Allied Federal Savings and
transferred, and upgraded.
Richard T. Greene, manager Loan Association, Jamaica,
A few days ago, Carrot Island tracks must give Metlives in
brought his successor, Ernest calfe 100 per cent cooperation of the Brooklyn office, at 1273 New York. Smith
Nipper, to the Chamber of- and support. Cosmopolitan Fulton at., and Margaret R. Manhattan.
fice so we could get acquaint- Chamber members .have al
ed. Nipper, a graduate of ready pledged it.
Lewis A. H. Caldwell, presid
Northwestern, comes from the
309 W. Jackson office. We dent, did a grand job of acquainting the WGES Radio
welcome him.
Two other Illinois Bell em- audience with the achieveployees who once served the ments of the Cosmopolitan
NEW YORK — "A quiet well as the progress that is
south central community have Chamber during 1961. On Jan. revolution is taking place in part of the Negroes emergence
to
tribute
glowing
paid
he
7,
been upgraded. Cyrus E. Johnthe Negroes march toward to a bright future as he cuts
son who came to the 84th and his predecessors, C. Harris, economic emancipation," Pag- the binds of a shanty-tied
Williams,
Ira
Marshall,
Walter
Cottage Grove office when
eant Magazine points out in a past
Carroll came to 47th st., has S. M. Fuller, Oscar C. Brown, 12-page photo story appearing
J.
Daniel
and
Baldwin
Kit
been promoted to office manin the current issue.
:....ager at 3535 W. Lake, and Faulkner. These past presiThe magazine's spotlight
the
of
s
life-member
dents
are
Leonard H. Newkirk, once at
falls on Houston, Texas, where
directors.
of
board
Chamber's
.the 47th Street office is now
the traditional ways of older
A letter from Dr. J. L. Negroes contrast sharply with
staff supervisor on the genthe
of
president
Campbell,
eral personnel staff.
the new generation reaching
Stephen W. Mims, manager Morgan Park Savings & Loan for a fair and equal share
fi-year-old
40
Association,
of the American dream.
of the Hotel Southmoor, sent
Christmas greetings to the nancial institution points out
Titled "New Cry In The
substantial
a
was
there
that
Ala
,
Cosmopolitan Chamber staff
Black Man's South," Pageant's MR onus
EST adert
of
number
the
in
increase
and
photographer, Burke Uzzle
and to President Caldwell
PROMPT DELIVERY
that
and
1961
during
savers
as
wrote: "I take this opportunity
has captured the poverty
to congratulate you on the fine the association became a memSavings
Federal
the
as
of
ber
work that you are doing
well as the contribution you and Loan Insurance Corporahave made to the community. tion of Washington, D. C.
The annual statement of the
I wish to thank you personally for all the nice things you South Side Bank and Trust
have done for me and for the Company which has the slogan
services your office has ren- "Large enough to accommodate you — Small enough to
dered me."
appretiate you," showed asNEW YEAR'S GREETING
The New Year's card from sets of $22,028,203.59 at the
Wendell 0. Haynes, manager end of 1961.
Rooms
John S. Knight. writing in 200 Modern
of the 50 E. 47th Street office
of Supreme Life Insurance his "Notebook" accuses NAAWith
All
ffompany of America was so CP Roy Wilkins with being
Impressive that I wish to share too impatient in securing Ne- Private Bath
it with the readers of this gro rights. Knight says Wilcolumn. It read:
kins statement that "Until the
"The beginning of one thing Kennedy administration sponNear Loop
very often is born in the end- sors at least the legislation on
ing of another... Thus it is as the items pledged . . . it will
Ake come to the conclusion of be subject to criticism ..."," is Good
yinother successful year . . . not well founded." Knight is
Transportation
are ptoud of the many fine wrong and his statement will
'
have have no influence upon Negro
we
accomplishments
, earned this past year and in leaders who do not intend to
them we find the seeds of be "patient" on matters perLOCNAETWION:
strength and purpose which, taining to their rights as
In the new year, will grow American citizens.
TRANSIENT
Into continuing success and
RATES
If a man is sitting on a red
be
to
asked
achievement.
is
and
stove
hot
AsONABLE RATFe
• PF:RM4NLN1
"So that we may. become patient until the fire goes out
• AMPLE FREE PARILIM4
1V411.41ILE
more sensitive to the demands, and the stove becomes cold
needs and feelings of our fel- the man is a fool to accept
low-men, both individuals and such advice.
YOUR INSPECTION CORDIALLY INVITED
',nations, please read frequently
during 1962 the beautiful
Nations complex
*fords of St. Francis of Assisi, The United
occupies six
FOR RESERVATIONS
printed on the reverse side of in New York City
blocks of Manhattan which once
the card."
FORMEALY•DALTON HOTFL
breweries,
with
The words of St. Francis of were cultterect
slaughterhouses and tenements
Assisi follow:
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66,012,160*
More Bottles Sold

Carver Federal Raises
Dividend Rates To 4%
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See Brig' ht Future For
Negroes In Houston,Tex.

•

nds

o

formance, 80 milliwatts of
undistorted power output.
Plays up to 180 hours on 2
mercury batteries, or up to
75 hours on 2 standard penlite batteries. Rugged Duniperm cabinet. Smart metallic
trim.

Insurance

PLANNING FOR COLLEGE?
ATTEND COLLEGE in th•heotf of
sietrapoliton Chicago. Classes Ists•
Feb. 1?, 1961. Lib•rol Arts pie 'oration for college or university
.-ntratice. G•notoi Education
1,..nrn leadin g to Assoc . c.te in rt,
degree. Career preparation in
,itss, Real Estate, Secr•torial Scitu:tion.
•nce. Hansa
Card. Convenient coy 8. evening
ceutiseiing.
Educational
classes.
FREE CATALOG.
CE 6.8600
19 S. LaSalle St.

BY PHONE
ALL FORMS

Richard
E. Jones
1101,r"A

Agency
7905 So.
Cottog• Grove

Join the
MEET THE KRUN-CHEE GIRL MILLIONS
MORE
who are
LAfayette 3-2800
Enjoying
HARMONIA - DALTON
Life with
HOTEL
MILLER
HIGH LIFE
GET THE BEST!
Eyrr
,
91

'fort

NEW SHIRT POCKET radio
for at-home and "carry
about" use. Zenith's Royal
90 all-transistor set slides
into a pocket, carries easily
by hand, or sits erect beside
you. New, advanced design
"Powersonic" transistors for
improved sensitivity, listening clarity and superior per-

V

AB 4-3739

CENTRAL YMCA
JUNIOR COLLEGE

CERTIFIED
THIS SATURDAY JANUARY 20th at AL'S
to 6 PM
PM
2
From
AVE.
ELLIS
SO.
13100
STORE

1
'
gn
O

1234 S. WABASH AVE.
$3.00
• it,

it
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Same good taste everywhere
because it's brewed ONLY

Milwaukee
WATCH
FOES
'THE

KRIINIHEE
GIRL

BUY

naturally!

KLEIN'S KRUN-CHEE
POTATO CHIPS
Krunchlest!

Kraziest!
Tastiest Treat!

CALL HA 7-7013

AT YOUR FAVORITE STORE -SHE HAS A BARGAIN FOR YOUI

•Miller Brewing Company, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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ly Hawkins will leave for New
fork soon where she has been
offered a job.
Mrs. Annie K. Montgomery
Simpson Cathey who became
ill a few days ago died and his attended the Layman Counfuneral was held at Spring cil in St. Louis.
Miss Grace E. Hawkins
Hill CME church. Rev. C. S.
spent the holidays with her
Joiner did the eulogy.
Archie Lee Moron with his "ousin, Mrs. Juanita White, is
brother and a friend visited Memphis.
BATESVILLE

UNITY

By CLEY W. JOINER

By MONETTE E. VAUGHN

SATI.

School Administrators
To Discuss Drop-Outs

Illinois

HOUSTON, Texas — The volved 48,000 pupils in 135,
Funeral services for Mr.
eleventh annual School Ad- schools.
Mark H. Kay were held Monministrators conference will be The Saturday Evening
day, Jan. 15, 1962, at the St.
EA
held at Texas Southern uni- exiled it "the boldest, P
James AME church where he
versity, Saturday, Feb. 10, ac- far-reaching attempt in the
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, 479 Thomas st, returned home and is
at her home after a brief ill- the holidays
with William Batt, area reThe family of James Harri- Saint Siloam church with
with their son,
Rev. ness.
Ervan Cathey, and other relaadministrator,
son acknowledges with grati- J. B. Bryant officiating.
'development
Lawyard L. Wilson, and family. Rev. and Mrs. A. D. Whit- last week from Erie, Pa., where tives.
Mrs. Mabel Johnson, wife of
tude the many expressions of Peter Rogers was called
about applications for federal
The Pro-To Club had its more, Mrs. Karey Walker and they spent a very extensive
to
The Jackson and Beta LambRev. E. L. Johnson, was called Eleventh Christmas Party
Michigan
kindness shown by relatives
at .Archie Woods were dinner and informational vacation trip da Chapter of Kappa Alpha Psi aid submitted by
to St. Louis to the bedside of the National Guard
communities.
and friends during his illness
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her niece who is now much Many out-of-town
testimony
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and death.
Funeral services for Mrs. fraternity proudly presented
guests were Wiggians last Sunday.
Lane College Glee Club in fevoring an FEPC, the goverimproved.
Our sick include Frank HarIra D. McKnight ,of South Mamie Ivy were held Sunday, the
in attendance. A. G. Lane is
a concert in the Lane College
ris and Isom Walton, employchairman of the Entertainment Bend, Ind., is visiting with Jan. 21, 1962, at 1:00 a. m. at chapel Sunday. Jan. 14, at 4:00 nor was to meet with Abraham
A. Ribicoff, secretary of Health,
ees of Bessemer Rolling Mill.
Monroe last Sunday to the Committee: Edward W. Car- his father. Mr. J. D. McKnight. Mother Liberty CME church.
Also ill are Mrs. Viola T. WilThe Rev. C. F. Odom offici- pp. There was no admission Education and Welfare. Swainwho has been ill.
bedside of his uncle.
son. sr., president.
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occasion
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The
son wants Ann Arbor selected
liams, Mrs. Mary Webb, Mrs.
Richard Thomason of Niles, ating with Boyd and Johnson
Russell Anders of Beatrice
Mrs. Addie Canion and
Hattie Ivey, Mrs. Mary Harris
Funeral Home in charge. Mrs. attended and was greatly en- as site for the midwestern
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grandchildren spent Christmas Mich.. is visiting with Uncle
joyable.
water pollution research cenMr. and Mrs. S. Johnson in Washington, D. C., with rela- Lord Piece and other relatives. Ivy had been ill for several
Richard is the son of Mrs. weeks but was thought to be The Berean Baptist church ter.
spent the day out of town last tives and friends.
improving greatly at the time observed Rally Day, Sunday,
Athon Piece.
NEW YORK — A long- Sunday.
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stumbling block to economic new management.
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lege at Daytona Beach. Mr. is
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you wish.
ters, three sons and a host of lowship dinner immediately Win the love of anyone
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success & happiness. Quick cur*
with Yours Truly and Geniturned to Flint. Michigan after
Those who lost their homes Smith returned home last week stork and program of the from sickness & money to your
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Grove.
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By JOHNNY CHANDLER of a rangy-end or a bigmuscled fullback to develop a
CHAPTER 11
Even two players with ex- good game. Little fellows can
actly the same build and body stand with giants off the tee
control will have different you have advantage if you can
swings and this includes twins. recognize this fact at the very
The reason is not hard to un- outset within yourself lies a
derstand it involves muscular potential which only you can
development visual percep- develop. Competent advice
tiveness, co-ordination of nerve will help to speed up the job
control, leg muscles and on and that is what I hope to give
and on. No two men have ex- my readers.
actly the same strength of A good golf game cannot
wrist or fingers or the same come from printed pages beinstinct for timing or weight cause it requires too much
active work on the part of the
balance.
Any one of these factors players plus a great del) of
means that no one can exactly repetition soda trial and error
duplicate another no matter procedure but if the beginner
how closely he comes to a per- will give intelligent attention
fect, imitation, anyway if an in- to certain basic principles
dividual has ability to come which are set down within
close to following the tech- these few chapters he has set
nique of his model he un- out on a far greater chance of
doubtedly would do better M bringing his game to a quicker
develop his own potential. • more satisfying stage on the
path to becoming a good
GOOD GOLFERS
You do not need the build golfer.

By BILL LITTLE
make it. A quarter million
HALL OF FAME
i would be a conservative estititiseball fans have • been mate, of what the color line
luit*Mosly awaiting the out- cost Old Satch.
e of HALL OF FAME It so happens that there is
will join the something realistic baseball
ygs1ng. Who
rainy ex-big leaguers at can do about this: Simply hold
Cek:merstown, is purely specu- a Satchel Paige Day in each
big league park and turn over
lation at this time. _
Norris Anderson, crusading the net proceeds to this once
publicist, protests that the fantastic performer, whose Newriters have betrayed a dedi- gro blood condemned him to
cated cause, namely, to name years of drudgery at cheap pay
Setae' Paige the first Negro in even cheaper surroundings.
DETROIT Pistons' Bailey Howell (fore) appears to be
member of the HALE OF Satchel, a fixture for years
throwing the discus as he and Celtics' Frank Ramsey
as
the
or
star
of a traveling
FAME,
change its name to
battle for the ball during second quarter at Boston Gartroupe of Kansas City Mon
he HALL OF SHAME.
den. As it was the Pistons threw the Celtics for a lose.
I!Since you originated this archs, rates at the very top
124-120. Gene Shue and rookie Johnny Egan accounted
iiirement, we've looked upon among great sepia performers.
for 51 of the Pistons' points.—(UPI Telephoto).
you as a our leader, one who Allowed to pursue his talents
combines a sense of social in the big leagues, he might
Cy
justice with aesthetic appreci- have even surpassed
ation of superior artistry," Young's record of 511 wins. He
laments the sunkist propagand- was already a venerable antique when Joe Dimaggio, then
ist.
."We awaited your command, at his peak, faced him in an
eager to take our stand at the exhibition. Verdict: "The guy
barracades, if need be, to must have been the best." Old
REBOUNDING through the crowd is the Knickerbockmake the supreme sacrifice by Satch struck out Mickey Manpast a couple of groundKANSAS CITY, Mo.—(UPI) is second, averaging 12.1 in 18
moving to California. Now we tle merely on a motion . . . ers' Al Butler (No. 3) who flows
9)
—Chet Walker, whose 40-point games, and Savage is third
find you supporting Jackie "Mickey went for my hesita- ed Hawks to get the ball. St. Louis' Bob Pettit (No.
scoring outburst failed to pre- witn an average of 12 rebounds
and Barney Cable are just whisked out of the way in
Robinson, Bob Feller, Hack tion pitch. Foolish boy."
vent Bradley's loss to Wichi- in 13 games.
Wilson, et al. So, what goes? Jim Crow had been floored the second period of game in St. Louis. The Hawks were
ta last week, regained the MisWe hope it's . . . and the when the great Stitch was flying high for the rest of the game and grounded the
souri Valley Conference scorfinally considered socially ac- Knicks, 124-113.—(UPI Telephoto).
sooner the better."
ing lead.
We do plead guilty on one ceptable to the majors. Though
Walker, 2.radley's towering
point. In advancing the merits in his 40's, his 6-1 won-lost, 45
center, passed Tulsa's Jim King
of Robinson and such, we S.O.'s and .247 era for 73
should have made note of a innings, helped the Indians
LeMoyne's Magicians re-i this week and will invade Tus- in the league scoring race when
basic consideration which de- win their '49 pennant and the
turn to Bruce Hall next week kegee this Saturday night. his 40 points boosted his avernies eligibility to any player World Series . . . "and don't
for some fast action. They'll They'll be at Lane College in age to 27.4 points in five games,
w o has not had a minimum'forget I got two hits," he likes
i
i
meet the rough Alabama A& Jackson, Tenn., next Tuesday conference statistics revealed. MIAMI — Ray Mitchell's
King slipped back into second celebrated North-South Winter
10'years big league activity. to remind you.
M cagers on the night of Feb. night.
YE FOR HIM
2, starting at 8 p.m.
Since leaving the majors
LeMoyne ranked sixth this place with a 23.8 average.
Golf tournament is scheduled
, Morally, we have a case; Satch again hit, the road. He
Four other home games are week in the Southern Inter- Walker, who also leads the for February 19-23, the Orange
officially, we don't. The only twirled for Miami, the Globe- By H. W. THONNBERRY tory. The 27-year old former on the Magicians' slate. They collegiate Athletic Conference conference in field goal per- Blossom Hotel Association of
thing that _bars old "Satch" is trotters, and last we heard,
Bellingham plasterer has lost go against Paul Quinn College, race and must remain in the centage with 59.7 per cent, is this city has announced.
the calendar. The majors asked Old Satch was giving Pacific LONDON—UPI)— The big- eight scraps, five by kayoes, Feb. 5; Stilman College, Feb. top 10 to gain a berth in the well in front in season scoring As usual, the famous winter
waivers on Jim Crow, 20 years Coast umpires a hard time. gest cheer from the fight fans and after what happened to 6; Fisk University, Feb. 12, and conference's annual cage with .
26.9 average for 14 golf event will be played over
too late for him. Feller will Satch accused PCL arbiters of packing the Olympia Arena him against Folley, nobody Kentucky State College, Feb. tournament et Tuskegee
games. King is Second with a the beautiful Miami Springs
probably be elected unani- not giving hurlers the corners tonight will almost certainly here wanst to forecast what 17.
lute, Feb. 22-24. The.Magicians 19.7 average for 15 games,anr, atilt course. It is expected that
mously this year. Old "Satch" of the plate.
go to the Manager of one of will happen. Even the bookies The game with Stillman from have four remaining SIAC tilts. North Texas State's Ardie the 1961 champions will defend.
• • •
would have made it'by acclathe main event scrappers.
Tuscaloosa, Ala., on the night Tuskegee, Lane, Alabama A & Dixon and John Savage are Pete Brown, Jackson, Miss ,
wanted no part of it.
mation.
The last time he was here Marciano promised Cooper a of Feb. 6, has been designated M and Fisk.
LE?40YNE RETURNS
battling for third place with won last year's professional
was in 1945 and he was wear- "very tough fight with my boy" Homecoming night. All gradu• LeMoyne continues to appear averages of 18.8 and 18.2, re- championship, with amateurs
To argue atonement in terms TO ACTION
of technicalities is revolting.
ing a GI uniform then. Since and- prompts:. Harry Levine, ates and former students of Le- on the NAIA weekly rating spectively.
Willie Greer, Nashville, and
after a short layYet, it, would be a mistake to LeMoyne,
that time he rose to the world with an eye to a possible Moyne are especially invited sheet. Last weekend, NAIA Following Walker in fiela Mrs. Elizabeth Wright, New
examinations,
semester
for
off
heavyweight champion before Hughes victory, promised to to witness this contest which rated the Magicians No. 2 in goal accuracy is his Bradley York, being crowned champions
make an exception of Old
to the road for two retiring undefeated.
Satch;(seems in the beginning, takes
match the American against will feature the crowning of team offense and ,No. 18 in teammate. Rich Williams, who in their divisions.
with TalAlabama,
in
games
Marciano, now Britisher Brian London some- Miss Homecoming.
we contended to the contrary).
The annual bathing beauty
has a 54.1 percentage mark
winning margin.
at But Rocky
Saturday
and
Friday
ladega
We realize now that to do so
37, is one of the few men to time next month.
The Magicians hit the road Two Magicians, Captain Da- Their shooting contributed tc ccntest and a number of other
Tuskegee.
would expose indispensable
match Joe Louis in populari- Little is known here of this weekend and will play
Bradley's conference lead in events, including the annual
standards to caprice and invite Perennial jinx, Dillard Uni- ty here' and when he steps Hughes, except that he has three games before opening vid Gaines and James Gordon. team field goal accuracy of 49.' trophy ball, are scheduled for
to
NAIA
rereceive
continued
slowed
Orleans,
versity of New
chaos.
into the ring with protege feught 28 times and has been here Feb. 2 against Alabama
the week-long round of social
per cent.
The Hall is not directly in down the high scoring Ma- Tony Hughes, 23, of Cleveland, knocked out once. His record A & M. They are due at Talla- cognition, too. Based on 11
events. Member hotels of the
of
Eman
Wichita.
Van
Lanny
inwas
in
games,
21st
Gaines
their
only
inflicting
ived Anyhow. Baseball sub- gicians,
Ohio, the roof will come off. reveals only that he has fought dega College Friday night of
sponsoring-Miami-hotel associdividual scoring with a total who is holding third place in ation are Hampton House,
V•vience is solely responsible, second loss at Bruce Hall in
And if the spectators are in no topliners — and that most
140
with
scoring
conference
or
se-,
261
aver23.7
a
points
and
the
before
game
last
add if extirpation is Possible, the
Mary Elizabeth, Miami Carver,
a good mood, they may even of his fights were in Cleveland.
age. Gordon was 40th in the points in seven games, is the Sherman and Sir John.
even in part, baseball must mester break.
have a cheer for the fighter Levine figures he'll get 18,from
in
the
accuracy
leader
-—
same category with 236 points free
in the other corner, their own 000 spectators to pay 38,0
throw line. He has made
Henry Cooper.
pounds ($106,400) to see the
and an average of 21.5.
54 of 62 free throws for a perNEARS TITLE
fight — hastily organized to
Gordon wassnentioned in two eentage of 87.1.
Cooper stood on the thre- substitute for Terry Downes
other departments. He was 16th Paul Hogue of Cincinnati
shold of a world title fight scheduled warmup bout against
in individual free throw shoot- maintained his lead in reboundGreaves.
until the night of Dec. 5 at Canadian
Wilfie
ing and 23rd in individual re- ing with a 12.7 average in 15
Wembley Arena. Then, a Downes, recognized in Europe,
fierce right-cross from Ari- Massachusetts, and New York
bounding.
games. Gene Wiley of Wichita
The prep league enters the Manassas, defeating the Tig- zona's Zora Folley smashed as world middleweight title SAN FRANCISCO — (UPC-—
65-58
floor
home
their
home stretch with the Booker ers on
kayo
orhim to a second round
holder, intended to use Greaves The U.S. Court of Appeals
T .Washington Warriors still on a second half come from defeat. A horrified British box- as a tryout for a forthcoming dered a new hearing to deterclinging desperately to their behind • spurt. Carver also ing public suddenly realized it third title scrap against Bos- mine whether Frankie Carbo
EXPERTLY PREPARED
top perch. Waiting for the broke a tight game wide open no longer had a top-ranking ton's Paul Pender, but a chest alleged underworld boxing czar.
they
when
half
We Have Capacity To
secondthe
in
Warriors to falter is Lester,
condition forced him to the could be admitted to bail pendchallenger.
the. most serious threat in the rallied from a shaky 31-30 •in- For Henry, a defeat will sidelines.
Solve Your Income
conextortion
his
ing appeal of
BOWLING BAG
chaInpionship aspirations of termission advantage for 7247 send him skidding so fast Levine, to get Olympia, had spiracy conviction.
as Purcias• St atta
at
Douglass
i
Tax Problems
of
crunching
Washington
Ban
Seating
Me
Washingtonians.
he'll be lucky to get a crack to pay off a circus for the night. Carbo, 56, was sentenced tc
*
Cone To 319 Beale St.
leads the circuit with an 8-0 Carver. Willie Kimmons' 30 at a European titlefight. He'll The animals will be caged in 25 years and a $10,000 fine last :
*
a—Brunswick
Ebonite—Columbi
*
record. Lester is one game be- points wasn't enough to save be appearing for the 33rd the rear of the building — but July after a three-week trial.
*
Ask For CAREY CRIER
*
*
hind in second place with a the Red Devils from disaster. time in a pro fight and will Harry has promised that no*
6 to 10 P.M. Week Days
7-1 slate. The title race has It was the fourth loss for be shooting for his 24th vie- body will get thrown to them. Order also included Josepr
All Day Saturdays
Sica, 48, of Los Angeles, wie
narrowed down to a two team Douglass, two coming during
"Your Bowling Equipment asegoiewt•-was sentenced to 20 years ant:
Carey Grier
fight since the six other league the same week.
JA 6-5835
7.122
FA
? 2975 LAMAR
a $10,000 fine.
members have at least three Clashes between Washington
and Douglass and Carver and
Carbo and Sica were /oleic
losses.
acguilty along with three others
11111MINONNINIO11.41MMI.M.MOOMM•01611.........morh.
AVir last week's actitm ,Lester Lester features this week's
of having tried to muscle in on
grit on a big second half drive tion Friday nikht.
rehave
will
:Subdue Douglass 66-38 and The Warriors
the earnings of former welterie.
eyes when they
sort of chance even though weight champion Don Jordan.
By ALEX KAHN
teas its second game of the venge in their
sufWashington
Douglass.
Olden Times has never run The court here directed bolt
week by mowing down Hamil- visit
the sea- ARCADIA, Calif.— (UPI) — 11
4 miles and never has won to conduct a new hearing tc
/
ton, 66-29. Carver dropped its fered their only loss of
impres-Twenty's
Douglass
Four-And
of
hands
the
at
son
at 1 1/8 miles. He beat Four- consider whether some sure
second game of the season to
Santa
current
Tourthe
at
record
Holiday
sive
LeMoyne
the
in
And-Twenty, however, in the
Washington as Willie Ward
league Anita meeting has frightened Malibu Stakes at the start of Would be an effective deterrent
riddled the Cobras defense for ney. In their first
took a away most of the eligible start- the meeting at seven furlongs. against flight.
34 points. The Warriors were meeting Washington
But the court added that its
decision.
ers for this Saturday's $100,- IMPRESSIVE VICTORY
68-63
in control at the very outset
opinion should not be received
lead late in 000 maturity which may draw
were impresin posting the 73-61 triumph. Carver blew a
horsemen
But
as a "gentle intimation" that
Lester in its smallest field in history.
Losing MacArthur Roberts, the game against
sed Saturday when Four-And- it believes that bail should be
of
suffering
first
the
is
encounter,
maturity
first
their.
The
the
in
their leading scorer,
drilled over a sIbppy set at a figure which the deThis will four "hundred grand" races Twenty
maturity disthird quarter didn't help Carv- an overtime defeat.
fendants could raise.
in at the meeting and- the 1 1/4- track the full
Lester
for
game
must
be
er's cause.
tance in an excellent 2:03 3/5.
or r for the Lions to keep mile stakes is limited to 4- It was one of the fastest off
FOURTH LOSS
HUNKY DORY
with the
pa' with pacesetting Wash- year-olds. Although 14 horses
BROTHER BOB
track workouts in Santa Ani- gets underway today
In other games Melrose ington.
were kept eligible with Jan. 1 ta's history.
running of the 825,000 San
to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
6
2
to
1:30
11,
to
10
6,
to
LEAGUE STANDINGS
avenged an early season loss to
payments, at present it apfifth week Of racing Pasqua] Handicap at 1 1/16
Won Lost Pct. pears no more than four will The
Team
miles. Prove It had been no1.000
0
8
Washington
inert.
minated for the race but will
.875
last
1
7
Lester
Four-And-Twenty in his
not run, awaiting a later race
.500
4
4
$50,Carver
two races captured two
for his debut. That left new
.500 000 stakes. The San Carlos and
3
3
Melrose
policy as the likely favorite
.428 the San Fernando. And the
4
3
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facing such good runners as
.428 Alberta Ranches' star has
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8
0
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who
sensitive about failure If owners
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to Sign Off
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Expect Big Ovation For
Rocky As Fight Manager

LeMoyne's Magicians
To Meet Alabama A&M
At Bruce Hall Feb. 2

Walker Regains Missouri
Loop Scoring Lead

North-South Golf
Tourney Set For
Miami Feb.19-23

0

Appeals Court
Orders Hearing
On Carbo Appeal

Washington Leads But Lester
Is 'The Hound On Their Trail'
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Buy Your 1962
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NEW FORD
From Us
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FARM FOR SALE!
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Near Cairo, III.
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Farewell Party
For West Who
Is Off To Army

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

By JAMES C. GREGORY chases are expected to reach
SCHOOL LUNCH
$610 million.
Officer George West of 789
More than 14 million chil- Overall, t h e school lunch
Cella at., was the guest of
dren are eating nutritionally program is the largest single
honor when his fellow officers
balanced school lunches a n d food service industry in the
gave a farewell party at Club
creating an ever-growing mar- nation. It is a billion dollar
Handy last Saturday night.
ket for farm food, the U. S. operation involving some $800
West, who has been on the
Department of Argiculture res mkllion worth of food and at
city police force for about a
ports.
least $200 million worth of loyear, has been called to servThis is an increase of five cal services.
ice to the U. S. Army. He is
per cent from the number of Among the broad variety of
expected to report to Camp
children in the school lunch farm foods bought so far by
Chaffee, Ark.
program last year. Some 64,- USDA this fiscal year to help
ARCHIE CALLAHAM
CARMEN SAUNDERS
Officer Jer ry Williams,
000 public and non-profit priv- participating schools meet the
partner,
West's
chairman
was
ate schools participate in the nutritional requirements of the THIS HOUSE WAS
tual in December 1959 with
sold to Linden ave. This eight-room room, den, kitchen and break- for the other officers who
lunch program, which is ad- National School Lunch Act are Mr. and
Paid-For production of 6547,Mrs. Conwell Harris brick house is located on a fast nook. It is air-condi- sponsored the party.
ministered cooperatively by 40.7 million pounds of ground
000 in 1960. She was a winner
by William T. Simmons of 75 x 200 foot lot at 707 E. tioned. Mr. Harris is employAmong the guests were: the
USDA's Agricultural Market- beef (sufficient to provide 18 the Simmons
of several company-sponsored
and Associates Trigg ave. It has three bed- ed by Firestone Rubber Com- Parents of West, Mr.
and Mrs.
ing Service and educational servings per child in the pro- Real Estate company, 401
trips and awards during the
rooms, a living room, dining pany. (Photo by E. Withers) George West; Jerry Williams
agencies of all the States and gram), 37.7 million pounds of
same year, and has qualified 1111
and
his
wife;
E.
C.
"Sugg"
Territories.
the "President's Club of 196iMr
frozen chickens (5.5 servings
Jones, Jewel W. Jubert, E. F.
Dorothy Strong.
The youngsters pay an aver- per child) and quantities of
Callaham has also been With
Redditt, William A Harris and
Two Special Ordinary agents North Carolina Mutual for only
age of 27 cents per lunch, ex- canned fruits and vegetables.
Jimmy Ray and
wife; Willie T. Hillimon, Elmo of the Newark District estab- a short time,'having been apcept for some 10 per cent who Purchases of canned pork and
Annie Ruth Moore.
Berkley, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie lished .history-making records pointed in January 1960. Since
get their lunches free or at a gravy, amounting to 26.7 milNathaniel' Hardaway and
Williams, Mrs. Kathleen Grun: as representatives of the North that time he has received sevlower price because they can- lion pounds, ended in late DeV iria Payne.
dy, Mrs. Sylives Grundy, Mr, Carolina Mutual Life Insurance eral company and trade associnot a'ford to buy them. Pay- cember.
TUNES OF WEEK
Aid Mrs. Walter Boyd, Mr. and company in 1961.
ments by , the children aver- IN 16TH YEAR
ation awards, also qualifying
The students of Geeter are Mrs. James Wilbur. Mr. and
Mrs. Carmen E. Saunders for the "President's Club of
age about 60 per cent of the
Undes surplus-removal acMrs.
flipping over "Lstter Full of
Ben Guntes, Mr. and Mrs. achieved a Paid-For record of 1962."
cost of the lunch. Federal. state tion, USDA has brought so to e
Tears," "I'll Let You Know," Paul Norman, Miss Norma $1.025,003, while Archie C. Both Mrs. Saunders and Caland local sources make no the 60 million pounds of frozen tur"I
Imgram,
Lost
Mrs. Marjorie Wil- Callaham's total was $1.013,- laham were supervised by Staff
Some," "Twisting Mr.
difference.
keys and 10 million pounds of
Postman," "I kind's Think He liams, Mrs. Charlene. Mobley, 250 — the first time that the Manager Ivery Brandon, with
LOCAL PURCHASES
fresh cranberries for school
Does," and "Love Is Like a Mr. and Mrs. Elms Steward, firm has had individual sales F. A. Ramseur serving as man•
This school year, USDA con- lunch use. Quantities of lard,
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Wreatha Winfrey and M. C. The Greater Mount Pisgah sorority, inc., met Saturday in
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Shotwell.
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well and Bobbie Grandberry. are Arnett G. Montague and West Tennessee Pagaent out- 0. V. Baskerville and Little
1200 sisa1in1 capacity — For Leagues, Tournaments, Section with
lined plans for the Pagaent. Opal Lee Greer.
Most Studious: 1.01:i Dodson Augustus Johnson.
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Boeing
March 5, is the date set for The state of the kindergarCommunity Programs
4
7 Large Club Rooms: Chub Meetings -- Classes
Pagaent. The members en- den was explained by Mrs. W.
the
Folums —
officer." Chief Macdonald said.
Conferences
Teas — Socials
ham, S. Vance. It was followed by
An effort was made by the joyed a menu of baked
casserole, toss salad, music from the Estrelilas.
ereenbean
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
Tri-State Defender to get in
coffee, boiled custard and Presentation of speaker was
ANNUAL RATES
touch with the former police- hot
Years' gifts were made by A. P. Nunn.
New
cake.
man, but he could not be
el
exchanged by members.
E. L. Currie, Pastor First
reached for comment.
On Sunday night January 7, Baptist, Brownsville, Tenn.,
the Board of Directors of the gave the address.
Kindergarden ob- The 100-voice choir was made
Gillespie
A 32-year-old Negro policeserved Emancipation with a up of all the youth and adult
man was dismissed from the
program given in the Stigall choirs of all the churches in
Memphis Police department
(English Lady)
High School' Gymtorium. The the city and the choirs from
last week for "conduct unbeProcessional was Marching To First Baptist church, Brownscoming to a police officer."
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
Zion by the choirs.
The reason: He applied for
• ville with Mesdames Nelda
A GYPSY
The program included the Williams and Carrie Jones at
a marriage license.
This is her new office at the Miss's'
choir;
song "America", by the
Dismissed after being on the
the pianos and directed by C.
!
"
force for about a year was KNOXVILLE, Tenn.—(UPI) scripture by Rev. W. A. Owens. F. Jones.
sippi State Line. MAI/AM
BELL
—Disorderly
Tr
conduct
charges
Baptist
Star
Pastor Morning
Arthur Murphy, Jr., whose
back after a long time of being away
address was given as 1583 against more than 50 Knoxville
college
students
Negro
and at last she is back to stay in her
Havana St.
According to Police Chief were dropped in city court
new home.
I LICENSED BUILDER •
J. C. Macdonald, he received over the weekend to avoid a
COMMERCIAL A N D
INDUSTRIAL. 61 P F.
a letter from a woman who further "strain" on race relaAre you Dissatisfied with marriage?
CIALIZING ,N PATCHgave her name as "Mossie tions.
WORK.
ING.
BRICK
Have You lost faith in your husband, wife -or sweetWALKS AND DRIVEMurphy" stating that she was The students were original
WAYS NO JOB TOO
heart? Are you in ba)1 health: Are )ou discouraged!'
living with the inan as his ly charged in connection with
SMALL OR TOO LA RGE
PLASTERING
wife, and that he would not demonstrations outside three
If any of these are your pioblems, come let MAI/AM
KESSLER AFB, Miss. —
NEVI
763
UNE ST
movie theaters last October. Second Lt. Richard B. Thomppay her bills.
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
trial attorney Doyle son, son of Mr. and Mrs. R. B. JA 6-5374 (After 6 p.m.)
City
Chief Macdonald said he
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
looked on the oficer's record King requested the charges Thompson, sr., of 579 Arrington
TA 5-6041
and saw that when he ap- be dropped despite protest ave., Memphis, has been assignyour job or business is not a success. If you have failplied for the job. he said that protest from several police ed to March AFB, Calif., alter
ed
in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
graduation from the U. S. Air
he was married and the father officers.
Two other students, Rose Force course for communicaof two children.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over MissisJene Wilson. I, and Isaac Wil- tions officers at Keesler AFB,
NEWS FOR BRIDE
sippi
State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
On last Wednesday, Patrol- son, were fined $10 each. Offi- Miss,
58 Premier Lincoln
is
2
blocks
below where she used to stay right aside
Was
Wilson
man Murphy took out a license cers testified
Lt. Thompson received in1479 Central Avenue
to be married to Miss Peggy "having a ball" outside on' structions in installation, operthe DeSolo Motel. Ile sure to look for the BED BRICK
BkbY -TIlkilltf
care of Cat"
My
Ann Wiggins. He was fired theater. The girl was "askini. ation. maintenanse and manBeautiful Chinese Red
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (Se
and
for everything but a ticket' agement of rain, teletype and I looks Butter Than New Inside
the same day.
Out EntilOPed With Record Player
never had an office in West Memphis.)
And All Other Powers
"I called him into the office," and "was trying to agitate cryptographic communications
1 35.000 Mlles
Pelee $1700 00
equipment and systems.
Chief Macdonald said. "and trouble," police said.
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
he admitted that the charges
King said he moved for
His father is the principal of
Call JA 6-6360
and
get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and $ee
were true.
dismissal with the backing of Carver High School in MempAsk For A. D. Aaron
"He was a very good police the
ty administration.
his.
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